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ABSTRACT

Torsional Braid Analysis, TBA, of various polysaccharide 
derivatives and of members of the poly(di-n-alkylitaconate) 

series, complemented by a limited number of Differential 
Scanning Calorimeter thermograms, has enabled the mclecular 
motions associated with several secondary glass transitions 
to be tentatively identified. A damping peak observed at 
less than -190° to -166°C in TBA thermograms for polymers 
with side groups containing n-alkyl moitiés as large as 
the n-propyl group has been attributed to the onset of 
rotational motion of this alkyl group alone. TBA of higher 
poly(di-n-alkylitaconates) also revealed a large secondary 

transition between -70° and -45°C; from the relationship 
between their temperatures these two transitions were 
identified with the glass and melting transitions of the 
n-alkyl side-chains and it was suggested that the g-transition 
for the entire polymer also contributes to the high damping 
associated with the latter process. Two of the secondary 
transitions that are visible in TBA thermograms for various 
polysaccharide derivatives may be associated with absorbed 
water: the damping maximum occurring between 15° and 33°C
has been attributed to the rupture of hydrogen bonds, the 
increased mobility of bonded water molecules possibly being 
responsible for the damping variation at about -1U°C. It 
was suggested that motion of the oxycarbonyl portion of 
ester groups and/or of the C6 oxymethylene group may be 
initiated at approximately -55°C. It was concluded that 
chair-chair conformational interchange of main-chain glucose



rings becomes energetically feasible between -90 and 
-140°C, the temperature of this secondary transition 
being particularly dependent on the structure of substituent 
groups. The glass transition temperature was also determined 
for each available sample, the variety in their structures 
enabling the relationship between these two parameters to 

be discussed.
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Polymers are composed of exceptionally long 
molecules and therefore at intermediate temperatures and
frequencies, in addition to varying with temperature, their 
physical properties are time-dependent; polymers are therefore 
said to be viscoelastic. Tobolsky (1) describes the visco
elastic behaviour of linear, amorphous polymers, of high
molecular weight, in terms of five characteristic regions 
in the variation with temperature of the 10-second, tensile- 
stress relaxation modulus. The explanation of the involved 
molecular motions are based on Tobolsky's ideas (1), together 
with those of Billmeyer (2), Meares (3) and Treloar (4).

When studied at very low temperatures (or high 

frequencies) the polymer behaves like a glass; a glassy 
polymer is stiff, hard, brittle and frequently transparent. 
Transparency is a characteristic of randomly arranged molecules 
The magnitude of stress required to produce unit deformation is 
known as the modulus of a material, providing a measure of its 
stiffness or dimensional stability. Intermolecular forces 
predominate in the glassy state, resulting in a very high value 
for the tensile-stress relaxation modulus; as a result, in 
time intervals of less than 10 seconds, there is effectively 
no diffusional motion of the chain segments and polymer 
behaviour tends towards that of an ideal elastic solid (5), 
the application of stress resulting in instantaneous bond 
stretching and bond angle deformation according to Hooke's

Law.
At higher temperatures, the polymer feels leathery 

and the 10-second modulus decreases by a factor of about a



thousand within a narrow temperature range. In this transition

region, the unique viscoelastic behaviour of polymers predominates, 
polymer deformation under stress being both reversible and very 
time-dependent. Short-range diffusional motion of chain 
segments takes place within about 10 seconds, the majority 
of polymer molecules being distorted from their equilibrium 
conformations in the direction of the applied stress. Due to 
the viscous resistance of the surrounding medium, the highly 
elastic response of the polymer is delayed, although appreciable 
during 10 seconds, and relative molecular movement results in the 
dissipation of a large amount of energy, maximum energy loss, or 
damping, occurring at about the median temperature of the 
transition range, where the modulus is decreasing most rapidly 
with increase in temperature and many segments become mobile

within the 10-second interval.
At temperatures immediately above the transition region 

the modulus varies little with temperature and polymers exhibit 
rubber-like elasticity: with respect to the 10-second time 
scale they are capable of very large extensions, which are 
instantaneously completely reversible. Hooke's Law describes 
the effectively time-independent elastic behaviour of rubbers 
and glasses which therefore dissipate little potential energy 
into heat on deformation. Rapid short-range diffusional motion 
of the chain segments, involving rotation about covalent bonds, 
results in internal rearrangement of molecular conformations 
and is manifest as flexibility of the polymer, but breakdown of 
the restraining molecular entanglements is still relatively slow.

In the adjacent viscoelastic region, the rubbery 
polymer feels tacky, because under stress long-range chain



entanglements are breaking down in times of the order of 
10 seconds, enabling whole molecules to flow into unstressed 
situations where they become entangled again. At higher 
temperatures, the polymer is a viscous liquid, stresses or 
strains maintained for longer than 10 seconds resulting in
effectively irreversible bulk deformation. Elastic recovery 
is negligible because co-operative diffusional movement of 
many chain segments can take place in less than 10 seconds, 
unimpeded by temporary crosslinks which unravel at a similar 
rate. Damping is high in the fifth region, energy being
required to enable molecules to flow past one another.

On raising the temperature of a polymer through 
the second region, its properties change from those of a rigid 
glass to those of a flexible rubber, the temperature interval 
therefore being known as the glass transition region. Boyer (6) 
defines "the glass transition as being associated with a 
coordinated segmental motion of the grouping -(CH2 CHR)n about 
the polymer chain axis, with n having a value in the range 10 
to 20." Conventionally, the glass transition temperature,
Tg, is identified with the temperature at which the specific 
volume-temperature plot of an amorphous polymer exhibits an
abrupt change in slope; because a true change in state or 
structure is not involved, there is no discontinuity in the 
volume of a polymer at its Tg. Similarly, the temperature- 
dependence of physical properties such as heat content and 
refractive index alters quite sharply at Tg, although the 
change in mechanical properties extends over a wide temperature 

--- modulus value must therefore be chosen inrange. An arbitrary



order to identify Tg from modulus-temperature data in the 
transition region. "Tobolsky and his school specified the 
reference state as 0.33 x 108 dynes per cm2 after 10 seconds 
of stress relaxation, the resulting temperature being very 
near the dilatometrically or calorimetrically determined 

value of Tg." (1)
Tg is a parameter of primary importance in 

determining the behaviour of a polymer under its conditions 
of application; however, despite extensive study of the 
variation of Tg with chemical structure "much of the knowledge 
is empirical due primarily to the difficulty of separating 
intramolecular and intermolecular effects." (7) Although 
prediction of Tg from detailed considerations of molecular 
structure is still not possible, some general trends are 
apparent, as reported by Boyer (8), Nielsen (9) and many 
other authors. The polymer with the simplest structure is 
polyethylene; structurally different polymers containing 
substituents which lower the over-all energy requirements of 
microbrownian segmental motion reduce Tg and conversely the 
presence of groups which decrease molecular flexibility increases 
Tg relative to that of polyethylene. The introduction into the 
main chain of moieties such as oxygen or sulphur lowers Tg by 
increasing the flexibility of the polymer molecules. Tg is 
elevated for macromolecules including side groups which restrict 
rotation about the backbone chain by sterically hindering main 
chain motion and/or side group motion relative to the main chain, 
or which are themselves bulky and inflexible. A reduction in 
intramolecular stiffness results from the replacement of a bulky 

rigid side group with a more flexible isomer; Tg is also
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decreased with increase in the length of pliant pendant groups 
which experience weak intermolecular interactions, the decrease 
in intramolecular flexibility due to enlargement of such side 
groups as n-alkyl chains apparently being of secondary importance. 
Increased polarity of polymer molecules, due to atoms which do not 
reduce intramolecular stiffness, raises Tg by enhancing inter
molecular attraction, thereby restricting main chain mobility.
Some polymers with symmetrically substituted monomer units, 
-CH2-CR2-, are known to have lower Tg's than those composed of

-CH2-CHR- groups.
Tg is essentially independent of molecular »eight for 

high polymers: for samples composed of relatively short molecules 
Tg decreases concomitantly with their average molecular weight; 
in addition, because the extent of molecular entanglement, and 
therefore hindrance to flow, depends on the length of the polymer 
chains, very low molecular weight samples do not exhibit rubber- 
like elasticity above Tg. Polymers with perfectly regular chains 
are capable of crystallisation, but due to the length of macro- 
molecules and the resulting strength of the int.r.oleoular forces, 
a proportion of the polymer always remains randomly disordered.
In semi-cry,t.Uine polymers, molecular mobility in the persistent 

amorphous regions is restricted by the ordered phase, the glass
• • = git hieher temperatures by propertytransition being manifest at higner xe p

changes of diminishes magnitude.
Below its glass transition temperature the polymer
. , hrittle being unable to withstand large stressesis likely to be brittle, Being

or strains because the large scale segmental motion responsible 
for rubber-like elasticity is no longer energetically feasible.

. i 3 nolvmeric glass is less extremeHowever the brittleness of a polymer
. --losses because local molecular motions than that of inorganic glasses Dec

m m m
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persist to temperatures lower than Tg. Many polymers in the 
glassy state exhibit discontinuities in temperature-dependent 

properties at temperatures where motion, often restricted, 
of a significant number of short chain segments or side groups 
becomes possible (9). These less obvious secondary glass 
transitions can modify mechanical behaviour and are therefore 
of considerable technological importance (1): for example,
Boyer (10) has shown that a substantial low-temperature secondary 
transition can impart toughness to a glassy polymer. Multiple 
glass transitions may be the manifestations of a variety of 
molecular motions (11), the size of the moving group increasing 
concomitantly with its onset temperature (10). Eby (12) deduced 
that 2 to 5 monomer units are involved in secondary glass 
transitions and 16 to 29 monomers in the main glass transition. 
Boyer (8) reports that Schmieder and Wolf were the first to find 

"that most polymers exhibit a small number of discrete but 
relatively broad dynamic mechanical energy loss peaks when 
examined over a wide temperature range by a low frequency method." 
It is recognised that the lower the transition temperature at 
1 Hz, and therefore the more localized the associated motion, the 
greater is the transition temperature elevation with increase in 
frequency of the measuring technique. This effect is a result 
of the differing activation energies of mechanisms controlling 

the modes of molecular motion in solid polymers, the lower
activation energies being associated with the damping peaks

. Hpiiboer (13) states that "the activationat lower temperatures: Hei]Doer
. + In of the order of magnitude of energy for the glass transition is oi tne

i „>,„w as for the secondary processes the 100 kcals per mole, whereas
. the order of 10 kcals per mole."activation energy is of the
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Consequently, the lower the frequency of a dynamic test, the 
greater the resolution of the damping data; as an additional 
advantage, the results of low frequency methods can be easily 
correlated with transition temperatures evaluated by the 
effectively static dilatometric and thermal techniques (14).

It was therefore decided to attempt to determine Tg and 
secondary transition temperatures, sub-Tg's, of selected polymer 

systems with a low frequency dynamic mechanical technique, 
complemented by measurements of their coefficients of expansion 
and specific heats. It was hoped that a study of the temperature- 
dependence of damping, heat capacity and specific volume of new 
polymer series would provide greater understanding about the 
"relationship between variations in macroscopic physical properties 

and mobilities of certain atomic groups in the polymers" (15).
Likewise, Klarman, Galanti and Sperling (16) studied "six homologs 
of the cellulose triester series" because such "polymer systems, 
which exhibit multiple transitions offer special research 
advantages in that possibly each transition may be attributed

to specific chemical groups.
The polysaccharides to be studied are polycondensation

products of D-glucose monosaccharide units, glycosidically linked H . 

with the eli.in.tion of water; these poly.ers are known as 
glucans■ The Haworth formula for 6-D-glucos. is shown at the centrej 
of Diagram 1 and includes numbering of the carbon atoms. Cl to

, . j carbon atoms in the pyranose, orC6, hydrogen atoms bonded to carD
sik-.emb.red, ring being omitted for clarity. Cellulose is 
the .ost abundant naturally-occurring organic compound! its 
linear molecules consist of up to five thousand ,-D-glucopyranose 
units, with a 6-glycoside linkage between Cl and C» of adjacent

lilt;!
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rings. Its essentially rigid molecules, containing a 
regularly alternating arrangement of D-glucose rings, may 
be regarded as a series of cellobiose units (17); cellobiose, 
illustrated at the top of Diagram 1, is a disaccharide formed 
by the condensation of two B-D-glucopyranose monomers, the 
second ring being inverted in order to minimize non-bonded 

interactions.
Starch is a widely distributed plant reserve 

carbohydrate, the essentially linear, water-soluble component 
being known as amylose. Like cellulose, amylose contains as 
many as five thousand D-glucopyranose un. -s: unlike cellulose, 
the monosaccharides are joined by «-(1 - 4) glucoside linkages 
to form flexible, extended molecules, which are able to exist 
in helical conformations. The polycondensation of maltose, 
also shown in Diagram 1, would yield amylose. About four-fifths 
of starch carbohydrate is insoluble in water, this fraction 
being composed of the polyglucan called amylopectin. The
highly-branched amylopectin structure contains up to one

. . on +-0 25 a-D-glucose units are linkedmillion pyranose rings; 20 to ¿t. a u &

a- d  - 4) to form chains, structurally similar to those m  
amylose, which branch via a-d - 6) bonds. The amylopectin 
molecule contains no definite principal chain and is therefore 
spherical in shape and multiply-branched, manifest macroscopically 

by its fibrous nature. Glycogen is a granular, water-soluble 
reserve polysaccharide found in several animal species.
Glycogen molecules have an apparent molecular weight of many 
million, being more highly branched than the structurally-similar

- «-(1 -*■ 6) links at the multiple branchamylopectin molecules, a ll
v 12 to 18 a-D-(1 -*■ 4 )-linked glucosepoints connect chains of 12

monomers (18) .
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The enzyme B-amylase hydrolyses linear a-D-(l -*• *♦)

linked glucans to maltose. The degradation of amylopectin and

glycogen is never complete, the enzyme proceeding from the
non-reducing end of a pendant «-(1 - 4)-linked D-glucose chain
until it is stopped by an a-(l -*■ 6) branch point; the product
is called the 8-amylase limit dextrin, abbreviated to 6-L-D.
8-amylase degrades the shorter a-(l + 4)-linked chains of
glycogen to maltose in 45 per cent yield, the 6-amylolysis

limit for amylopectin being about 55 per cent (19).
The oxygen atom in pyranose monosaccharide rings has

little effect on their molecular geometry and it has been
confirmed that conformational knowledge based on observations of
the differing forms of the cyclohexane ring may be applied to
the cyclic monosaccharides. In general, pyranose monosaccharides

such as D-glucose tend to exist in two interchangeable chair
conformations, designated Cl and 1C, which are represented in
Diagram 1; in preferred conformations, large substituents,
such as the group attached to C5, extend outwards in equatorial
positions (19). Diagram 2 illustrates portions of cellulose

, „  the D-glucose monomer unitsand amylopectin molecules with tne g

in chair conformations (18).
The structure of the samples to be studied are given

in Table 1. Cowie et .1 provided a dories of characterised
£ app+ate to the n-valerate inclusive;amylose triesters from the acetate
c „„a.,* .n Scanning Calorimeter, Model DSC-1, a Perkin-Elmer Differential scanning

„ „  used in the ...sure.ent of their Tg's, giv.n in Table 2 <»>
Branched polysaccharides »ere to be acyl.t.d, as their Tg's

i thp various theories of thewould be relevant to evaluation of the van
A qamnle of poly(methyl methacrylate), glass transition. A sample v
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free-radically prepared and therefore with sixty to eighty per cent 

in the syndiotactic form, was also made available by Cowie, 
together with tri-O-tosyl amylose; 2 ,3-di-0-acetyl, 6-0-trityl 
amylose; 6-0-trityl amylose and cellulose triacetate samples.

Burchard, of the Institute of Macromolecular Chemistry 
in Freiburg, provided carbanilate derivatives of polysaccharides, 

formed by their reaction with phenyl isocyanate. Studies have 
been made of the hydrodynamic properties of cellulose and 
amylose tricarbanilates (21) and of amylose-grafted-glycogen 
tricarbanilates (22). The solid state structures of cellulose 
and amylose tricarbanilate molecules have been investigated by 
electron-microscopy (23). Cowie has made several attempts to 
measure Tg’s of carbanilate derivatives: satisfactory interpreta
tion of their Differential Thermal Analysis, DTA, records proved 
impossible; the density-gradient technique provided specific 
volume-temperature data which revealed secondary transitions 

but which always ceased at temperatures below Tg due to sample

dissolution (24).
The general formula of poly(di-n-alkylitaconate)

„f Tshle 1. Velickovic developed polymers is shown at the foot of Table
the synthesis of this relatively new series of poly.ers and 
generously provided many samples, Velickovic et
investigated the solution properties of poly<di-n-akylit.donates,

a.,. emUH otate study is known to date. (25,26,27), but no other solid state sxu y
, n „„„ used a Du Pont 900 DSCCowie and Ranson (28;

of several cellulose acetate samples,instrument to measure Tg
the average of their values for the two samples with the highest 
degree of substitution being given in Table 2. Gillham (29)

J- U ______ -•___ A 4*>o a  T  a o f
„„, 0 ,0  triacetate sample containing



only 0.15 per cent of unsubstituted hydroxyl; the DTA 
thermogram, obtained at about five degrees per minute, 
contained an endothermic shift centred on 191°C, effectively 
coincident with the maximum in mechanical damping recorded on his 
Torsional Braid Analyzer. Cellulose triacetate, CTA, and poly- 
(methyl methacrylate) are the only samples to be studied whose 
sub-Tg's have been evaluated by low frequency techniques. 
Correlated torsional pendulum data enabled Russel and Van Kerpel
(30) to attribute the discontinuity in the CTA coefficient of 
expansion at 155°C to Tg. Their dilatometric data also revealed 
transitions at 40°C and 120°C, in general agreement with the 
specific volume studies of Mandelkern and Flory and of 
Nakamura, summarized in reference 30. Russel and Van Kerpel 
detected a small dynamic mechanical loss peak at -U8°C, 
possibly associated with mobility of the acetate group (30). 
Sharpies and Swinton (31) also detected three second-order 
transitions in their CTA dilatometric data at 46°C, 112°C 

and 157°C.
McCrum, Read and Williams (32) have reviewed the 

considerable quantity of data on conventional polydnethyl 
methacrylate), which is prepared by free-radical initiation at 
elevated temperatures and is known to be predominantly 
syndiotactic. With a measuring frequency of 1 Hz, Heijboer (33) 
observed a secondary dynamic mechanical loss peak at 10°C, 
which has been reported by many other authors and which is 
generally attributed to a hindered rotation of the ester side 
chain. In addition, dynamic mechanical measurements at 1 Hz 
revealed a small loss peak at -173°C, assigned to rotation of 
a-methyl groups, and another in the vicinity of -100°C which
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is known to be caused by water in the sample (32).
Tg and sub-Tg data for cellulose acetates with various 

degrees of substitution and for longer-chain cellulose esters, 
and transition temperatures of members of the polyCalkyl- 
alkacrylate) series, structurally similar to poly(di-n-alkyl- 
itaconate) polymers, are well reported in the literature and 
will be presented in the final chapter, as relevant to the 
interpretation of results obtained for the samples described 

above.

-t —  _
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EXPERIMENTAL
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TABLE 3(i)
Ahhrpviated Names and Characteristics of PolyCdi^n 
-------- is) and of PolyCmethyl methacrylate)itaconates 
Name of Sample

Poly(di-methylitaconate)

Poly(di-ethylitaconate)
Poly(di-propylitaconate) 
Poly(di-n-butylitaconate)

Poly(di-n-hexylitaconate)

Poly(di-n-heptylitaconate)

Poly(di-n-octylitaconate) 
Poly(di-n-nonylitaconate)
Poly(di-n-decylitaconate)

Poly(di-n-undecylitaconate) 
Poly(a-n-dodecylitaconate) 
Poly(methyl methacrylate)

Abbreviated
Name

PDM1PDM1
PDE1
PDP1
PDB1PDB1
PDH1PDH1
PDHplPDHplPDHpl
PD01
PDN1
PDD1PDD1PDD1
PDU1
PDDol
PMMA

Symbol

80/25
37/100

70/100
35/25
55/100
45/100
70/50
60/50
50/50

60/32
40/42
40/32

-alkyl-

Approximate
Ñw
74,000*
451,000*
200,000

489.000
95.000
1.881.000
277.000
684.000
434.000
395.000
763.000
400.000
300.000
107,700
800,000
212,000

1.840.000
200 .000

* Note : These values are number-average molecular weights
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TABLE 3(ii)
Abbreviated Names and Characteristics of Polysaccharide 
Derivatives
Name of Sample /

amylose triacetate 
amylose tripopionate 
amylose tributyrate 
amylose trivalerate 
cellulose triacetate

amylose carbanilate 
amylose tricarbanilate

cellulose tricarbanilate 
glycogen tricarbanilate 
grafted glycogen tricarbanilate

6-0-trityl amylose
2 ,3-di-0-acetyl,6-0-trityl
amylose
tri-O-tosyl amylose

Abbreviated
Name

Sample
Characteristics
Approxi- 
mate D.S.

Mn

ATA 3.0 62 ,000

ATP 3.0 6 8 ,0 0 0

ATB 3.0 106,000
ATV 2 .8 145 ,000
CTA 3.0

AC(2.5 ) 2.5
ATC 3.0

Mw
CTC(15.1xl03) 3.0 15,100
GTC(5.0xl06) 5.0x10
GTCCgr 8.3xl06) 8.3x10°

ATr(1.0)
ATr(l.O), 
A(2.0)
ATT

I
sulphur content 
approx. 12 per 
cent

glycogen tri-iso-butyrate
glycogen triacetate
glycogen B-amylaselimit dextrin tripropionate
amylopectin tributyrate
amylopectin B-amylase limit
dextrin trivalerate

GTiso-B 
GTA
gtp(b-l-d )

ApTB
ApTV(B-L-D)
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TABLE 3(ii)
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Name of Sample Abbreviated
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Sample
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amylose trivalerate ATV 2 .8 145,000
cellulose triacetate CTA 3.0

amylose carbanilate ACC 2.5) 2.5
amylose tricarbanilate ATC 3.0

Mw
cellulose tricarbanilate CTC(15.1xl03) 3.0 15,100
glycogen tricarbanilate GTCCS.OxlO6) 5.0xl06

grafted glycogen tricarbanilate GTCCgr 8.3xl06) 8.3xl06

6-0-trityl amylose ATr(l.O)
2 ,3-di-0-acetyl,6-0-trityl 
amylose

ATr(1.0), 
AC2.0)

tri-O-tosyl amylose ATT fsulphur
■vapprox.
Ccent

content 
12 per

glycogen tri-iso-butyrate GTiso-B
glycogen triacetate GTA
glycogen 8-amylase
limit dextrin tripropionate

GTPC8-L-D)

amylopectin tributyrate ApTB
amylopectin 8-amylase limit
dextrin trivalerate

ApTV(8-L-D)
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Section A : Materials
(i) Samples previously prepared by other workers

As mentioned in the previous chapter, many polymer 
samples were provided by my supervisor, J.M.6 . Cowie, and 
his colleagues; characteristics of these samples and 
abbreviations for their names, which will be subsequently 
used, are given in Table 3. Velickovic prepared the polyCdi-n- 
alkylitaconates) by bulk free-radical polymerization, their 
symbols being derived from their conditions of synthesis: 
for example, PDMI 80/25 was produced at 80°C with 0.25 weight 
per cent of initiator. Weight-average molecular weights, Mw's, 
for all samples except PDMI were evaluated by Velickovic from 
limiting viscosity numbers and from light scattering data (34). 
Osmotic pressure measurements with a Melabs Recording Membrane 
Osmometer on PDMI 80/25 and PDMI 37/100 solutions in nitromethane 
yielded number-average molecular weights, Mn's, of 74,000 and
451,000 respectively. PD0I, PDNI, PDUI and PDDol were supplied 
as n-heptane solutions and PDDI 60/32, PDDI 40/42 and PDE1 
samples were dissolved in benzene; with the exception of 
PDDI, these samples were heated in the pistol oven, attached 
to the internal vacuum system of the University, for about 
six hours at 55°C to 70°C. PDHI 55/100 had been transferred 
from a broken container by dissolution in chloroform; neither 
PDHI 55/100 nor the two PDDI samples were heated during solvent 
evaporation. It is feasible that these poly(di-n-alkylitaconates) 

contain residual solvent.
The B-amylolysis limit for the amylose triesters is 

75 per cent on average (24); M^ and the degree of substitution, 
D.S., of each unfractionated sample is given in Table 3(n) (20).



The ATC sample is unfractionated, but it is thought that
3CTC (*+10 x 10 ) is the only CTC sample that is not composed 

of molecules with a narrow molecular weight distribution (24).
In addition to GTC, three tricarbanilate derivatives of the 
star-shaped molecules, formed by grafting long amylose chains 
onto the glycogen kernel (22), were provided, being GTC 
(gr 8.3 x 106), GTC(gr 25 x 106) and GTC(gr 100 x 106).
Fully substituted ATT contains 14 per cent sulphur; it 
is evident from Table 3 that the sample used in this work 

has a D.S. below 3.0.
(ii) Esterification of branched q-(l -» 4)-linked glucans 

The abbreviated names of each type of these 
polysaccharide esters complete Table 3. Glycogen was obtained 
from B.D.H. Biochemicals. The amylopectin used in the 
preparation of acyl derivatives was supplied by J.M.G. Cowie 
and had been extracted from potatoes by the method of Greenwood 
et al (35). A further amylopectin sample was supplied by W. Banks 
of Edinburgh University and was degraded by 8-amylase to give 
the B-amylase limit dextrin; W. Banks also carried out the

B-amylolysis of glycogen.
Due to the extreme susceptibility of starch to 

degradation (36), the preparation, purification and drying 
of these esters was carried out at ambient temperatures (36,37).

Potter and Hassid's method (37) for the acetylation of 
the two components of starch at room temperature involved prior 
dispersion in formamide, enabling mild reaction conditions to be 
effective. Branched <x-(l - t) glucans were acylated by reaction 
with the relevant anhydrides in the presence of pyridine, n-alkyl 
anhydrides being used in all preparations except that of glycogen
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The ATC sample is unfractionated, but it is thought that
3CTC (410 x 10 ) is the only CTC sample that is not composed 

of molecules with a narrow molecular weight distribution (24).
In addition to GTC, three tricarbanilate derivatives of the 
star-shaped molecules, formed by grafting long amylose chains 
onto the glycogen kernel (22), were provided, being GTC 
(gr 8.3 x 106), GTC(gr 25 x 106) and GTC(gr 100 x 106).
Fully substituted ATT contains 14 per cent sulphur; it 
is evident from Table 3 that the sample used in this work 

has a D.S. below 3.0.
(ii) Esterification of branched q-(l -» 4)-linked glucans 

The abbreviated names of each type of these 
polysaccharide esters complete Table 3. Glycogen was obtained 
from B.D.H. Biochemicals. The amylopectin used in the 
preparation of acyl derivatives was supplied by J.M.G. Cowie 
and had been extracted from potatoes by the method of Greenwood 
et al (35). A further amylopectin sample was supplied by W. Banks 
of Edinburgh University and was degraded by B-amylase to give 
the B-amylase limit dextrin; W. Banks also carried out the

8-amylolysis of glycogen.
Due to the extreme susceptibility of starch to 

degradation (36), the preparation, purification and drying 
of these esters was carried out at ambient temperatures (36,37).

Potter and Hassid's method (37) for the acetylation of 
the two components of starch at room temperature involved prior 
dispersion in formamide, enabling mild reaction conditions to be 
effective. Branched o-(l - 4) glucans were acylated by reaction 
with the relevant anhydrides in the presence of pyridine, n alky 
anhydrides being used in all preparations except that of glycogen
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isobutyrate; reagent proportions for the two-stage procedure 
of Potter and Hassid were based on those used by Cowie in 
the acetylation of amylopectin (35): "amylopectin (250 mg) 
was dispersed by stirring in formamide (6 ml) and pyridine 
(10 ml) was added slowly with continuous stirring, followed 
by acetic anhydride (8 ml) in small portions over a period of 
1 hour." After continual magnetic stirring at ambient 
temperatures and subsequent precipitation and isolation, the 
procedure was repeated by dissolving the partially acetylated 
product in pyridine (1 0 ml) and acylating at room temperature with 
the same anhydride (8 ml) as before. Between 0.6 and l.Og of the 
parent polysaccharide was magnetically stirred in pyridine dried 
with molecular sieve and, in general, the total reaction time 
increased with the molecular weight of the esterifying anhydride 
(20,36); glycogen appeared to require a longer reaction time than 
the analogous amylopectin derivative. Amylopectin spent a total 
of 5 days in an acetylating reaction mixture, whereas the 
valeration of glycogen and its 8-limit dextrin took 17.5 days. 
Final reaction mixtures were usually deep gold and/or brown 
in colour, only the glycogen esters being in solution; insoluble 
particles were observed in two glycogen (B-L-D) reaction mixtures 
and due to the difficulty in dispersing amylopectin (B-L-D) 
gelatinous lumps generally persisted in the latter systems.

After the final esterification, there were at least 
three precipitations into methanol, with continuous magnetic 
stirring during slow sample addition, reprecipitations being 
most frequently from chloroform; although acetone and dioxan 
have been used as solvents, chloroform proved the most efficient
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dispersive agent of the insoluble amylopectin esters.
Volumes of drum solvent and precipitant were of the order 
of 50 ml and li. respectively. A large volume of solvent 
was generally required to disperse or dissolve the ester, 
being subsequently reduced in order to achieve the optimum 
concentration for sample precipitation in a manageable form; 
further solvent was frequently required to minimize mechanical 
losses by rinsing the involved glass surfaces, resulting in a 
second addition to the precipitant. Unswollen material was 
rarely removed, filtration of the polymer 'solutions' being 
particularly impracticable for amylopectin and amylopectin 
(B-L-D) derivatives. Each purification was optimized by stirring 
the system for several hours and particle enlargement was often 
enhanced with repeated stirring after allowing the precipitate to 
settle; volume reduction sometimes encouraged precipitation. 
Methanol frequently precipitated the ester at room temperature, 
but occasionally coagulation of a very fine suspension was 
initiated by cooling with cardice-acetone; sometimes the 
precipitate only appeared with subsequent warming of a cold 
methanol system. The supernatent was frequently siphoned off, 
leaving between 50 and 100 ml to evaporate from the precipitate; 
when the sample was suspended in the supernatent it was collected 
on a grade 4 sintered-glass filter and subsequently eluted with 
solvent. It was generally easier to handle too dilute a polymer 
"solution" and to separate the precipitate by filtration. In 
practice both methods were used, often in conjunction, their 
inherent limitations with respect to purification efficiency 

being recognised.
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Cowie et al (20) precipitated reaction mixtures 
for the acylation of amylose into ice water or into petrol ether 
at -25° to -30°C; the colder non-solvent was used for systems 
containing the largest anhydride molecules because the lower 
its Tg, the more gummy the product, this tendency being increased 
by the presence of low molecular-weight reagents. Difficulty was 
experienced in the purification of the intractable samples which 
resulted from precipitation into cold water and/or petrol ether 
and Ann Maconnachie (38) recommended methanol as a good precipitant 

for this reaction mixture provided that it was cooled with a 
cardice-acetone bath and that the methanol rinses were cold.
In fact, methanol was found to be so uniquely efficient at 
preferentially dissolving the low molecular-weight reagents 
that cooling was rarely necessary and a white precipitate was 
obtained at room temperature; in comparison, the purification 
of these esters achieved by freeze drying their benzene solutions 
or dispersions was negligible and this method was therefore 

latterly ignored.
Samples were usually dried for several days in the 

pistol oven at ambient temperatures; the heater was not 
generally used because its thermostat was unreliable and thermal 
degradation of the esters was to be avoided. GTB and GTB(B-L-D) 
were the only samples to be dried for a few days in the pistol 
oven, with its heater at a low setting. The pistol oven was 
attached to a rotary pump or more frequently to the internal 
vacuum line of the University, it being known that the 
system rarely achieved very low pressures and that therefore 
drying in the pistol oven at room temperature cannot have 
been very efficient. Samples were stored in stoppered sample 

bottles over silica-gel in a dessicator.
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Infra-red, I.R., absorption spectra of all the 
esterification products were obtained in order to provide an 
approximate estimate of their degree of substitution together 
with general confirmation of sample identity and that substantial 
degradation had not occurred. Sample masses were insufficient 
for chemical analyses. All I.R. samples had spent at least four 
days in the pistol oven, evacuated, for all except the valerate 
esters, by the rotary pump for some of this time. Because 
amylopectin esters were difficult to dissolve in chloroform, 
their swollen dispersions were cast directly onto sodium chloride 
plates and gave reasonable spectra despite visible evidence of 
undissolved particles. I.R. spectra of films of glycogen esters, 
soluble in chloroform, were similarly obtained. The rate of 
evaporation of spectroscopic chloroform, silica-gel dried, from 
the plates was originally enhanced with the use of an air-blower 
and latterly with an anglepoise lamp (39), which resulted in 
spectra with smaller hydroxyl peaks, presumably as cooling 
caused by evaporation and the resulting condensation of water 
was thereby minimised; latterly, surfaces contaminated with 
water were polished from the sodium chloride plates (40). The 
spectra were obtained, at a medium scan speed, over the 4000 to 250 

wavenumbers range, relevant absorption peaks being.
(a) in the vicinity of 3500 wavenumbers and assigned to the 
stretching vibrations of unbonded hydroxyl groups and of weak 
inter- and intramolecularly hydrogen-bonded hydroxyl groups.
(b) in the 2950 wavenumber region and associated with the C-H 

stretching mode of primary and secondary alkane groups.
(c) at about 1750 wavenumbers and attributed to the stretching 

vibration of the ester carbonyl group (41).
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Because of variables in the analysed samples 
and as the Perkin-Elmer 457 spectrophotometer does not actually 
record the absorbance, peak areas could not be meaningfully 
compared (40); however, the optimized procedure enabled 
qualitative comparison of I.R. spectra of similar samples, 
obtained on the same day in order to minimise the effects of 
variables such as atmospheric humidity. Inspection of the 
magnitude of hydroxyl peaks in spectra containing carbonyl and 
alkane absorptions of similar magnitude to those of the analogous, 
characterized amylose ester revealed that sometimes recent 
esterifications had resulted in noticeably smaller hydroxyl 
peaks, as demonstrated by the majority of the valerate ester 
spectra, ATV uniquely having a degree of substitution of only 
2.8 (see Table 3). Thus, the I.R. spectra indicated when further 
esterification was required, as with GTV and GTB and that finally 
all esters were effectively fully substituted. The spectra also 
revealed the existence of hydroxyl groups in all samples, 
emphasizing that water from the laboratory atmosphere was

probably present in the I.R. samples.
Tg is known to vary with molecular weight of small 

polymer molecules. It is thought that molecules of any polymer 
with Mn greater than 100,000 and, more specifically, of the 
amylose esters whose Mn values are given in Table 3 are 
"sufficiently large to ensure a minimum dependence of Tg on Mn." 
(24,20). Amylopectin and amylopectin (B-L-D) esters are 
generally insoluble; knowing that the product of deliberate 
acid hydrolysis of amylopectin had a molecular weight of 500,000 
(24), it was assumed that their molecular weights would be
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sufficiently high to ensure Tg-constancy, provided that 
molecular weight data for glycogen esters, prepared under 
similar, mild, reaction conditions, did not suggest that 
considerable degradation had occurred. Light scattering data, 
obtained with the help of Ann Maconnachie, provided very 
approximate Mw estimates for GTB (B-L-D), one of the two 
samples dried at above-ambient temperatures, and GTV of 3.5 and
7.0 million respectively. It is therefore assumed that Tg's for 
the branched esters are molecular-weight-independent.
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Section B: Methods
(i) Density Gradient Technique

Over a year was spent acquiring apparatus for and 
experience in the density gradient technique, with reference 
to many papers and articles, including those by Bauer and Lewin 
(42), Beevers (43), Oster and Yamamoto (44) and Ranson (45).
In addition to pycnometers, density gradient tubes and jacketed 
cylinders (for the determination of glass float densities from 
their velocities in homogeneous solutions of known density), 
pyrex floats containing nickel wire, eventually obtained through 
the persistence of R. Dey, were manufactured in the glass-blowing 
workshop according to the method of Gordon and Macnab (46). 
Unfortunately, further refinement of the technique, necessary 
for the determination of sub-Tg's, was discontinued due to 
shortage of time; it is hoped that this work will be continued 
by a successor as the author believes that this conceptually 
simple, and therefore reliable, technique justifies further 

development.
(ii) Torsional Braid Analysis

Torsional Braid Analysis, TBA, a modification of the 
conventional Torsional Pendulum technique, was initiated and 
developed by Gillham (47). As its name implies, the technique 
of TBA involves the use of an inert multifilament glass braid 
to support smaller sample quantities; free torsional oscillations 
of the composite are periodically initiated and its subsequent 
low frequency, oscillatory deformation is recorded. A Torsional 
Braid Analyzer Model 100-B1, based on Gillham's apparatus and 
manufactured by the Chemical Instruments Corporation, CIC, of 
New York, was used in this work. The reader is referred to
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Gillham's comprehensive review (47) for a description of the 
instrument; in the commercial instrument a glass disc coated 
with a film gradient acts as the linear optical transducer, 
enabling the oscillatory movement to be recorded. An external 
programmer is required in order to provide a constant elevation 
rate of above-ambient temperatures, the Hewlett-Packard Model 240
Temperature Programmer also being supplied by the CIC together 
with a lOMv Heathkit chart recorder. After considerable adjustment 
to the controls of the temperature programmer, designed for use 
with G.L.C. ovens, it was realized that cycling of the temperature 
could not be eliminated. Voltage transformers were required to 
enable these instruments to be powered by electricity from the 
National Grid. The Torsional Braid Analyzer facility enabling 
automatic correction for the un-thermostatted reference junction 
temperature was by-passed on the realization that a constant 
ambient temperature of 25°C had been implicitly assumed for the 
operating environment. During the majority of runs, a continuous 
non-potentiometric record was obtained of the emf generated by 
the central iron-constantan thermocouple junction on the inner 
surface of the sample chamber wall; a portable 27,000 chart 
recorder, manufactured by Bryans Ltd., was used, the chart being 
calibrated at the beginning and end of each sub- and above-ambient 
temperature scan with the output of a millivolt generator on 
battery supply. Modification of an additional iron-constantan 
thermocouple, provided by the CIC, and the immersion of its 
junction in a thermos flask filled with ice and water, enabled 
the effective reference junction of the central thermocouple, 
monitoring the sample chamber temperature, to be maintained at 
0°C. The signal from the thermocouple in the vicinity of the
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GiIlham's comprehensive review (47) for a description of the 
instrument; in the commercial instrument a glass disc coated 
with a film gradient acts as the linear optical transducer, 
enabling the oscillatory movement to be recorded. An external 
programmer is required in order to provide a constant elevation 
rate of above-ambient temperatures, the Hewlett-Packard Model 240 
Temperature Programmer also being supplied by the CIC together 
with a lOMv Heathkit chart recorder. After considerable adjustment 
to the controls of the temperature programmer, designed for use 
with G.L.C. ovens, it was realized that cycling of the temperature 
could not be eliminated. Voltage transformers were required to 
enable these instruments to be powered by electricity from the 
National Grid. The Torsional Braid Analyzer facility enabling 
automatic correction for the un-thermostatted reference junction 
temperature was by-passed on the realization that a constant 
ambient temperature of 25°C had been implicitly assumed for the 
operating environment. During the majority of runs, a continuous 
non-potentiometric record was obtained of the emf generated by 
the central iron-constantan thermocouple junction on the inner 
surface of the sample chamber wall; a portable 27,000 chart 
recorder, manufactured by Bryans Ltd., was used, the chart being 
calibrated at the beginning and end of each sub- and above-ambient 
temperature scan with the output of a millivolt generator on 
battery supply. Modification of an additional iron-constantan 

thermocouple, provided by the CIC, and the immersion of 
junction in a thermos flask filled with ice and water, enabled 
the effective reference junction of the central thermocouple, 
monitoring the sample chamber temperature, to be maintained at 
0°C. The signal from the thermocouple in the vicinity of the
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lower end of the sample composite controlled the temperature 
programmer. Although the Heathkit recorder functioned 
satisfactorily after substitution of a gear wheel suitable 
for a mains frequency of 50 Hz, a second Bryans recorder was 
generally used to optimize the synchronisation of the oscillation 

chart with the associated temperature record.
The glass braids supplied by the CIC are eight 

inches long and made from eight strands, loosely combined with 
3.8 turns per inch (48); these substrates are illustrated on 
page 85 of reference 47. Glass braids were impregnated by 
immersion, for at least 12 hours, in solutions or inhomogeneous 
dispersions containing between 1 and 22 per cent (weight/volume) 

of polymer sample. Samples of CTC, PMMA and PDMI to PDBI 
inclusive dissolved in acetone, the higher poly(di-n- alkylitaconates) 
being soluble in chloroform. Chloroform was also used in the 
preparation of acylated polysaccharide composites; glycogen and 

amylose esters gave solutions , whereas amylopectin derivatives 
merely dispersed in this solvent. ATr(l.O), ATT, ATC, AC(2.5),
GTC and grafted GTC samples were dissolved in 1 ,4-dioxan. On 
removal from the impregnating medium, bulk solvent removal was 
effected by suspending each braid in the laboratory atmosphere 
for several hours, tension usually being provided by a boss-head, 
weighing approximately 70g. After carefully removing any sample 
from the tags at the ends of the braids, composite specimens were 
dried for at least two days at room temperature in the pistol oven 
the internal vacuum system producing a minimum pressure of 1 mm.

The method of coupling an impregnated braid to the 

extension rods is illustrated in Figure 2A of reference 47.
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In most of this work, four pieces, 1 to 2mm thick, of thin 
silicon tubing were subsequently placed at the ends of the 
coupling pins to prevent uncoupling during long TBA experiments.
The lower part of Figure 2C in reference 47 contains an 
illustration of the linear-with-angle optical transmission disc, 
which displays the serrated teeth designed to couple magnetically 
with those at the foot of the lower extension rod. Reference 49 
contains a detailed description of the magnetic stabilizer, used 

to break this magnetic coupling at the end of a run, the optical 
transducer disc, constituting the inertial mass of the suspended 
assembly, and the method of oscillation activation, involving 
rotation of the upper part of the assembly through about 30 
degrees. Because of extension rod fragility, all operations 
which could move or shake the instrument were carried out before 
carefully loading the sample assembly into the Analyzer. In order 
to prevent sunlight from being reflected into the phototube, 
folders were always placed around the instrumentation chamber. 
Oxygen-free nitrogen, O.F.N., flowed, via a column of molecular 
sieve, through the sample chamber at a rate controlled by a 
needle valve and monitored by a MeTaRaTe flow meter. The CIC 
recommended 20ml per minute as the flow rate of environmental gas; 
at above-ambient temperatures the float height was maintained at 
about 10 cm, corresponding to the recommended flow rate at room 
temperature, the analogous height at -180°C, of about 6.5cm, being 
generally adopted during analysis at sub-ambient temperatures.

The CIC Torsional Braid Analyzer may be operated 
between -190° and 500°C. The bed of silica-gel, fluidized by 
gaseous nitrogen coolant or by air, that constitutes the heat 
transfer medium of Gillham's instrument (47) is not included
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in the Model 100-B1, although Gillham believes that this heat 
transfer medium is responsible for minmising the temperature 
spread along the sample to +1 degree (49), even at temperatures 
below 0°C. The recommended cooling procedure for the Model 100-B1 

involves the flow of liquid nitrogen refrigerant from a 
pressurized cylinder through the two concentric stainless steel 
jackets that surround the cylindrical sample chamber. The 
controls of the resistance heater, coiled round the sample 
chamber, enable voltage to be applied to the lower section 
alone, in order to minimise the temperature differential along 
the sample that is a "characteristic of the Model 100-B1" (50). 
Despite use of the Compensating Heater facility, the recommended 
method of cooling the instrument produced a very large temperature 
difference between the iron-constantan thermocouple junctions 
spanning the vertical location of the braid within the chamber.
At very low temperatures, frosting of the lower half of the TBA 
casing was observed and it was concluded that excessive 
accumulation of liquid nitrogen at the bottom of the cooling 
jacket was responsible, the liquefied coolant being unable to 
exit at the recommended flow rate. In an attempt to minimise 
the temperature differential across the sample, gaseous O.F.N. 
was adopted as the coolant, the magnitude of the resulting 
temperature decrease being controlled by the rate of O.F.N. flow 
through two large copper spirals immersed in liquid nitrogen (51) 
within 4.5 litre dewar vessels. A very fast flow rate, of the 
approximate order of 50 litres per minute, being required for 
cooling to -190°C, a glass Venturi flow meter, containing silicon 
fluid, was designed and made by I. J. McEwen, enabling the high 
rates of flow to be reproduced. Since the beginning of 1973 a
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general procedure was routinely carried out during sub-ambient 
runs, the following Heater Power settings of the manually- 
controlled Compensating Heater, supplied by an internal power 
source, being adopted at the specified temperatures recorded by 

the central Iron-constantan thermocouple junction:
(a) as soon as -192°C was attained, the control was set at 4.
(b) on warming to approximately -120°C, the "Heater Power Set 

was increased to 4.5.
(c) at about -30°C, the Compensating Heater Power was turned 

OFF.
After maintaining a temperature of -192°C for about half an 
hour, to optimize thermal equilibration of the sample with the 
chamber walls, the coolant flow rate was reduced and warming 
began. The average rate of temperature increase was estimated 
periodically, rarely exceeding one degree per minute, and on 
falling below a half a degree per minute the flow rate was 
reduced. Above -20°C, the warming rate was increased by a 
flow of uncooled O.F.N. through the cooling jacket. For analysis 
at above-ambient temperatures, a programmed heating rate of one 
degree per minute was generally used. To enable the heater to 
be powered by an external programmer the Rear Heater Selecter 
Switch should be changed from INT to EXT, and the Heater Control 

Switch from COMP to MAIN. During "dry" runs, samples were 
dissolved in solvents that had been dried with molecular sieve 
and, after drying in the pistol oven, the composites were 
exposed to the laboratory atmosphere for a minimal length of 
time before being loaded into the Analyzer, supplied by 
environmental O.F.N. which had experienced further drying by 

passage through two traps full of liquid nitrogen
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Gillham's review (47) outlines the method of reduction 

of raw TBA data and its theoretical basis. Because of damping 
within the sample, arising from the gradual conversion of the 
initial potential energy of deformation into heat, the amplitude 
of the free oscillations decreases with time; the greater the 
mechanical damping, the more rapidly the oscillations die out.
The duration, in seconds, of one complete oscillation is known as 
the period, P, which is the reciprocal of the oscillatory frequency, 
in cycles per second (Hz). The number of oscillations, n, that 
have been recorded between two fixed, but arbitrary, amplitude 
values, Ai and Ai + n, is counted and their average period is 
evaluated from knowledge of the associated time interval. The 
two derived characteristic parameters are (1/n) and (1/P ): 
the mechanical damping index, (1/n), is directly related to 
the logarithmic decrement, A = (l/n)ln(Ai/Ai + n) of the free 
resonance vibrations; (1/P2), known as the relative rigidity, 
is a measure of the storage modulus, G, provided that damping 
is low and that the sample dimensions remain constant. The 
relative shear modulus is evaluated because estimation of the 
absolute shear modulus 6 would require accurate knowledge of 
sample dimensions. It should be noted that (1/P2) is directly 
proportional to (frequency)2. G' is defined as the ratio of the 
stress in phase with the strain to the strain and is directly 
proportional to the maximum potential energy stored on cyclic 
deformation. The mechanical loss or damping is given by the 
ratio G"/G' , which is "proportional to the ratio of energy 
dissipated per cycle to the maximum potential energy stored 
during a cycle" (9). For small values of the loss tangent,

G"/G':

A n(G"/G') (13)
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oBy convention (1/n) and (1/P ) are plotted on a 

logarithmic (to the base 1 0) scale, the corresponding 
temperatures being spaced linearly along the abscissa.
The vertical spacing of the (1/n) data in the original 
graphs implied the magnitude of the variation related to 
a unit change in n and the (1/P2) variation resulting from 
an evaluation error of +_ 0.5mm in the length of the 
associated oscillation record had been estimated; knowledge 
of these factors enabled the significance of changes in the 
relative parameters of damping and relative rigidity within 
a given thermogram to be assessed. For some composites, the 
alternating direction of the initiating pulse produced a 
consistent discrepancy between TBA parameters associated with 
odd and even numbered oscillations, the resulting data being 

referred to for brevity as ’’anisotropic .
Because G' and A are known to vary with tensile load,

the relationships
G 1 a(1/P2)

and
A = (l/n)ln(Ai/Ai+n)

are only applicable in the absence of tension (9). It has 
been assumed that in TBA, the use of a braid with a high tensile 
modulus ensures that this condition is satisfied. The linear 
relation between stress and strain, their proportionality constant 
uniquely defining the modulus, is only observed at small samp 
deformations. Assuming the composite to be 0.03 inches in 
diameter (4 9), the maximum torsional strain for the initial 
displacement of 30 degrees has been calculated as about 0 .0 0 1 inches
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per inch. Gillham has described several other noteworthy 
features of TBA: "Although most of the changes in the 
mechanical behaviour of composite specimens used in TBA 
can be attributable to the polymer, changes which are the 
consequence of the composite nature of the specimen are to 
be anticipated and form the basis of current investigations. 
Complications can arise from fracture of the polymer, from 
adhesive failure and from polymer-substrate and polymer-water 
interactions." The definition of relative rigidity "implicitly 
assumes that the contribution of dimensional changes to the 
value of the relative rigidity parameter is dominated by 
changes in the modulus of the polymer" (47). The validity of 
this assumption was demonstrated by a calculation of the 
reduction in relative rigidity arising from substantial 
weight loss and a resultant radial shrinkage of 25 per cent; 
it was shown that (1/P2), proportional to r4 , would decrease 
by a factor of about 3, considerably less than the change which 
occurs at Tg. In this work, samples were heated to just above 

Tg, the resulting degradation usually being minimal.
Liquid nitrogen flowed through a coolant jacket 

during the very earliest sub-ambient experiments and the 
ensuing temperature differentials between the top and bottom 
iron-constantan thermocouple junctions were determined 
thermocouple junctions are located at the inner surface of the 
Model 100-B1 sample chamber wall, at heights equivalent to 
those of the mid-point and ends of the sample braid when 
suspended at the centre of the chamber, which has an internal 
diameter of 0.7 inches. After the cooling procedure involving 

gaseous O.F.N. had been optimized, an attempt was made to

m
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evaluate the temperature differentials within the sample 
chamber and to minimize the actual temperature spread across 
the sample with the use of the Compensating Heater. An improved 
estimate of this temperature differential was obtained by lowering 

a Chrome1-Alumel thermocouple junction to the appropriate 
positions within the chamber. In addition, measurement of 
the temperature at a height approximating to that of the 
mid-point of the braid enabled the difference between measured 
and actual temperatures to be estimated. The final sub-section 
in this Chapter contains details of the general trends that were 
observed by a necessarily, rather crude experimental procedure.

(iii) Differential Scanning Calorimetry
The amount of heat required to raise the temperature 

of a polymer shows a substantial increase when temperature is 
increasing through its glass transition region. Because a 
Differential Scanning Calorimeter, DSC, measures the differential 
energy required to heat both the sample and reference at the same 
rate of temperature change, the sample temperature always 
equalling that of the empty sample pan constituting the reference, 
this increase in heat capacity of a polymer sample will result in 
an endothermic shift of the baseline. Temperature is indicated 
along the abscissa of a DSC chart, while endothermic heat flow 
rate to a sample is recorded on the positive side of the baseline 
position along the ordinate. In descriptions of DSC thermograms, 
gradient changes which result in the final higher-temperature 
gradient being more endothermic will be referred to for brevity 
as "endothermic gradient increases" or "endothermic gradient 
changes". A DSC detects the increased energy absorption of
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degrees of freedom newly available to the rubbery polymer 
and hence the temperature, Tg, of the associated transition; 
it is therefore theoretically possible that the beginning of 
smaller molecular motions at secondary transition temperatures 

could be detected by a sufficiently sensitive DSC. The 
Differential Scanning Calorimetry technique was developed by 
the Perkin-Elmer Corporation (52) who have recently introduced 
the advanced Model DSC-2, with an optimized performance: for 
example, high levels of sensitivity and baseline stability have 
been achieved over a wider temperature range. Perkin-Elmer Ltd. 
generously permitted their Demonstration Model DSC-2 to be used 
for a week, at Beaconsfield, and many samples were scanned under 
the supervision of their Micro-Analytical Product Specialist,

M. R. Cottrell.
Small quantities of samples to be studied in the 

DSC had been left for at least four days, at ambient temperatures, 

in the pistol oven, which was attached to the internal vacuum 
system of the University or to a rotary pump. In general, 
particle size had been reduced with the use of a mortar and 
pestle, but otherwise most samples were in their original form: 
it should be noted that ATB and ATV samples had been heated to 
about 50°C and that CTC samples consisted, at least partially, 
of residues from solutions used to impregnate TBA braids after 
subsequent evaporation of the "Pronalys" acetone solvent;^ the 
cream, orange and salmon-orange colours of CTC (59.7 x 103),
CTC (15.1 x 103) and CTC (3.1 x 103> residues being noteworthy. 
Prior to analysis, samples were encapsulated in standard 
aluminium pans, with the aid of a crimping press. As the glass
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transition is more obvious with faster scan rates, samples 
were practically always heated at forty degrees per minute, 
the associated chart speed being forty mm per minute. For 
the majority of samples, weighing about 13mg, recorder and 
instrument ranges were generally lOmV and 5 millicalories 
per second full-scale deflection, fsd, respectively: 
instrument ranges of 10 or 2 millicalories per second fsd 
were used when sample masses differed considerably from 13mg.

Samples were studied over the temperature range of 
100° to 623°K, approximately equivalent to -175 to 350 C, 
with the use of two temperature-programming procedures. From 
-175° to 150°C, the sub-ambient accessory was used to enable 
the heat sink surrounding the sample and reference holders to 
be maintained at the temperature of liquid nitrogen. The 
general procedure at the beginning of sub-ambient first and 
re-runs (i.e. those involving the sub-ambient accessory) involved 
cooling the sample, with the programmed rate set at 320 degrees 
per minute, from ambient temperatures or up to 150° respectively 
until temperature control was achieved at -1630C; after adjusting 
the Lower Temperature Limit Control to -183°C, the sample was left 
for about 5 minutes before programmed heating was initiated. The 
phrase "temperature control" implies that the temperatur 
indicated by the programmer equals that of the holders, 
themselves in thermal equilibrium. Helium flowed past the 
sample and reference holders in the analyzer head at about 20ml 
per minute in order to optimize baseline stability at sub-ambient 

temperatures. Sub-ambient cooling with liquid nitroge 
necessitated the use of a clear plastic dry-box, which was
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mounted on the analyzer deck in order to minimize the 
condensation of water in the vicinity of the holders during 

sample change-over.
Perkin-Elmer staff had observed that constancy of 

sample holder environment, including the temperature of the 
surrounding heat sink, over the entire temperature range enhanced 
baseline reproducibility; therefore, for normal above-ambient 
operation, a circulating water system is provided to maintain 
the heat sink at a temperature just above ambient. M. R- Cottrell 
had assembled a refrigerated methanol-water bath which cooled the 
holder environment to an effective "ambient" temperature of about 
-25°C, enabling "above-ambient" runs to include the 0 C region of 

interest; a commercial freon unit is now available 
purpose, but was not used in this work. When temperature control 
was indicated at 22°C, the holder temperature at which samples 
were changed, after actually cooling at a rate generally slower 
than the programmed rate of 320 degrees per minute, the Lower 
Temperature Limit was re-set to -33°C; a five minute interval 
elapsed before programmed heating began. The availabil y 
a two-pen recorder enabled sample weight loss to be recorded
simultaneously to above-ambient DSC thermograms for several

masses varied between 1.5 andsamples. Thermobalance sampl
• Koina monitored with increase 

2.5mg, their decreasing weight being

in temperature above 25 C.
Th. reader is referred to Perhin-El.er l ite ra tu re  for 

further details of the capabilities and th. operation,! 
procedure of the Model DSC-2, which is r.comended by the author. 
The reliability of ,11 tr.nsition temperatures is analysed in 
th, following sub-section, which includes estimates of temperature
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errors in DSC data.
(iv) The Significance of the Transition Temperature Data 

Knowledge of the orders of magnitude of experimental 
errors in temperature evaluation and of other pertinent variables, 
such as the temperature differentials within the Torsional Braid 
Analyzer sample chamber and the rate-dependence of these transitions, 

is necessary for correlation of DSC and TBA results, mutually and 
with those of other workers using a variety of techniques. The 
actual reproducibility of DSC and TBA transition data will be 
indicated, although not always explicitly, in the following

Chapter.
(a) DSC temperature errors
1. It is estimated that the finite line width of both the 
recorder pen and the event marker (indicating temperature m
1 degree units and 1mm intervals along the chart abscissa) in 
addition to the operator error in temperatures, estimated by 
laying a ruler across the chart, result in a maximum random

error of j 1 degree.
2. The thermograms of rs-runs were frequently superimposed

on those of first runs; operator error in failing to obtain
• ■: n-f thp chart with the temperatureexact temperature coincidence

programmer may have produced a systematic error in such re-run 
data, the apparent temperature being erroneously low by as much

as 1 degree.
3. M. R. Cottrell checked the temperature calibration of

, n nun conditions described in thethe DSC-2, using the general run conai
• j ouainflted the discrepancy betweenprevious sub-section, and evalua

. Transition temperatures as giventheoretical and measured phase transit

below.



Phase Transition Measured
(°C)

Theory
(°C)

Correction : 
AT (theory-
measured degrees)

Cyclopentane Form I to Form II -153.0 -151.2 + 1 .8

Cyclopentane
Form II to Form III -134.9 -135.1 -0 .2

Cyclohexane Form I to Form II -85.2 -87.1 -1.9

Cyclohexane 
Form II to Melt 9.6 6.5 -3.1

A graph of AT vs. Measured Temperature shows a smooth curve, 
tending asymptotically towards an ordinate value of -3.0 degrees 
at about 0°C; in the absence of further calibration data it is 
visually estimated that at above-ambient temperatures, apparent 
transition temperatures are erroneously high by about 3.5_t 
degrees. The appropriate corrections to sub-anhient transition

temperatures may be interpolated from the calibration data given

in the Table.
(b) TBA temperature errors
1. For each run, errors in temperature evaluation were

• j- _£ yimindinc errors and from those cumulated from estimates of
j ivi i ■? -i-\r nf recorded calibrating implied by the lack of reproducibility of record
. „ -i-Vip length of the temperaturemillivoltages and discrepanci

and reduced oscillation records. The general run procedure had 
been optimized and instrument malfunction, frequently causing
large increases in temperature errors, had for the most part

• • _ 1070 and during subsequentbeen minimised by the beginning of 1973 ana a
.  ̂ o /srimr at «»h-ambient temperaturesexperiments the estimated err--------- --- -

• + + 2 5 aznpyipp*. the analogous above-ambientaveraged approximatedv + Z.o ° ,-s---- 1

average being slightly smaller.
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Phase Transition Measured Theory
(°C)

Correction : 
AT (theory-
measured degrees)

Cyclopentane Form I to Form II -153.0 -151.2 + 1 .8

Cyclopentane
Form II to Form III -134.9 -135.1 -0 .2

Cyclohexane Form I to Form II
04LOOO1 -87.1 -1.9

Cyclohexane
Form II to Melt 9.6 6.5 -3.1

* graph of AT vs. Measured Temperature shows a smooth curve, 
tending asymptotically towards an ordinate value of -3.0 degrees 
at about 0°C; in the absence of further calibration data it as 
visually estimated that at above-ambient temperatur e s ^ a r e n t  
transition temperatures are erroneously high by about 3.5 to 4_̂ 0 
degrees. The appropriate corrections to sub-ambient transition

temperatures may be interpolated from the calibration data given

in the Table.
(b) TBA temperature errors
1. For each run, errors in temperature evaluation were
cumulated from estimate, of rounding errors and fro. those

j *Ki i i tv of recorded calibr&'ting implied by the lack of reproducibility of record
. • a-vp length of the temperaturemillivoltages and discrepancies

The general run procedure had
and reduced oscillation reco
been optimized and instrument malfunction, frequently causi g 
large increases in temperature errors, had for the most part 
been minimised by the beginning of 1973 and during subsequent 
experiments . -  -tl-ated error it ch-amhient temperatures

a n n r o x i m - .................  *  ^ . e ,  " ,  ~ a b o v e - , » b I g t

average being slightly smaller
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2 . The horizontal temperature gradient within the sample 

chamber, AT (centre - wall), was estimated at a height corres
ponding to the middle of the braid, the temperature of the wall 
normally being recorded with the sample composite suspended at 
the centre of the chamber cross-section. Between ambient 
-hompg-patures and 180°C, results indicate that the centre of the 
chamber was cooler than the walls by 1 ± 1 degree, the apparent 
transition temperatures being on average too high by about 

1 degree.
As the Chrome1-Alumel thermocouple was not calibrated 

at temperatures above 200°C, the trend apparent above 180°C may 
be erroneous: the negative AT apparently decreased to 0 degrees 
at 180°C and subsequently increased with temperature, implying 
that at 220°C the centre of the chamber may have been warmer by

less than 1 degree.
Above 100°C. temperature cycling, with a timelag 

between cycles at the centre of the chamber and at the wall of 
up to a quarter of a minute, was observed; the data implies that 

cycling of the power input to the heaters in the wall was 
responsible. It is thought that this effect contributed to the 
breadth of observed transition regions and to the variation in

their temperature location.
Below 0°C, the temperature differential across the

. . . Q ,nHpnendent of Compensating Heating andchamber appeared to be indepena
_ . ratp of flow of atmospheric O.F.N.of slight changes in the rate ox

ovnert a smooth increase in the Because it is reasonable to exp —-----
decreasing temperature, the AT actual AT (centre - wall) with a

values tabulated below were obtained by arbitrarily mo y g 
the trend visually derived from the multiple graph in order to
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allow for systematic errors in the calibration formula of the 
Chrome1-A1ume1 thermocouple (as indicated by a AT (calculated - 

actual) plot) and to obtain a smoother trend below -70°C by AT 

alterations of up to 1.5 degrees.

Wall temp. (°C) 0
AT (centre-wall), 0 
degrees

-10 -20 -30 -40 -50 -60 -70 -80 90
0.5 1 1 1-5 2.5 3.5 4 4.5 5

Wall temp. (°C)
AT (centre-wall),
degrees

-100 -110 -120 -130 -140 -150 -160 -170 -180 -190
7 7.5 7.5 8 8 8 8.5 9.5 10 10

Above -70°C, AT is quoted t o + 2degrees; below -70°C, the 
unreliability of the data is recognised, being caused by the 
inadequacy of the Chrome1-Alumel thermocouple calibration.

The positive AT values indicate that wall temperatures 
pave erroneously low apparent transition temperatures.
3. It is thought that a vertical temperature gradient along 
the sample, A T j t o ^ o t t o m )  , increased the apparent breadth 
of transition regions, the wall temperature corresponding to 
the centre of the sample being the recorded temperature.

Above 0°C, a negative differential was generally 

observed, with values fluctuating by as much as 1.5 degrees
about approximately -1 degree. The temperature at the top of

. , k that at the bottom, the involvedthe braid was determined before th
time interval being on average one third of a minute; thus, 
with an over-all heating rate of one degree per minute, it is 
thought that negative AT values were over estimate y 
third of a degree. The corrected observation is that 
th. nf th. braid was o Q vera^ " 1 ̂  than the botto m ^

/
. *4*i*Jm JjfeL <J t~u
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about 0.66 + 1-5 degrees.
Below 0°C, the use of the Compensating Heater, in the 

vicinity of the lower part of the sample, was found to affect AT 
behaviour. AT was generally larger in the absence of Compensating 
Heating, the approximate trend indicated by the multiple graph 

being tabulated below.

Central Wall 
Temperature (°C)
AT (Top-Bottom),
degrees

-180 -100 -60 -20 -10 0

6 8 8 3.5 0 -2

The rate of decrease of AT increased concomitantly with
..o _ . in°r Thpqe AT values have nottemperature between -60 and -10 C. inese

been corrected, although:
(a) due to the prior determination of the temperature at the 
top of the braid, the positive AT values could have been under

estimated by as much as 0.5 degree.
(b) AT data is scattered about indicated values by up to 

+ 2 degrees.
(c) th, ,T (calculated - actual) value for the Chrom.l-Alumel 
thermocouple changes, at approximately -90°C, from approximately
2.5 to -3.0 degrees. Therefore, although both temperatures ^ 
were determined with this thermocouple, «T data spanning -90 C
may have been distorted.

When the Compensating Heater was used in
standardized manner, at fluctuated by as much as i 3.0 degrees
about 2.5 degrees, at temperatures above -160°C. At lower

_ , c uncorrected for under-estimation,temperatures, AT values, also u
+mmnprature. Data obtained with increased with decreasing temperature.
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Compensating Heating indicated that the faster the rate of 
warming, the smaller the temperature differential.
4 . The portion of the recorded oscillatory decay that is 
used in the evaluation of damping and relative rigidity occurred 
during a finite time and therefore temperature interval: when 
automatic pulsing took place every 2.5 minutes, the involved 
temperature increment is estimated as about 0.5 degrees; 
for oscillations initiated at 5 minute intervals, the most 
probable associated temperature change was of the
1.5 degrees.
(c) Rate-dependence of Tg

. j • mnnhaniral technique with the measuring1. TBA is a dynamic mechanical xecnuj-i
, 4-,, = r, i n H? "The temperature of maximumfrequency usually less than 1.0 Hz. f

n  c° 4-o 15°C higher than the conventionaldamping generally is 5 to lb u nigne
. i f thp dvnamic measurements areglass transition temperature, i y

made at about 0.10 to 1.0 Hz . O)
2. Samples »erne generally heated at one degree per minute 
during TBA and at forty degrees per minute in the DSC. With 
increase in the heating rat. from one to forty degrees per 
minute, the dimethyl silox.n. Tg, measured in a Du Pont DSC
Module, was elevated by S degrees. (2U)

• tv, at these two effects may be cancelled,It is obvious that tnese
. of TBA and DSC results reported at least partially, on comparison of TBA ana a

in the next Chapter.
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The first two sections contain the results 
O f  Torsional Braid Analysis (TBA) of several poly(di-n- 
alkylitaconate) polymers and polysaccharide derivatives.
Figures 1 to 7 inclusive contain tracings of a selection 
of typical thermograms, their overall dimensions having 
been photographically reduced by a factor of two. A 
large number of thermograms were obtained and due to the 
non-reproducible nature of their damping and relative 
rigidity variations, this results presentation may seem 
unusual. The thermograms were studied intensively, 
features of interest were identified and the relevant information 
then assembled from all available thermograms; this iterative 
procedure was repeated several times until suitable transition 
regions, which in general contained significant transitions, 
had been defined. It should be implicitly understood that the 
transitions to be subsequently described were originally 
identified as maxima or shoulders in the mechanical damping 
index, (1/n), and that transition temperatures have been  ̂
evaluated from the damping data. Analysis of relative rigidity 
behaviour assumed secondary importance, because effective 
modulus variations were found to be even less consistent and 
significant patterns were therefore more difficult to identify 
and correlate than those of the damping data. Relative 
rigidity data have been used to provide supplementary evidence 
on the relative magnitude of a damping transition within a 
given thermogram, or to clarify the identification of a
transition.



All the temperatures quoted in the TBA 
results tables, in degrees Celsius (°C), are those 
of the central thermocouple junction in the sample 
chamber wall, which have not been corrected for any 
of the temperature differentials within the chamber 
that were described at the end of the previous chapt
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TABLE 1

Damping Behaviour at Temperatures Higher than Tg

Sample Column (1)Upper Temperature of 
Persistent High Damping (°C)

Column (2)Temperature Range or Onset Temperature of Further High Damping 
(°C)

(PÓMI 170)

PDEI 120 to 140

PDPI 85 to 115

PDBI Rw 35/25 (95)
t 70/100 (85)

PDHI Mw 45/100 -

t 55/100 50

PDHpI Mw 50/50
70/50
60/50

PDDI Mw 40/42 (65)
40/32
60/32 90

PDUI 50 70 to 100

PDDol 110 50 to 65? 
80 to 100?

Note. »____ j. Rw" indicates the direction of increasing weight
average molecular weight.

r
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Section A: TBA Data of Several Poly(di-n-alkylitaconates)
-------  and of Polv(methyl methacrylate).

(i) The glass transition region
The effective glass transition region for PDMI 

has been identified from the temperature location of the 
largest damping, (1/n), peak and the steepest linear 
decrease in relative rigidity (1/P2). See Figure 1 
for a sketch of two PDMI thermograms. As the thermograms 
obtained from a total of eight runs differed greatly, their 
results for the glass transition temperature, Tg, are 
detailed in Table 4. Column (1) indicates variables in 
run conditions which may have contributed to this distribution, 
approximate concentration (g cm'3) of the impregnating 
solution being given in (l)c and variation in water content 
from the average in (l)d. The sample composites were not 
prepared under dry-box conditions. Some runs, with a "+" 
in (l)d, were stopped at about room temperature and with 
the removal of a cool braid into the laboratory atmosphere, 
it is possible that water condensed onto the surface of 
the composite; the sign describes runs where there
had been attempts to decrease the water content of the 
solvent, used in the impregnating solution, and of the 
atmospheric OJ.N. (Details are given in the previous chapter) 
Column (2)a contains the width of the temperature r g 
the two largest (1/n) values considered to be Tg associated; 
the median temperature of this range is given in (2)b. 
Similarly column (3) defines the temperature location 
of the steepest linear decrease in (1/P2)- Column OO
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contains the approximate median frequency, in hertz (Hz), 
of the oscillations with maximum damping; frequency 
decreases with increasing temperature, as indicated in 
the (1/P2) versus temperature traces in Figure 1. The 
structure of the repeating units in PDMI and PMMA are very 
similar (see Table 1 ). The only thermogram obtained
for PMMA has therefore been included in Figure 1 and details 
of the glass transition region, identified as for PDMI, have 
been given at the bottom of Table For PDMI 80/25,
Table 4 indicates that the median temperatures for 
the (1/n) maxima and the latest (1/P2) decreases are approximately 

105 + 10°C and 95 + 10°C respectively, 0-15 %

being a typical frequency magnitude for the maximum damped 
oscillations. Table 4 indicates that PMMA has a lower Tg 
than PDMI 80/25, the oscillations in this region having a 
higher frequency. A feature of interest is the coincidence, 
within 5°C, of the (1/n) and (1/P2) median temperatures for 
each PDMI 37/100 run and for the PMMA run, not in general 
apparent for PDMI 80/25. PDMI 37/100 thermograms indicate 
a larger variation in frequency and median temperature than 
those of the lower molecular weight sample, PDMI 80/25. 
Although a contributory factor may have been plasticization 
by a yellow impurity, it is interesting that the PDMI 37/100 
composite with the greatest concentration and the highest 
oscillation frequency, should have experienced highest 
damping at the same temperature as the PDEI composite.
For each PDMI sample, the temperature location of 
largest damping peak and the largest decrease in relative
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rigidity is effectively that of the glass transition 
region. However the lack of reproducibility of these 
temperature locations indicates that, on the molecular 
level, the effective glass transition for PDMI is not a 
simple amorphous glass to rubber transition.

Figures 2 and 3 are multiple tracings of 
thermograms for all the other available members of the 
poly(di-n-alkylitaconate) series. If there is more than 
one thermogram and/or more than one sample for a member 
of the series , the thermogram of the sample with the 
highest molecular weight and with the least scatter in 
the data has usually been selected. PDMI thermograms are 
visually simple, but a lack of correlation between the 
two median temperatures is apparent in the PDMI 80/25 data. 
Interpretation of the thermograms of PDEI, PDPI and PDBI 
is similarly straight forward, but the relative location 
of the steepest decrease in (1/P2> and the largest peak in (1/n) 
varies with series member. With increase in length of the alkyl 
group, members of the poly(di-n-alkylitaconate) series give 
increasingly complex thermograms. Interpretation of the 
relative rigidity versus temperature, (1/P2) vs. T, graph, 
in terms of linear gradients, reveals that the temperature 
location of the steepest gradient does not necessarily
correspond to the temperatures at which maximum damping is

. _•% acc transition region forobserved. Thus5 in general9 t g
th. poly(di-n-alkylitaconates>, unlike that of simple amorphous 
polymers, cannot be identified from th. approximately 
coincident temperature location of the steepest (1/P ) decrease 
and the highest (1/n) values.



For members of the series for which the alkyl 
group contains six or more carbon atoms [ the lack of a 
poly(di-n-pentylitaconate) sample is unfortunate] , the 
region of highest damping appears to be caused by the onset 
of at least two molecular motions. A transition region, A, 
has therefore been identified for PDHI and higher members 
of the series; it has been characterized by the following 
three features

(1) . Transition region A has an approximately constant 
temperature location on the low temperature side of the 
maximum damping region, associated high damping usually
being visible from about -25 C.

(2) a. The magnitude of damping associated with 
transition A varies relative to the maximum damping values 
with series member; for A, (1/n) S maximum (1/n).

(2)b. Hence A is not always visible for a given series 
member, visibility varying from run to run. Frequently the 
high damping region cannot be easily interpreted in terms 
of two processes, as if the onset of the two molecular motions
has coalesced under certain run conditions.

(2) c. A variation in the relative damping magnitude 
with sample molecular weight has been observed for PDDI.

(3) „ The temperature location of the steepest Cl/P ) 
decrease differs with series member and sample molecular 
weight, in some cases spanning transition region A. 
Consideration of the variations in relative rigidity 
gradients has aided identification of A for individual
series members.
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Assuming that the glass transition occurs 
within the high damping region, these characteristic 
features of A imply that for some of the higher series 
members these two transitions are intimately related on 
the molecular level and may not therefore be truly separate 
entities. However, for the group of esters from PDHI to 
PDDol definition of transition A helps to rationalize 
trends and variations in complex damping and relative 
rigidity behaviour.

Details of thermograms not represented in 
Figures 2 and 3 and which contributed to the above definition 
of transition region A are now provided. Identification of 
the onset temperature of this transition is approximate and 
it varies between -20 and -35°C, PDHpI 70/50 and PDDI 60/32 
having the lowest apparent locations for transition A.

Feature (2)a is obvious from inspection of 
the thermogram tracings. A shoulder is clearly defined 
in region A for PDHI and PDDI, whereas the damping data for 
PDDol merely hints at one. PDUI is the only series member 
to indicate maximum damping values in this region. An 
unusual example of feature (2)b is provided by PDHI 45/100.
Of two thermograms obtained for this sample, one shows a 
well defined shoulder in region A, as indicated by PDHI 55/100 
in Figure 2, and the other indicates a smooth symmetrical 
damping maximum centred on +9°C. In the thermograms of
PDHpI, PD0I and PDNI, the magnitude of the damping in

• a • ,rov,i; q11 ffhtlv less "then thst of transition region A is very siig y
• -.-1 -ii c therefore difficultthe maximum damped oscillations,

J ... rieidity data described belowto identify A and the relative rigiuiiy
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is particularly useful. Identification of A from the PDOI 
damping data is particularly difficult; the highly 
damped oscillations occur at slightly lower temperatures 
than usual, define a narrow shoulder from -30 C and 
effectively persist, with scatter, until the upper 
temperature limit of the run. The significance of the 
shoulder cannot therefore be determined from peak-symmetry 
considerations.

Figure 3 shows the damping versus temperature,
(1/n) vs. T, graph for PDDI 40/32, the PDDI sample of
intermediate molecular weight. In general, for the higher
poly(di-n-alkylitaconates) transition B (to be more fully
discussed later) has been identified within the temperature
region -110° to -30°C. Transition B is apparent as a small
(1/n; maximum within -80° and -45°C for PDDI 40/32. The
higher molecular weight sample, PDDI 40/42, indicates a
damping shoulder, not a peak, for B, the difference in
associated damping between transitions B and A being
least as large as that for PDDI 40/32. However, the
thermogram for PDDI 60/32, of lowest molecular weight
and onset temperature for A, indicates a maximum for transiton B,
of equal damping magnitude as the shoulder in region A. The
damping data therefore implies that with decrease in sample

r relative to transition A, becomesmolecular weight, transition
. a concurrent damping magnitude increaseincreasingly important. A c
C A ui-t-h decrease in molecular weight may for B and decrease for A with decrease

rfforenoes in their relative magnitude, be responsible for the differ
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Significant variations in experimental conditions are, 
possible benzene contamination for PDDI 60/32 and PDDI 40/42 
and the impregnation of the PDDI 60/32 braid with a solution 
of approximately twice the concentration used in the 
preparation of the other PDDI composites.

Feature (3) is a statement about the complexity 
of these (1/P2) thermograms. The steepest gradient of 
decreasing (1/P2) with temperature is associated with 
transition A for PDHI, PDHpI and PDDoI. For PDHI, the 
median temperature of this gradient is more than 10°C higher 
than the temperature at the onset of high damping associated 
with A: for PDHpI the two temperatures are approximately 
coincident. The decrease in (1/P2) from -20° to -2°C is 
extremely well defined for PDDoI; this location of the steepest 
gradient is the most significant evidence for a transition in 
region A, the damping data being scattered and merely hinting 
at a small shoulder. Inspection of both (1/n) and (1/P ) 
behaviour also enables a more satisfactory interpretation 
of sample behaviour in thermograms where (1/n) in region A 
is approximately equivalent to the maximum (1 /n) values.
A continuous decrease in (1/P2) occurs from approximately 
-50° to +10°C for PD0I, defining the temperature region for
A and the glass transition and implying that they may be

However, the existence of constant effectively coalescent. How ,
(1/P2) data from approximately -10 to 0 C confirms 
definition of two high damping regions for PDHI. In general

_ nf pc+ers from PD0I to PDUI inclusive, thermograms for the group o
4- o+- n/P2) gradient is associated withshow that the steepest (1 /r ) g
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transition B and that, for all but PDUI, a large decrease in 
(1/P̂ ) also occurs in the region of A and continues until 10 
or 20°C. A large proportion of the (1/P2) decrease occurs in 
the temperature region of transition B for PDUI, whereas for 
PDDol approximately half the change in effective modulus 
occurs during the very steep decrease specified above.

The relative rigidity behaviour of PDDI is 
particularly interesting; it supports the damping trend of 
increase in importance of transition B, relative to A, with 
decrease in sample molecular weight. For the highest molecular 
weight sample, PDDI 40/42, data show a point of inflection 
from -50° to -40°C, which defines two (1/P2) gradients of 
equal magnitude, the smaller net decrease being associated 
with region B. Similarly the PDDI 60/32 behaviour is less 
complex than that illustrated in Figure 3: the largest net 
decrease and steepest (1/P2) gradient is associated with 
transition B, a more gradual decrease spanning region A.
The complex (1/P2) vs. T behaviour illustrated for PDDI 40/32, 
can thus be understood as being intermediate between that of 
the other two samples with extreme molecular weight values.

Prior to identification of transition A it had 
been realized that, due to the lack of coincidence of the 
temperatures for which (1/n) was a maximum and the (1/P ) 
decrease steepest, identification of the glass transition 
region could not, in general, be straightforward for the

\ ‘Fnv* p̂ 'tsr’s with six or* moi?s poly(di-n-alkylitaconates )• For este
carbon in th. n-.lkyl «« st" p'st
in (1/P2) occurs in transition r.gions A or B. In dsfining
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transition A, it has also become apparent that satisfactory 
identification of the glass transition region may not even 
be possible from the damping data. Median temperatures of 
maximum damped oscillations are given in Table 5 , and
details of the derivation of these temperatures are given 
in the paragraph below. The last row of Table 5 contains 
very approximate estimates of the mean frequency of the 
maximum damped oscillations whose median temperatures are 
given in the second row. Although higher concentrations of 
impregnating solution were in general used for higher series 
members, no correlation of frequency with concentration is 
apparent. For example, the concentration of the two PDDI 
samples varied by a factor greater than two, but their
frequencies were very similar.

As for PDMI, the simple damping peaks of PDEI 
and PDPI have allowed evaluation of the median temperatures 
from the two largest (1/n) values. The 7 degree discrepancy 
in this temperature for the two PDEI runs, is due to scatter 
in one set of data, which resulted in poor definition of the 
peak. High damping is persistent over a broader temperature 
range in the PDBI thermogram. It is only possible to define 
the median temperature of the maximum (1/n) values for the 
lower molecular weight sample. For the higher molecular weight 
sample (by a factor of ten), the median temperature of the two 
largest (1/n) values indicates a median temperature increase

• 90 deerees: a single maximum dampedwith molecular weight of 20 degr
oscillation occurs at 21°C, only 2 degrees higher than the 
median temperature of the other sample. For PDBI the steepest 
(1/P2) decrease is assumed to be associated with the glass
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transition, and this median temperature is only increased
by 3 degrees with increase in sample molecular weight.
The median temperature of the maximum damped oscillations
of PDBI have therefore been quoted in Table 5 . For PDHI
the damping maximum can be easily defined in terms of the
two largest (1/n) values. However, with molecular weight
increase there is an unusual depression in this median
temperature; it is thought that lack of damping evidence
for transition A in the PDHI 45/100 thermograms may be
responsible. For higher series members the median
temperatures of the maximum (1/n) values have been quoted.
Median temperatures for PDHpI 50/50, 70/50 and 60/50 were 4,
9 and 22°C respectively, implying an inverse molecular
weight versus temperature relationship. The occurrence
of maximum damping for both odd and even numbered oscillations
consecutively was the only method of identifying the relevant
temperature range for PD0I, PDNI, PDDI 60/ 32 , PDUI and PDDoI.
From -20°C (1/n) data of odd numbered oscillations for PDDI
40/32 has been ignored due to their distortion by flexural
. . , .p F-i crnrp 3 it is apparent that identificationvibrations and from ligure j il ff

• i ■? rr>»4-1 w moTP convincing than for other of the resulting peak is slightly more convin i *
esters with long alkyl chains. The run had been ended at 20°C
for PDDI 40/42, but more complete data for the other
samples indicated elevation of the median maximum (1/n)

increase. Maximum dampingtemperature with molecular weigh
„oni.n a for PDUI. For PDDoI the two occurs in transition region n i

consecutive maximum damped oscillations, with medi 
temperature of -1°C, define the onset of persistent high 
damping and the end of the very large (1/P2) decrease.
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From Table 5 and the supplementary information 
given above, it is obvious that both PDUI and PDDol display 
unique damping behaviour. Ignoring low estimates, possibly 
due to molecular weight depression or the absence of 
transition A, a median temperature of about 20°C is 
particularly significant for PDBI, PDHI and PDDI. Maximum 
damping occurs at lower average temperatures for PDHpI and 
PDNI; PDOI defines a minimum in this variation of median 
temperature with n-alkyl chain length. For PDOI, PDUI and 
PDDol the above identification of high damping with transition A 
and the glass transition may prove to be inappropriate.

It has been recognised that despite the same 
molecular causes, the magnitude of changes in the macroscopic 
variables of (1/P2) and (1/n) within the same temperature regions 
do not necessarily correspond. Nevertheless, analysis of (1/P > 
behaviour should provide additional clues to behaviour on the
, . , , Th„ (1 /p2) VS. T tracings in Figures 2 and 3molecular level. The li/r >

• ,, frvr Clarity and thus visually apparentare vertically spaced for clarity
• i This sDacing precludes the existencetrends can be misleading, this spacing v
. ..„-i -,xis. when considering the relativeof a scale on the vertical axis, wuen

magnitude of changes in (1/P2) and (1/n) within a thermogram, 
the use of a log10 scale on the abscissa should be remembered.

Table 6 contains approximate median temperatures
• rr-i r\■? tv decrease and should beof the steepest relative ngi y

 ̂ the overall (1/P2) behaviour, as studied with reference to the over
. _. o The magnitude and temperature range ofshown in Figure 2. The magni

the steepest decre.se for PDPI is unusu.lly small. For two 
PDHpI samples of identical molecular weight, median temperatures
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differed by 4 degrees, providing an estimate of the
2

r e p r o d u c i b i l i t y  of t h i s  interpretation of the (1/P ) data.
The variation in median temperature with molecular weight, 
indicated for PDBI and PDHI, may not be significant.
When visible for PDHI, transition A is also spanned by the 
steepest (1/P2) gradient, a finite decrease also occurring 
over transition region B for PDHI and PDHpI. For PDHpI, 
the median temperature correlates more closely with the onset 
temperature of high damping associated with A than with sample 
molecular weight. The median temperatures for the steepest 
(1/P2) gradients illustrated in Figure 3 have not been quoted, 
as for all polymers represented there, except PDDol, this 
gradient is associated with transition B. With the exception 
of PDUI all poly(di-n-alkylitaconates) with six or more 
carbon atoms in the alkyl group require at least two straight 
lines to interpolate their (1/P2) data over the temperature 
region during which a large change in magnitude occurs. To 
identify, very approximately, the relative temperature location 
of the large change in effective modulus, the median temperature 
of the range defined by gradients involving a large (1/P2) 
decrease was evaluated for these esters. The results indicated 
that the large (1/P2) decrease for PDHpI occurs at lower 
temperatures than for PDHI, in agreement with the steepest 
gradient trend. However, for PDHpI and the esters represented 
in Figure 3, the evaluated temperature varied randomly between 
-30° and -55°C, with 10 degree discrepancies among individual 
series members indicative of the lack of reproducibility of 
this estimate. It was therefore concluded that due to the
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differed b y  4 degrees, providing an estimate of the 
r e p r o d u c i b i l i t y  of this interpretation of the (1/P ) data.
The variation in median temperature with molecular weight, 
indicated for PDBI and PDHI, may not be significant.
When visible for PDHI, transition A is also spanned by the 
steepest (1/P2) gradient, a finite decrease also occurring 
over transition region B for PDHI and PDHpI. For PDHpI, 
the median temperature correlates more closely with the onset 
temperature of high damping associated with A than with sample 
molecular weight. The median temperatures for the steepest 
(1/P2) gradients illustrated in Figure 3 have not been quoted, 
as for all polymers represented there, except PDDol, this 
gradient is associated with transition B. With the excepti 
of PDUI all poly(di-n-alkylitaconates) with six or more 
carbon atoms in the alkyl group require at least two straight 
lines to interpolate their (1/P2) data over the temperature 
region during which a large change in magnitude occurs. To 
identify, very approximately, the relative temperature location 
of the large change in effective modulus, the median temperature 
of the range defined by gradients involving a large (1/P ) 
decrease was evaluated for these esters. The results indicated 
that the large (1/P2) decrease for PDHpI occurs at lower

c nnur in agreement with the steepest temperatures than for PDHI, in g
V, fnn PDHdI and the esters represented gradient trend. However, for P

in Figure 3. the evaluated temperature varied randomly between 
-30» and -55°C, with 10 degree discrepancies among individual 
series members indicative of the lack of reproducibility of 
this estimate. It was therefore concluded that due to the
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complexity of the (1/P2) behaviour for PDHpI and higher 
series members, no significant trends could be discerned 
in the temperature location of the major (1/P2) decrease.

In general, steep gradients in (1/P2) involving 
a large decrease cease in the vicinity of maximum (1/n) 
temperatures, as defined above and summarized in Tables 4 and 5 
This generalization that only relatively small and usually 
gradual changes in (1/P2) occur at higher temperatures, supports 
identification of the median temperatures of maximum damping 
with Tg and is relevant to thermograms of the higher series 
members, where Tg is poorly defined by (1/n) data; it is 
therefore fortunate that the relative magnitude of any 
decrease in (1/P2), above the median temperatures given 
in Table 5 , is barely significant for these esters.
The PDNI thermogram, traced in Figure 3, shows 
behaviour, (1/P2) increasing with temperature to a small
peak at about 45°C. Above the glass transition region,

. , (1/P2) decreases are apparent for estersfinite, more gradual (1/P > a
. , The decrease in (1/P ) from 40 torepresented in Figure 2.

• lard? being of equal magnitude130°C for PDPI is exceptionally larg ,
. . „ 1(1° M d 40°C. This fact is not easilyto the change between 10 an

. .p Fl-gure 2 due to the lack of a confirmed by inspection o 2
scale on the abscissa; the increased spacing of ...Han 
(1,P2) values which results fro. the use of a logarithms
scale should be remembered.

Damping behaviour is varied above Tg and significant
features are now described. The PDMI 37/100 thermogram shown
in Figure 1 h a s  c o n s i s t e n t l y  high damping from 100 t o  120 C,
with scattered, anisotropic data indicating relatively hagh
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[1/n) values until about 140°C. In the other PDMI 37/100
thermograms which indicate lower Tg values (see Table 9 ),
a small damping peak or shoulder is evident within 100° and
140°C. The lower the location of the largest (1/n) peak,
the more obvious is this subsequent damping variation.
No significant changes in (1/P2> are associated with this
feature. For PDMI 37/100 the agreement between median ^
temperatures for the (1/n) maximum and the steepest (1/P >
gradient has already been noted. From Table 4 , the difference
in (1/n) and (1/P2) behaviour associated with the glass transition

i  „ pdMI is apparent and it is therefore region for the two samples of turn is
not surprising that the damping behaviour described above is not 
obvious in the ther.ogra.s for the sample of lover molecular 
„eight. It is interesting to not. fro. figure 1. that PM«*
,ho„s an additional high damping process „hich, like that of
PDMI 37/100, occurs in the vicinity of the maximu
Unlike the PDMI 37/100 situation, a small but significant

9 ino° and 126°C, is associateddecrease in (1/P2), between 109
. i i i ions. From approximatelywith these highly damped oscillati ----

170°C, PDMI 37/100 thermograms show an increase
T *. „ of the PDMI 80/2 5 thermograms, with temperature. In two of the tun

. , v. nn°r the 9.4.7 3 data defining 
increased damping is visib e _X

tr n n °  to 205°C. In the PDMI 80/25 a broad damping peak from
. , Fieure 1, the existence of high damping thermogram traced in Figu ’

in this temperature region is apparent, 12.6.73 data also 
showing a steep but barely significant decrease in (1/P -
160° to 180°C. The increasingly damped oscillations of 5.7.

2 . _ 1 cn° to 170°C. However• „ a / p‘) from 150 to x/ushow a larger decrease in o/
it 9 73 With a braid composite ot obtained on H -  3- W1L‘the thermogram
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considerably lower sample concentration, shows constant (1/n) 
from 145° to 185°C after which damping decreases with increasing 
temperature. The PDMI thermograms suggest that a transition 
occurs in the vicinity of 170°C, but that the dynamic 
mechanical evidence of this transition changes in shape and 
temperature location with molecular weight, sample concentration
and other run conditions.

Table 7 summarizes high damping behaviour at
temperatures above Tg, identified at present with the median 
temperatures given in Table 5 . For samples where relatively
high damping persists above the glass transition region, the 
end of the run often occurs before a (1/n) decrease. For these 
samples, the upper temperature limit of the run is given in 
brackets in column (1); when the upper temperature of 
persistently high damping is observed, it is given there without 
brackets. In some thermograms separate high damping regions have 
been identified; column (2) contains the onset temperature 
of the defining (1/n) increase, or the temperature range over

A dash in column (2) indicates thewhich high damping occurs.
. +, • the region of interest. It appears lack of temperature data in the r g

,,, , values extend to higher temperatures that persistently large (1/n)
nnmber of carbon atoms, greater than two, for samples with an even nu

.__ -t-hie; generalization, the (1/n)in the n-alkyl chain: contrary to this genera
defined. From PDMI to PDHI a peak of PDHI is unusually well defi

4. ^«norature of additional high damping depression in the onset temp
is apparent.
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(ii) The secondary transition regions
In Figures 1, 2 and 3 poly(di-n-alkylitaconate)

thermograms have been sketched over their entire temperature
range in order to show the changes in (1/n) and (1/P2) whxch
may indicate the existence of secondary processes below the
glass transition region. Temperature regions which frequently

contain similar (1/n) and (1/P2) features have been recognised,
and the approximate temperature limits of these regions have
been used to characterize the implied transitions. Table 8
summarizes these poly(di-n-alkylitaconate) transitions in
order to facilitate comparison with secondary transition

evidence of the polysaccharide esters. From run to
temperature, shape and magnitude of a (1/n) feature frequently
differs, and therefore reduction of the data has necessarily
involved subjective judgment; dynamic mechanical data of
greater quantity and quality may well indicate different
transition regions. The following paragraph supplements
the contents of Table 8 , providing details relevant to

•f molecular processes which may bethe interpretation of the moiecu f
occurring within the identified transition regions. Some
small (1/n) fluctuations of dubious significance have been

t b u t  will also be described below, 
omitted from the summary t ,

• • r been identified within region (3)Transition B has Deen
-o , ,0°c for poly(di-n-alkylitaconates)

and occurs within -HO and -30 C tor p y
with six or more crbon .toms in the n-.lkyl oh.in. A large

change in (1/P2) is associated with this transit
, f „ ,0 to 70 degrees with increase in decreasing linearly for 30 .

inn0 to -70°C. The capital
temperature from within the range

. ¡ k ^ A  li.'Ji. it. UlfrUia* ulr ..
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letter notation has been adopted due to the similarity ^
of two characteristics to these of transition A : a large (1/P ) 
reduction is also associated »ith the latter transition, which 

has only been identified for PDHI and higher series »embers.
AS shown by the underlining in column a, transition B causes^ 
relatively high damping, but the existence of brackets in this 
cole» implies that this evidence is not very reproducible.
It is therefore only possible for broad generalization, to be 
made about changes in this transition with different alkyl chain 
lengths. From PDHI to PDUI inclusive the relative magnitude of 
the (1/P2> gradient associated with B increases with increase in 
the size of the alkyl group, as shown in Figures 2 and 3. There 
is also an overall trend of inor.asing relative magnitude of 
u / „> associated with B compared with the maximum U/n> values 

observed for these polymers, a <l/n, peak being more clearly 
defined for those with longer pendant groups. Contrary to this

„ +VDes of PDDoI data, when compared withgeneral trend, both types
, • HimgtP a decreased relative importancethat of PDUI, clearly indicate

- + 'tion B Table 8 and Figures 2 and 3 also indicate of transition B. laoxe
there is an overall trend of increasing that for this transition, thei
p iho n-alkyl chain length.temperature with increase

a pnni are the only series members PDHI, PDHpI and PDDI are
,oi,„lar weight and for which more

with samples of differing m
„ retained. For each polymer it was than one thermogram was ob .

e „ell defined maximum, the two largest (1/n)observed that for a well +vari ■f’ViosG of 3 shoulder, 
values occurred at iower temperatures than

. of samole molecular weight with the 
No consistent correlation

. . _ m therefore its median temperature,
shape of transition B, an
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apparent in the PDHI and PDHpI thermograms. In PD»I 
thermograms, increase in sample molecular weight result, in 
a change in the (1 /n) outline from a maximum to a shoulder, 
increases the width of the transition and shifts it to slightly 
higher temperatures. As described earlier, the magnitude of 
Q/n) associated with transition B relative to that associated 
with A increases with decrease in molecular weight, a trend that 
is supported hy the variation in relative <1/P2> gradients with
molecular weight.

(2) are only visible for PDMI Transitions Cl) and aie uu y
to PDBI inclusive; for higher series members it is assumed
that high damping associated with A and the glass transition

. . tvioqp small transi"tions 9 irimasks any smaller transitions. These smal
. . , 0°c are not at all reproducible in form,the vicinity of 0 L, are

magnitude or temperature location. The PDMI 80/25 thermogram
in Figure 1 was obtained under drier conditions than usua1’
and hoth transitions are clearly visihle, as for a drier P»I

were not achieved, it is37/100 sample. As dry-box conditions
. f_ at least partially responsible for thes feasible that water is at lea F

/ o \ data for the higher molecular transitions. In region >’
mrs hut thermograms for the otherweight sample of PDMI is po » ture• varving magnitude and temperature,sample clearly show a maximum o y

•on (1) is not well defined for PDEI and,The transition in region Cl) •f rtc large (1 /n) peak, there is
with depression in temperature o , oomulete, . ,n this region for PDPI and complete merely the hint of a shoulder in thi 8

Tn the PDEI thermograms damping 
masking in PDBI thermograms. _T

n (2) is irregular, but the only PDPI evidence for transition (
a ito1 1 defined maximum, 

thermogram shows a relatively large and



Shoulders differing in temperature and indistinctly outlined 
on the large (1 /n) maxima, are the only sign of transition (2 )
for PDBI.

With the exception of transition B, transitions
„ithin region (3 ) are also non-uniforB, the limitations of
a large summary table therefore being more apparent. As
indicated in Table » , two transitions are visible above
about -130°C in the (1/n) data of three of the eight FDHI
thermograms. All thermograms indicate a shoulder or maximum
„hich is relatively large and broad, but which doe, change its
magnitude and position randomly. An additional transition

■ 'Mo at Tower temperatures as a smaller (1 /n) is sometimes visible at lower xempc
• ntbH in Fieure 1 for PDMI 80/25, can shoulder and, as indicated in figure
. . • tr aHiscent increase in (1 /n).decrease the definition of the ad^acen

Some PDMI thermograms also indicate a possible shoulder within
-120° and -150°C. Above -100°C PDEI and PDPI thermograms contain
anisotropic (1 /n) data with poorly defined shoulders differing
in magnitude and temperature with run and anisotropy. For PDEI,

o * • d-hP average of the median temperature for theTable 8 contains the average
• • chnulder in each thermogram. A much moremost convincing shoulder in

-iui°C for PDEI, bothreproducible transition occurs
hut significant (1 /n) maximum.thermograms indicating a sm ,

. 9 where the median course between theAs shown in Figure 2, wher
. , h_ of the odd and even numbered oscillationsdifferent (1 /n) graphs of the o

• notuation occurs at similaris given, a smaller damping
4-~ Tohim 8 indicates thetemperatures for PDPI. Reference

. transition temperature, between the mean apparent difference in tra _ t- __i 4. v, Td ̂ c 1 1 11 F) n
temDeratures Htffering anisotropic data and the pcsiticn
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manifest in Figure 2, which can occur when interpreting small 
changes in (1/n). The PDPI transition temperature in region (4) 
being unusually low, it is not surprising that for the higher 
series members the transition should not, in general, be obvious 
below -110°C in region (3). However the thermograms sketched 
in Figure 2 for PDBI 70/100 and PDHI 55/100 show the hint of 
a shoulder in one set of anisotropic data and a small (1/n) 
maximum respectively between -130° and -150°C.

PDBI 35/25 has a very high molecular weight
and shows unusual (1/n) behaviour in regions (3) and (4).

 ̂ lit0 and -25°C and with decreasingA minimum is d e f i n e d  between -45 and
+ M/n) increases to a constant (1/n) region whichtemperature, (1/n) increases

inn0 i00°C as if transitions (3) and (4)extends from -190 to 10U 4,
., 110oc the illustrated PDBI thermogramhad coalesced. Above -110 0, tne

, • cVw-nil der whose temperature parametersshows a small, but obvious shoulder, wno
• • in Table 8 . Due to the absenceare quoted for transition (

• m /P2) within -110° and -30 C,of a definite decrease in (1/P )
Keen classed as transition B for PDBI. transition (3) has not bee
, • « fho rH fference between theReference to Figure 2 emphasizes the diftere

2 . r pnHI and PDBI in this region. It is(1/P̂ ) vs. T graphs of PDH1 ana
apparent from Table » . that the location of the <l/n>
shoulder for PDBI approximately fits the general

this transition may occurfor transition B, implying , _ atoms in the n—alkyl chain.for polymers with four or more car
M/P2) decrease and the For PDBI, the lack of concurrent (1/P >
of high (1/n) associated withsmallness of the temperature p

, 3 result of the critically smallertransition (3) may merely
„ For series members PDMI to PDBI length of the alkyl group.
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2,inclusive, only small barely noteworthy changes in (1/P ) 
occur between the glass transition region and region (4).
As shown in Figure 2, a small minimum in (1/P2) is visible 
within region (2) for PDPI. The existence, in only one of 
the PDEI thermograms, of small (1/P2) minima in regions (2) 
and (3) raises doubts about their importance. In the PDMI 
thermograms a small (1/P2) minimum was indicated at least once
for each of transitions (1), (2) and (3).

The (1/n) data does not indicate the existence of
a transition in the vicinity of -190°C for PDMI and PDEI.
The absence of a substantial decrease in (1/P2) within region 
(4), provides confirmation of this interpretation, particularly 
useful when (1/n) data is scattered at the beginning of the run. 
Transition (4) is visible as a large (1/n) peak for all other 
poly(di-n-alkylitaconates). Occasionally, as for PDPI, the 
entire apex is not revealed due to its approximate coincidence 
with the lowest temperature attained for that run. As shown in 
Figures 2 and 3 a substantial decrease in (1/P > is always 
associated with the (1/n) maximum; this steeper gradient ceases 
randomly between -145° and -180°C. The PDBI (1/P2) data is 
unusual: as shown in Figure 2 the steeper gradient persists
until -130°C for PDBI 70/100 and it extends to approximately 
-115°C for the PDBI sample with continuous high damping 
between -190° and -100°C. The PDHI and PDDI (1/n) data for

. • mattered and anisotropic givingthis broad transition were scat
slightly poorer reproducibility of the temperature p.r»et.rs 
quoted in Table . . Fluctuations in the large temperature 
differential between the sample and the thermocouple lunotron
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may contribute to the random variation of median temperatures 
within the sample group PDBI to PDDI. Transition temperature 
differences, presumably meaningless, may also be due to the 
breadth of the transition, to which a temperature differential 
across the braid, also large and changeable at these low 
temperatures, may contribute. However, inspection of the 
thermograms does indicate a general trend of increasing 
temperature of transition (4) with increasing length of the 
alkyl group. The (1/n) peak is more completely displayed in 
Figures 2 and 3 when it occurs at higher temperatures and 
therefore any obvious trends in the shape of this maximum 
may only reflect changes in the temperature of transition (4),
not itself a very reliable parameter.

Two temperature regions are of interest with respeot
to smeii less reproducible <l/n> variations in a few of the 
poly(di-n-.lkylitaconate) thermograms. For samples PDMI to 
PDHI inclusive, features between -110° and -1S0°C in their 
(1,„, thermograms have already been described. From Figures 2
and 3 it is obvious that PDMI i. «.« < * »  ” "bel' “h“ h
could reveal a secondary transition within and Tg. The
PDMI 37,100 thermogram in Figure 1 indicates such a transition, 
as , possible (1/n) shoulder, most clearly of all the PDMI
thermograms; this insubstantial shoulder is also evident at

. nt-miri therefore be confusedslightly lower temperatures an 
with transition (1).

PMMA data h*m been described in terms of the four 
main temperature regions of Table 8 although, as expected 
from the difference in backbone structure, and as illustrated 
in Figure 1, the transitions differ fro. those of PDMI. The



transitions in regions (1) and (2) are characterized by
2substantial damping with concurrent changes in (1/P )•

These transitions occur at higher temperatures than the 
average PDMI temperatures and the difference between the 
associated damping and (1/n) within region (3) is larger than 
for PDMI. Within transition region (3) damping changes are 
small and like the PDMI thermograms with indistinct transitions 
within region (3), an additional shoulder is suggested between 
-167° and -147°C. As with PDMI, neither (1/n) nor (1/P > data
indicate the existence of transition (4).

Damping thermograms indicate that transitions B
and (4) are the most noteworthy of the secondary transitions

• h in Table 8 . The frequencies of the compositesummarized in laoie o .
the median temperatures for oscillations were evaluated at tn

these two transitions as given in Table 8 . The results
indicated a direct correlation between frequency and concentration 
of the impregnating solution, small frequency diff
implying that actual composite concentration may more accurately

, „ a decrease in frequency with increasebe the relevant parameter.
• a evident for braids impregnated inin alkyl chain length was evident

solutions of similar concentrations. The braid impregnated 
in , PDPI solution of approximate concentration 6 per cent, %, 
oscillated at approximately 0.17 Hs at -190°C, frequencies at 
transition <e> median temperatures being approximately 0..3 Hs 
for PDHI. with a solution concentration of 12%, and about

• v. __iution concentration of 22%. The 0.56 Hz for PDDol with a solution # ,
. a. for transition B, the limitingtrends are similarly lllustra

frequency values being associated with 8% PDDI (0.21 Hz) and 
22% PDDol (0.33 Hz). With the fundamental decrease in (1/P >.
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and hence frequency, with increase in temperature, and also the 
overall trend of an increase in temperature for transitions B 
and (U) with increase in alkyl chain length, the implied inverse 
relationship between frequency and median transition temperature 
is reasonable. However the decrease in frequency with increase 
in temperature from (4) to B, also varies with braid 
concentration: frequencies decreased by approximately
0.10 Hz for PDHI and PDHpI 12% braids and by 0.06 Hz for 
the 8% PDDI braid. Evaluation of the oscillation frequency 
at transition (3) for PDBI 70/100 (10%), and hence the frequency 
decrease of 0.05 Hz with a 100 degree temperature increase from 
transition (4), does not reveal whether the classification of 
the transition with the higher temperature is correct or not.
The relatively small decrease compared with that of 0.10 Hz for 
10% PDDI, could perhaps be related to the smaller temperat 
increase involved. That the difference in frequency which
occurs between the two transition regions merely appears to

reflect the 
for B; the 
precluding

(1 /P2) behaviour for PDBI, confirms the criterion 
lack of a large (1/P2) decrease within region (3), 

the identification of transition (3) with B for PDBI
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Section B: TBA Data of Several Polysaccharide Derivatives

(i) The glass transition region
Table 9 contains glass transition temperatures 

of carboxylic acid derivatives of linear and branched 
a-D-(l - 4 )-linked glucan chains. Between June and August 1973 
one thermogram was obtained for each ester, five of these being 
shown in Figure 4. In general, the (1/n) maximum is clearly 
outlined for these esters, Table 9 containing median 
temperatures for the two largest (1/n) values observed.
Two thermograms were obtained for ApTV, due to badly scattered 
data in the first thermogram which has therefore not been 
evaluated for Tg. Data obtained for ATA in November 1972 has^ 
also been omitted from Table 9 ; this early run gave a median 
temperature of 153.5°C despite unusual boundary amplitudes.

Two braids were impregnated in ATP solutions 
similar concentration. Evaluation of their damped oscillations 
with boundary amplitudes of 2 cm and 0.5 cm (amplitude ratio 
equals 4.0) gave median temperatures for the largest damped
oscillations of 119°C and 116.5°C, their approximate mean

Table 9 • Therefore a TBA experimentvalue being quoted in laDie
• •, „„„Hi-Hons vields median temperaturesrepeated under similar condit y

. TT-i-t-h the glass transition,for maximum (1/n), associate
... • * 9 c decrees. This reproducibilitywithin approximately 2.5 aegre

„„ j. nf exDerimental errors, such estimate includes the effect P
as those occurring in temperature evaluation; estimated 
maximum temperature errors for each ester group average 
between ♦ 1.5° and . 2.S°C. The damped oscillations of on. 
of the ATP composites mentioned above, were also evaluated



with boundary amplitudes of 3 cm and 1 cm (amplitude ratio 
equals 3.0); the resulting Tg's differed by approximately 
5 degrees for a unit change in the amplitude ratio. For each 
type of ester, thermograms were obtained with a maximum 
divergence of amplitude ratio between approximately 0.5 and 
1.0. From the available reproducibility estimates, it has 
been assumed that a difference in Tg of about 5 degrees is
meaningful.

Therefore, from Table 9 , differences in
the branching of the polysaccharide backbone result in these 
trends for the median temperatures of each ester type, 
order of decreasing temperature: 
acetate
amylopectin i amylopectin B-L-D * amylose 5 glycogen > 
glycogen B-L-D. 

propionate
amylopectin * amylopectin B-L-D * amylose * glycogen > 
glycogen b-L-D. 

n-butyrate
. r-t-D > amylopectin i glycogen amylose > amylopectin B L u .. y

B-L-D > glycogen .
n-valerate

* amvioDectin B-L-D (> glycogen B-L-D ? amylose > amylopectin > amylopeexin
glycogen) .

Lower Tg's ,r. indicated for all eaters of highly branched
glycogen and glycogen B-L-D. The last row m  Table
the average of the »edi.n te.p.r.tur.s ,noted in the first five
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rows, where a decrease in average Tg with increase in length 
of the ester group is apparent. Row six contains the Tg of 
glycogen isobutyrate, almost identical to the average Tg 
for n-propionate esters. Row six also contains the result 
for an additional GTV (B-L-D) thermogram. The (1/n) vs. T 
graphs for this GTV (B-L-D) composite and for the GTV composite 
show irregularity of the (1/n) maximum, which suggests the 
coalescence of the glass transition with secondary transition I 
(to be discussed below). This possible explanation for the 
depression of Tg for this GTV (B-L-D) sample implies that the 
true Tg for GTV may be higher than that indicated m  Table 

The median temperature for the largest, steepest 
linear decrease in (1/P2) usually occurs within a few degrees
of the median temperature for maximum (1/n). GTV and
GTV (B-L-D) are exceptions to this generalization: the median
temperatures of the two parameters differ by more than 10 degre
the GTV (B-L-D) (1/n) maximum having the higher temperature bu

. h,q the lower location. Identifying thefor the other ester it has tne
greatest rate of molecular motion onset with Tg, gives further
support to the idea that the value in Table 9 may be

, - rTV As a further (1/P2) decrease occurserroneously low for GTV. as
c pm\7 / T,—D) • the situationat slightly higher temperatures or _ _

+ .pt,er decrease is of dubious signi- of the slightly larger or steeper _ _
. • esters, secondary transition Ificance. For the remaining valerat

is clearly perceptible as a separate entity, and the median
maximum (1/n) temperature occurs on average 1.5 degrees belo.

„ + lar-opqt (1/P ) decrease, the median temperature for the s eepe ,
. , «■ decrees for all the butyrate estersThe average difference is 2. 6

a.-_ n  / p 2 1 temDerature n"
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average 3.0 degrees lower than the temperatures in Table 9 .
The breadth of the shallow ATP Cl/n) maximum could be 
related to the unusually large average difference, of
10.0 degrees, between median temperatures of its two 
parameters; for the remaining propionate esters the median 
temperature for maximum (1/n) is likewise higher than that for 
the linear (1/P2) decrease, but the temperature difference is,
on average, only 2.0 degrees.

The frequencies of the maximum damped oscillations
in each thermogram were evaluated. The oscillation frequency 
of an impregnated braid is directly proportional to its 
relative rigidity and, in general, the latter decreases 
gradually with increase in temperature. However, despite 
large variations in Tg with ester group, their average 
frequency at Tg was almost constant, being 0.15 Hz for the 
acetate esters, 0.17 Hz for the valerates and 0.16 Hz for both 
the propionate and the butyrate esters. Within each set of 
samples containing the same ester group, data suggest that 
the frequency at which the composite oscillates at Tg is 
directly proportional to sample concentration and inversely 
proportional to Tg. Amylopectin and amylopectin 8-L-D 
composites were impregnated with dispersions of the insoluble

 ̂ of about 4% and all soluble samplessamples in concentrations of aD
. , ,.+v. -elutions of concentrations within thewere impregnated with solution»

«  to 8» range. For e.oh type of ester the insoluble samples 
often oscillated, at their relatively high Tg's, at the 
minimum observed frequency, of about 0.13 Hs. ATP, with a Tg 
almost identical to the average temperature for propionate esters

A ia ,
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oscillated, at that temperature, at the maximum evaluated 
frequency of 0.20 Hz; GTP and GTP C8-L-D) braids were also 
impregnated with 7% solutions and, despite their lower Tg's, 
these composites oscillated at lower frequencies. Despite 
the implied dependence of composite frequency on the proportion 
of a-(1 -*• 6) linkages in the sample, frequency at Tg is still 
only affected by two independent variables: composite 
concentration and degree of branching, the latter being a 
cause of the Tg differences between samples containing the
same ester group.

Table 9 contains the mean of the median temperatures 
for the two largest (1/n) values of odd and even numbered 
oscillations, considered separately due to the lack
than one thermogram for most of the samples. These Tg’s are

, j. . o i\°r With the exceptionthought to be reliable to about +2.
of ATT, Tg's given in Table 10 were averaged from at least 
two thermograms and therefore odd and even numbered oscillations 
were not considered separately; a reproducibility estimate is 
given in brackets beneath the average Tg. The standard deviation 
of the eleven CTA values is quoted and four repeat runs for high 
molecular weight samples of CTC enabled evaluation of an average 
discrepancy of ± 3.5°C. These reproducibility estimates are 
approximately 1 degree smaller than the value obtained by 
halving the maximum difference between Tg values. This latter 
procedure was adopted for amylose and glycogen carbanilates 
and for ATr(l.O). For ATr(l.O). AC2.0) the Tg discrepancy was 
smaller than the maximum estimated error for tempe 
evaluation; the latter parameter is therefore quoted for 
this sample, for ATT, and for GTC on further heating. When
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comparing Tg's, it should be remembered that these 
reproducibility estimates are themselves very approximate.

All possibly relevant thermogram details are 
provided as many variables affect TBA data and exceptions 
to generalized trends are therefore common.

Due to non-exponential damping of the 
oscillations of CTA composites, which was particularly 
noticeable in samples that had been cooled to sub-ambient 
temperatures, none of the thermograms have been reproduced 
in the thesis. The resulting scatter in the data diminished 
with increase in temperature and therefore the largest (1/n) 
peak is well defined over an average temperature range of 
10 degrees. The largest, steepest decrease in (1/P2) has a 
median temperature between 2 and 10 degrees below 
the (1/n) maximum. A braid impregnated in a heterogeneous 
system containing non-dissolved sample, showed discontinuities 
in the oscillation damping and the consequent thermogram 
displays a (1/n) maximum of width about 70 degrees and median 
temperature 185°C. The structure of the CTA composite itself, 
possibly affected by cooling, is thought to be responsible for 
the unsatisfactory form of the oscillations which 
thermograms to be obtained between June 1972 and May 1973.
Sample concentrations varied between 5% and 10» and the

• oscillations between 0.18 andfrequencies of maximum damped oscm*
• „ K̂ irttr usually associated with0.26 Hz, the higher frequencies g

rtrations. The data suggest that incomplete higher composite concentrations.
sample dissolution results in absorption of greater sample mass 
onto the braid and hence in greater effective composite 
concentration and frequency at Tg.
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The median temperature for the two largest (1/n) 
values, of the ATr(l.O), A(2.0) thermogram sketched in 
Figure 5 is 206°C. Another thermogram obtained for the 
same sample, but with a lower composite concentration, has 
a median high (1/n) temperature of 205.5°C. However, in the 
latter thermogram there is a fluctuating high (1/n) profile; 
the peak, for which (1/n) is slightly greater, has a median 
temperature of 213.5°C, large (1/n) values also being centred 
on 194°C. In both thermograms the steep (1/P2) gradient 
related to Tg is interrupted by constant (1/P ) values at 
about 195°C. The (1/n) maximum of the illustrated thermogram 
can also be divided into two parts with equal (1/n) and median  ̂

temperatures of 195.5° and 210.5°C. The largest, steepest (1/P > 
reduction occurs at temperatures above 195°C and therefore the 
average Tg is quoted as 212°C in Table 1° • As shown
Figure 5 a division in the maximum (1/n) data is not always 
clearly perceptible and consequently Tg could have been quoted 
as 206°C. During both maximum (1/n) processes the average 
frequency of oscillation for the 10% composite was 0.19 Hz; 
at 213.5°C the 7% composite was oscillating at 0.15 
Similar boundary amplitudes were used in the data evaluation.

The median temperature for maximum damped oscillations
. 0 Finure 5) is 240°C, the steepest,in the ATr(l.O) thermogram (see Figure

, J -n n / P 2) having a median temperature 7 degreeslargest decrease in (1/P > n 6
lower. The (1/n) maximum was more distinct in another^thermogram, 
where the median temperature for maximum (1/n) was 229 C and 
for ,he steepest (1/P2) gradient, 22,°C. Too approbate .„u.lat, 
of tha differences between medien temperature, (of the two
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parameters) supports this interpretation of the (1/n) peak 
in the traced thermogram, where high (1/n) persists to above 
250°C. It is possible that inadequate drying of one of the 
braids could have contributed to its low median temperatures, 
and therefore to the 11 degree difference between median 
temperatures for maximum (1/n), averaged in Table 10 .
Both braids, impregnated with 7% solutions, oscillated 
at 0.19 Hz when (1/n) was a maximum. Both sets of data 
were evaluated with boundary amplitudes of 2 cm and 0.5 cm.

The very large, broad (1/n) maximum indicated in 
Figure 5 for ATT has a median temperature of 155°C. The 
steepest and largest linear (1/P2) decrease, generally used 
to identify the glass transition region, occurs from 115 to 
155°C, its median temperature occurring 2» degrees lower than Tg.
with temperature increase above 1 8 0 °C, U/n) guichly decreases,

, . . ,-i hphaviour by increasing rapidlyand (1/P2) displays exceptional behaviour y
o 1 oiishtlv less than that atto attain, by 210°C, a value only slight y
9 • „jfioc = concurrent increase in115°C. The (1/P2) recovery signifie

.+0 m-ioo implied by the observed the density of the composite, al P
. . from i r o °C An unusually large amount twisting of the braid from 1 8 0 b.

of untwisting had occurred with the onset of the glass 
alternate oscillation decays being »«-scale fro. 150 to -
„eating teased at 2 2 5 °C and on removal fro. the instrument the 
braid was blach. A 71 solution had been used in the preparation 
o, the ATT composite which oscillated at approximately 0.1 •
at the Tg quoted in Table 10

•ratified With the median temperature for Tg was ldentmea
the two largest U/n, values in amylos. carbanil.te thermograms, 
71 solutions and a boundary amplitude ratio of ».0 being us.
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in the preparation and data evaluation of all but one 
composite. The fully substituted samples oscillated at 
frequencies close to their mean frequency, of 0.21 Hz, 
their mean Tg being 196°C. Two sets of data gave a value 
of i94°C for Tg despite differences in composite concentration 
and amplitude ratio. However, the other two composites, with 
identical concentration and boundary amplitudes gave thermograms 
exhibiting the extreme values of 93 and 19 degrees for the width 
of the (1/n) maximum, for which median temperatures differed by
17.5 degrees. From approximately 190° to 220°C, the large 
(1/P2) reduction in ATC thermograms can be described by three 
gradients, the most unusual feature being the short second 
decrease spanning 180° or 190°C. Changes in the relative 
(1/n) magnitude of the implied additional molecular process 
could account for the differences in breadth, and therefore 
temperature, of the apparent glass transition region; in 
general, the narrower the (1/n) maximum, the higher the 
median temperature. Non-exponential amplitude decay occurred

-n ATC composite whose external water for the oscillations of an F
contant may hava been r.duced, tbe bettered Cl/.> data suggests 
a possible Tg-elevation to approximately 207°C, the median 
temperature for the narrowest maximum observed. Fig 
contains the thermogram obtained for an ACC2.5) sample.
data was evaluated with a boundary amplitude ratio of 3.0,

a =. 7% solution, oscillatedand the composite, prepared wi
Tcf The median temperature for at 0.16 Hz at the apparent Tg.

n/ 1 is 19 2°C A secondary high (1/n) process could maximum (1/n) is 192 u. o
. -fa., qh region for this sample as wellbe affecting the glass tran 0

in (1/P2) is evident from 170° to 180 C and the second decrease in 11/“
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the (1/n) peak is broader than that of several fully-substituted 
samples. The possible condensation of water on this composite 
could also account for its slightly lower Tg, remembering the 
implications of the scattered "dry-run" data. The poor 
reproducibility of the ATC data does not allow identification 
of any significant change in Tg with variation of the degree 
of substitution of amylose carbanilate. The median high (1/n) 
temperatures of all five thermograms have therefore been 
averaged in Table 10 and their maximum range has been 
unequally divided, to indicate that the true Tg may well be
higher than 195°C.

The first thermogram obtained for GTC, on 29.5.73, 
is sketched in Figure 6 and shows high (1/n) at 180 C, o y 
slightly less than that of the maximum damped oscillations which 
occur from 214°C until the end of the run. The two largest (1/n) 
values, visible between 165° and at least 225 Q, n 
temperature of at least 155°C. After f.irly rapid cooling 
fro. 225°C and reheating fro. 100°C, this composite yielded a 
partial thermogram which displays a distinct and symmetrical 
(1/n) peak of width approximately 20 degrees and median
. . 91 ATC chains were grafted on to GTC, withtemperature 213 C.

, „  v in6\ to give samples of approximate a molecular weight of (5 x > _
1(16i (25 x 106) and (100 x 10 ). Withmolecular weight (8 x 10 ), t

increase in sample molecular weight, the median temperature for
highly damped oscillations decreased from 204

T addition the breadth of the (1/n) maximum degree depression. In addi > g
. .+. the GTC (gr 100 x 10 ) increased with molecular weig

, . v, M/n) nrofile of width approximately thermogram has a shallow, hig
_  . „ a.h_ 9 9.5.73 thermogram, whereas the GTC 60 degrees, resembling the
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(gr 8 x 106) peak width is similar to that of the GTC re-run.
The median temperature trend merely reflects a depression in 
temperature of the onset of high (1/n); substantial (1/n) 
ceases between 210° and 216°C for all three samples. The 
amylose carbanilate data also suggests an additional high (1/n) 
process in the vicinity of 180°C, and that a variation in 
median temperature of ± 9 degrees is not necessarily meaningful. 
As there is only one thermogram for each sample, the 
reproducibility of the median temperatures is unknown. The 
mean Tg for the four GTC and GTC (gr) thermograms, obtained 
by heating the sample to Tg for the first time, is given in 
Table 10 and has the same value, of 195°C, as the mean 
temperature for amylose carbanilate. Thermogram complexity 
in the glass transition region evidently precludes the 
detection of a significant difference between Tg’s of amylose 
and glycogen carbanilates. The existence of additional high 
(1/n), which disappears with heating to Tg, is indicat 
GTC; it is possible that changes in the relative magnitude of 
this (1/n) are responsible for the different median temperatures
which apparently indicate a decrease in Tg with decrease in

, also feasible thatbranching of the backbone structur .
, . „ , „ - = 1  trend; the narrow this variable high (1/n) is maski g

(1/n) peaks, of width 20 degrees, of GTC (5 x 10 ) and GTC 
(gr 8 x 106) have median temperatures of 213° and 209 C

rm. ar, freauency of the maximum damped respectively. The mean freq y
n ir Hz extreme values being 0.19 Hz for oscillations was 0.16 Hz, ex

GTC (gr 100 x 106> .no GTC (gr 8 X 106> composites .nd 
0.12 Hz for GTC. The GTC composite »»s impregnated in 
. solution of oonc.ntr.tion ...t. *» <*”  S“ Pl"

S T
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the concentration decreased from 3.5% to 1% with increase 
in sample molecular weight. A boundary amplitude ratio of 
approximately 4.0 was used for all the data evaluation.

Thermograms of CTC samples contain (1/n) maxima 
which differ considerably in relative height and breadth, 
as illustrated in Figure 7. The glass transition region, 
identified as usual with the two highest (1/n) values, 
apparently extends over 50 degrees for samples of molecular 
weight (3.1 x 103) and (12.8 x 103) and over about 20 degrees 
for the higher molecular weight samples. Asymmetry of the 
(1/n) maximum, evident in three of the traced thermograms, 
suggests the existence of a secondary process just below Tg.
As precise definition of the glass transition region is 
obviously impossible, Figure 8 summarizes the temperature 
spans of highest oscillation (1/n) for all CTC samples. The 
glass transition is clearly depressed in temperature^with 
decrease in sample molecular weight below (2 5 . 6  x 10 ).
Composites were impregnated in 7% solutions of the low

• /mt: un v 103) and there wasmolecular weight fractions (
• +>,_ frpauencies of maximum dampedlittle variation in the frequencies
. . ■t-v.sir' differing temperatures, the mean oscillations despite their d &

frequency being 0.16 Hz. Practically all CTC data was
evaluated with a larger boundary amplitude of 2.0 cm, but with

ta n and ? 66. There is noamplitude ratios varying between
■f ratio with the breadth of the (1/n)clear correlation of this r

maximum, „hich seems to he narrower for the higher moieouler 
»eight samples, average temperature spans of 33 and 21 degrees
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being displayed by samples below and above (40 x 103) in 
molecular weight respectively. Tg is almost constant for 
higher molecular weight (ito > 40 x 103) CTC samples, median 
temperatures for high (1/n) increasing from a mean value of 
1930, for CTC (59.7 x 103), to 197°C for unfractionated 
CTC (410 x 103). These effectively molecular-weight-independent
Tg’s have an average value of 195.5°C, quoted in Table 10 .
Solutions with concentrations of 3% to 8% were used to
impregnate braids with higher molecular weight samples.
The frequencies of the maximum damped oscillations varied
between 0 . 1 3  and 0.23 Hz and were apparently independent
of sample concentration, the mean frequency being 0.18 Hz.

The large (1/P2) reduction occurs by a steeper
, , paused by thermal expansiongradient than the gradual decrease caused uy

and of«» ceases within a few ¿«tees of the »edi.n temperature
for high <!/»>. I» general, the «»p.ratnr. rang, and therefor.

• a «r Te-related decrease differs considerably,the magnitude of this Tg reia
The presentation of Tg data in Tables 9 and 10 is inevitably
unsatisfactory; the thermogram. necessitated subjective
interpretation and were, unfortunately, far too numerous to
be totally reproduced. In general, two or more <!/»> »=• T
and/or (1/P2) vs. T graphs for the same sample are not

■ pauses for their differencesconsistent and therefore pos
• i. a popvp Anv correlations, evident between have been described above. y

. ... nf the (i/n) maximum and a variable a parameter such as the width of the U/
, .Jht or sample concentration, have beensuch as molecular weight o v

^ w pp of such a correlation may merely mentioned; the absence of
indicate the existence of a more dominant variable such as 
th„ nnstulated 180°C high (1/n) process of the carbamlates.
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(ii) The secondary transition regions
The main (1/n) characteristics of the polysaccharide 

esters at temperatures lower than their Tg's have been summarized 
in Table H  • Transition temperatures can be expected to differ 
with sample structure and therefore the temperature limits which 
define the four regions of particular interest are variable by 

as much as ± 10 degrees. Region II is very broad and may 
contain more than one transition, a transition occurring within 
-30° and + 5°C being described as "Ha" in column a. Transition 

region III occurs at lower temperatures for esters of the 
a-( 1 - 4)-linked polyglucans. Region IV corresponds to 
region (4) of the poly(di-n-alkylitaconates) (see Table 8 ),
where the transition is obvious as a large (1/n) maximum with 
an associated (1/P2) decrease. Some of the thermograms for the

in the autumn of 1972, whenpolysaccharide esters were obtained
slower warming rates in ragions I and II may have aff.ct.d th.
data; the poly<di-n-alKylitaconat.s> ware studied durtng 1913 

and the transition temperatures quoted in Table 11 have 
therefore been solely derived fro. 1973 thermograms. The 
following pages oontain detail, of ,h. sum.ari.ed transition,, 
describing the effects of variables such as the rat. of waging

and the degree of backbone branching.
I n i t ia l ly ,  the secondary transitions of the fully
, /, . u1-linked glucans whose Tg's are given insubstituted a-(l * linK 6

, in order of decreasing temperature. Table 9 , are discussed in order o
these esters exhibit a small

In general, the thermograms
transition in region I .  Brackets are shown in the relevant 
column , of Table 11 to indicate that th. average values 
quoted in  columns b and o are only approximate guides to the
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width and median temperature of that transition. A variation 
in the median temperature with repeat run of at least 10 degrees 
has been observed, differences for samples including the same 

ester group being of the same order of magnitude. A clear 
correlation between transition temperature and the proportion 

of a- (1 - 6)-linkages could not be discerned, although for 
each ester type the amylopectin 8-L-D derivative has the 
lowest median temperature and the glycogen transition is found 
at relatively high temperatures. In addition, the average value 
in column b is not very meaningful; the width of the transition, 
and hence its median temperature, is extremely sensitive to the 
effects of anisotropy in (1/n) and irregularity in the shape 
of the peak. Thermograms of the acetate and propionate esters

most frequently contain signs of a shoulder on this broad 
maximum at 10° to 20°C, actually shown most clearly in Figure 4 
by the GTB (8-L-D) tracing. The only thermogram obtained m  
1972 for ATA displays a narrower maximum for this transition

in the 19 73 ATA thermogram. This at lower temperatures than in
nm" therefore being

maximum is clearly perceptib e,
. There is, however, a gradation in theunderlined in column a. mere is,

. T — .native to that associated with (1/n) amplitude in region I relative
„ the former transition becoming more the glass transition, the ioimc

in the length of the n-alkyl group. As important with increase m
. u fo_ ATA and ApTP(8-L-D), typifying thermogramsshown in Figure 4 for AlA an p

for these ester types, (1/n) associated with transition I is 
considerably less than the maximum (1/n) values. In the GT iso-B
thermogram, the small relative magnitude of (1/n) in region I

•tinn the grouping of this ester with justifies, for this transition, the g P
. It is evident in Figure 4 that (1/n) inthe propionate samples. 1
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region I is larger for the butyrates, the transition being 

visible as a shoulder on the (1/n) maximum for GTB and 
STB (B-L-D) and as a discrete maximum for the less highly 
branched butyrate esters. Transition I cannot be identified 

for GTV and GTV (B-L-D), presumably merging with the giass 
transition, as previously suggested. The AT. thermogram  ̂
sho»s a distinct (1/n) peak, with a large concurrent (1/P > 
decrease and the associated (1/n) equal to that of the adjacent
;lass transition. As shown in Figure » for ApTV and ApTV (B-L-D), 

he relative magnitude of the transition within region I is 
slightly smaller than the described ATV transition. As well 
1S the difference in character of the (1/n) vs. T graph in 
region I, the broad shallow minimum in <1/P!>, observed there 
for all acetates, some propionates and for GT iso-B, is not

usually visible for the higher esters.
-a- F-itnire 4 for esters of the a-U - 4)As indicated in Jrigure

polyglucan. evidence for a transition within region II is 
provided by the (1/n) increase at temperatures higher than that

of the (1/n) peak within region III. 1» i*»*"*1 - th*”  “  “  
overall (1/n) increase concurrently with temperature within 
region I K  at least two coal.sc.nt transitions are implied, 
the (1/n) change at higher temperatures being attributed to 
transition Ila. The magnitude of (1/n) associated with 
transition II differs greatly and the (1/n) contribution of 

transition II. often appears to ». ”  — O'“ "“ *
difficult to distinguish the temperature extent of each
transition, » d  width parameters for these transitions, being

thpr-efore not been included in Table 11 •meaningless, have thereror
a. tUnp relative amplitude andAs indicated by'^m/s)'1, The ou ’
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temperature of these (1/n) transitions vary with initial 
oscillation direction, run and sample. Underlining has 
been omitted as significant (1/n) evidence is not consistently 
associated with either transition. Median temperatures give 
only a rough indication of the disposition of these transitions; 
discrepancies in the apparent location of transitions II and 
Ha of the order of 30 and 10 degrees respectively have been 
observed between data of a different initial oscillation 
direction, run or sample backbone structure. Due to (1/n) 
inconsistency, it was impossible to detect a correlation 
between median temperature and degree of backbone branching, 
for samples including the same ester groups. The earlier run 
for ATA yielded a thermogram which clearly indicated II 
with median temperatures approximately 15 degrees 
those given in Table U  for the 1973 acetate thermograms. The 
tracings in Figure 4 illustrate that (1/n) changes related

. t t  t t  Til are frequently very small,to transitions Ila, II anc*
Nevertheless in the majority of thermograms it is evident 
that the higher the temperature of the transition, the greater 
the amplitude of the assooi.t.d <!/»>• Exceptions to thf. 
generalization are due to variations in the evidence for
transition H i  in this region, <l/n> can be less than in

, neater and with a concurrent increase region III, or very much greater
? . illustrated by the GT iso-B and ApTVin the (1/P2) gradient, as illustrated y

• t t+ has been observed that (1/n) thermograms respectively-
associated with transition II is most frequently greater than 
that of II. for amylopectin and amylop.ctin i-h-D esters! this 
is the only backbone structure effect that could be detected in

-.am’ ah ions within region II
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As indicated in Figure 4, the (1/n) amplitude within 

region III varies unevenly with ester group; (1/n) differences 
within regions II and IV, themselves related to the size of 
the ester group, may be, at least partially, responsible. A 
broad (1/n) maximum is clearly outlined for the acetates, 
propionates and butyrates, their median temperatures being 
very reproducible: the maximum divergence within each set of 
samples increased systematically from about 10 to 20 degrees with 
ester group enlargement. There is no obvious correlation of 
median temperature with degree of branching. For GT iso-B the 
height of the (1/n) peak associated with transition III resembles 
the smaller maxima of the n-butyrates more closely than the 
significantly larger (1/n) evident in region III of the 
propionate and acetate thermograms (hence the underlining of 

"m" in column a for these two esters). Transition
well defined in the (1/n) vs. T graphs of the valerate derivatives
and median temperatures for the shallow peaks or shoulders are

therefore unreliable. It is evident from Figure 4 that
identification of this transition from ApTV data is particularly

.-I iia-fpri from ths two civail^blsdifficult and median temperatures
. + o0 deerees. Transition temperatures arethermograms, deviated by 30 d g

. the rate of warming and theapparently affected by both the
+ the kev variable possibly being temperature at the run onse ,

aptoss the chamber. Cooling wasthe temperature differential
,„,op -n the early ATA run, and the resulting only achieved to -145 C in

• *. a a hroader (1/n) maximum at least 10 degreesthermogram indicated a bro
higher than transition III for the later acetate runs.

For the n-butyrate and n-valerate esters, the
hoinu -190°C is indicated by a 

existence of a large transition bel

r
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2
clearly perceptible increase in (1/n) and/or (1/P )
with decrease in temperature within region IV. Thermogram
interpretation for transition IV is complicated by scattered
data at the beginning of the run and by the hint of a small
additional transition, to be discussed later, in the vicinity
of -170°C for some acetates and propionates. Nevertheless,
as shown in Figure 4, the absence of transition IV is
substantiated, in the acetate, propionate and GT iso-B

2
thermograms, by an approximately horizontal (1/P ) graph 
and/or the lack of a systematic (1/n) increase by -190 C.

The contents of each remaining row in Table 11 
are described in sequence below. As mentioned earlier, CTA 
data obtained at sub-ambient temperatures is badly scattered 
and relevant details have therefore been derived from the 
two clearest thermograms. Transition I is distinct in 
only one of these thermograms; the width and median 
temperature of the associated maximum damped oscillations 
were quoted because the two largest (1/n) values extend from 
0° to 69°C. A related minimum in (1/P2) occurs within 5 
and 40°C. The transition evidence for CTA visually resembles 
the ATA (1/n) and (1/P2) characteristics in region I. Intone 
thermogram the dominant (1/n) feature within +5° and -160°C
occurs between -60° and -90°C with an associated (1/P2)
reduction. Transition III is suggested, on the low temperature 
side of this peak, by a slight shoulder at approximately -125°C.

• Hi fferent; the main (1/n) peakThe other thermogram is quite ditrerenx,
• . J  ̂ ,,n° anH -165°C, whereas merely theis indicated between -120 ana
. . , .. .. M/n) is revealed within region II. Itexistence of finite (1/n; is ie
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is evident that a large transition does not exist in the 

vicinity of -190 C.
The data given in Table 11 for ATr(l.O),

A ( 2 . 0 )  is derived from the thermogram illustrated in 
Figure 5. Any discrepancies between this data and the 
results of the other, 1972 run are described below. It is 
noteworthy that the change-over temperature, for the 
temperature programming method, and the sub-ambient rates 
of warming were similar on both runs. As shown in Figure 5, 
a (1/P2) minimum is related to transition I, also obvious as 
a small (1/n) maximum, whose median temperature varies by 
14 degrees with initial oscillation direction; in the earlier 
data the analogous temperature, of 11.5°C, approximates to one 

of these differing values. It is evident in Figure 5 that 
region II contains almost constant (1/n); detailed examination 
of the thermogram reveals, however, the possible existence of a 
slight (1/n) minimum at -25°C which could locate Ila and II 
at -15° and -40°C respectively. The main feature of the 
other thermogram is a (1/n) peak at about -20°C. As displayed 
in the tracing, a (1/n) maximum and/or shoulder is perceptible 
in region III, its median temperature being confirmed by the 
situation of the small shoulder in the original thermogram.

Transition IV is obviously absent.
The main t ra n s it io n s  of ths illu s t ra te d  A TrU .O )

thermogram have lik.uise been summarised in Table 11 •
th. most part, this thermogram »as obtained »ith sub-anient

. . + deeree per minute: as usual, thewarming rates of about one deg p
Transition I is clearly visible1972 run involved a slower rate.
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in the original thermogram but cannot be characterized
due to a gap in the data. For the more distinct transition
at the higher temperatures in region II, a slower warming
rate resulted in a median temperature 10 degrees lower than
the value given for H a  in Table H  . In both thermograms
the definition of transition II is poor. With increase in
temperature from approximately -145°C, a (1/n) increase is
obvious in both thermograms; the slightly scattered data of
the early run, which began at -175°C, indicates a slightly
higher temperature for transition III. As shown in Figure 5,
there is no sign of a large transition in the vicinity of -190 C.

Figure 5 also contains a tracing of the ATT 
thermogram. There is a tangible <1/P2> decrease in region I 
and the associated (1/n) maximum includes the hint of a 
shoulder at approximately 10°C. High (1/n) is visible at the 
upper temperatures of region II, the implied transition being 
therefore designated Ila. The existence of transition II is 
dubious; a small (1/P2) minimum occurs in the vicinity of 
-50°C, where the slightest hint of a (1/n) shoulder can be 
detected. The absence of a large transition within region IV 
is confirmed by the horizontality of the (1/P ) vs. T graph.

The main characteristics of the best thermogram 

obtained in 1973 for ATC and of the thermogram illustrated 
in Figure 6 for AC(2.5) are summarized in Table 11. Transition 
region I contains a distinct (1/n) peak with an associated (1/P ) 
minimum, the evidence for this transition being particularly 
similar to that of the a -( l - «-linked glucan acetate esters.
The p o sitio n  of the large shoulder w ith in  region I I  i s  inva ria nt,



despite differences in the degree of substitution. The 
only hint of transition II is found in a thermogram for ATC 
the median temperature of the (1/n) fluctuation being quoted 
in Table 11 . Transition III is well defined as a large
(1/n) maximum, which apparently occurs a few degrees lower 
for the partially substituted sample. In general, thermograms 
of the amylose carbanilate samples show a cumulative (1/n) 
increase with increase in temperature, and consequently the 

(1/n) amplitude within transition regions I, H a  and III 
decreases in that order. Within region IV, (1/n) data, frequently 
scattered, suggest the existence of a small transition, to be 
described later. The approximately horizontal (1/P ) vs. T 
graph in region IV, proves that a notable transition does not

take place in the vicinity of -190 C.
Several ATC thermograms were obtained in 1972 and 

due to instrument malfunction some of the early runs were 
interrupted at approximately room temperature. Detailed 
experimental conditions were much more variable in 1972 and 
differed from those of later runs. In 1973, the compensating 

heater was used routinely to minimise the temperature 
differential across the sample at sub-ambient temperatures.
In 1972, temperatures of -190°C were not always achieved 
on cooling, and usually, the subsequent warming rate was 
slower than in 1973 runs. As described for ATA, these other

.ffppt the shape and location differences in run conditions af
of transitions I, II and III, key variables probably being the 
temperature differentials within the sample chamber. In 
amylose acetate and carbanilate thermograms obtained in 1973,
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evidence for transition I is provided by the significant 
( 1/n) maximum and concurrent (1/P2) shallow minimum; 
normally, the curved region for both parameters is broad 
and extends over much of region I, but differences in 
shape and width have occasionally been observed. This 
description is at variance with the appearance of the earlier 

thermograms, especially in the vicinity of region I, where 
the transition is identified with the substantial (1/n) 
maximum and the related variation in (1/P2). Usually, the 
(1/n) maximum is narrower and has a lower median temperature 
than in 1973 thermograms. The associated (1/P ) data frequently 
decrease at temperatures lower than the onset temperature of 
high (1/n), the magnitude of the subsequent (1/P ) recovery, 
and therefore the minimum which it defines, being inconstant.

As already mentioned, the 1972 thermogram for ATA, obtained 
with a warming rate of less than one degree per minute, showed 
transitions I, II and lia with median temperatures approximately
; degrees lower than the values given in row one of Table 11 .
ccept for carbanilate derivatives, ATr(l.O) is the only 
ther sample to be studied in 1972 with a slower warming rate; 
n the resulting thermogram, H a  occurs about 10 degrees lower 

ban indicated by the analogous 1973 tracing in Figure 5. 
ransition H a  is presumably masked by transition I in two 
arly ATC thermograms, the remaining data suggesti g 
xistence of a shoulder in the vicinity of -20°C. It is 
herefore evident that for the most part, the earlier runs, 
dth slower rates of warming, display transitions I, II and H a

i _ nf the

r
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between thermograms obtained in 1972 and 1973 is completed 
with a description of the effect on region III data of both 
the sub-ambient warming rate and the run onset temperature.
Two of the amylose carbanilate composites were cooled to -175 C 
and their thermograms showed transition III at temperatures 
similar to and slightly higher than the median temperature in 

Table 11 , derived from more recent data. This is in 
agreement with the increase in transition temperature already 
noticed in region III for ATr(l.O) and ATA runs with higher 
onset temperatures. The earliest ATC data, obtained after a 
minimum temperature of -125°C, suggests that the rate of 
warming may nevertheless be a pertinent variable within region 
III; transition I shows a large depression in temperature of 
at least 20 degrees, a comparable transition temperature 
decrease being implied for the incompletely-defined U/n)

maximum within region III.
The thermograms for GTC and GTC(gr) samples reveal

no obvious correlation between secondary transition temp 
and the proportion of grafted-ATC in the sample structure. 
Therefore, the principal transition temperatures for three 
of these derivatives are summarized in Table H  and any 
divergence of the 1972 data for GTC(gr 8 x 106> will be 
reported below. Transition I is clearly perceptible as 
a (1/n, maximum whose shape and median temperature varies 
with sample, necessitating brackets in column a. Both 
thermograms for the samples without, and with the greatest 
proportion of grafted-ATC, contain signs of a shoulder at 
approximately 10°C. The latter sample has, for 1973 data, an 
unusually narrow maximum with a median temperature (and width)
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10 degrees lower than the average(s) quoted in Table 11 , 
the associated (1/P2) minimum being clearly outlined from 
0° to 30°C. As shown in Figure 6 , the remaining 1973 
thermograms display shallow (1/P2) minima of similar 
breadth; the GTC minimum does not span the related highly 
damped region in the usual way, but appears to be displaced 
to slightly lower temperatures. Within region I, the (1/n) vs. T 
and (1/P2) vs. T graphs of GTC(gr 8 x 106) are similar to those 
of other early thermograms, the median temperature being 
depressed by approximately 15 degrees as for 1972, ATA data.
For GTC (5 x 106) and GTC(gr 100 x 106) region Ila contains 
a small (1/n) maximum in the vicinity of -20°C and an 
approximately horizontal (1/P2) vs. T trace. In the traced 
GTC(gr 25 x 106) thermogram, transition Ila is poorly defined 
by the (1/n) data between -25° and 5°C, and over this region 
a very slight decrease in (1/P2) is implied. A reduction in 
(1/P2) within -30° and -10°C is the clearest evidence of 
transition Ila in the 1972 thermogram. Transition I I  is 
indicated by a small (1/n) maximum in the thermograms for 
GTC (5 x 106) and GTC(gr 100 x 106), their average median 
temperature being quoted in Table 11 . The observed similarity 
of these thermograms within region I I  demonstrates the effect of 
constancy of transitions I I  and I la  despite a change in the 
proportion of « - ( 1  - 6) branch points within each sample. 
Transition I I  is not clearly perceptible in the illustrated 
GTC(gr 25 x 106) data; when this ununiform transition is 
visible, the height of associated (1/n) is less than that 
indicating transition I la .  As with the early ATC data, the
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1972 GTC(gr 8 x 106) thermogram hints at transition II
within the approximate region of -80° to -50°C. In general,
1972 and 1973 thermograms for samples with varying degrees
of backbone branching, contain small and irregular (1/n) changes

in region II, which result in differences in transition
visibility and temperature. Within region III, the resemblance
of the thermograms for GTC (5 x 106) and GTC(gr 100 x 106) persists

as does the exceptional behaviour of the grafted sample of
intermediate molecular weight whose 1973 thermogram, shown in

Figure 6 , displays a large (1/n) maximum and an associated
reduction in (1/P2)- Transition III is least conspicuous in the
sketched GTC thermogram; (1/n) vs. T graphs of the two, at
least partial, GTC samples with extreme molecular weights reveal
a shoulder approximately centred on -96°C: the (1/n) maximum
in the GTC(gr 25 x 106) thermogram has a median temperature
of about -101°C, as does the peak in the 1972 thermogram of
GTC(gr 8 x l 0 S). As in two of the early ATC runs, the latter

i l-H tn -175°C, and the combination ofsample was only cooled to i >
„ differences, such as a slightly slower several run condition dirrere ,

warming rate and higher run onset temperature than usual in
1973 runs, has resulted in the lack of any significant

t q 79 and 19 7 3 temperature data discrepancy between the 19/i
for transition in. Th. »orisont.l U/n, vs. T and < l M  vs. T 
graphs within region I*. illustrated in Figure 6 , by the
GTCCgr 25 x 106 > thsr»og rm  do not s ig n ify  a tra n s it io n .

„ j.itial (1/n) scatter in the As shown in the GTC thermogram, initial
mc is a little confusing, but the implied other 19 7 3 thermograms is a iiui

.+ .rtn TV is confirmed by the constancy of the absence of transition IV is

(1/P2) data.

J i‘_a I
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There are eight CTC thermograms extending
over sub-ambient temperatures and four of these were obtained
in 1972. Two of the 1973 thermograms are illustrated in
Figure 7 and transition temperatures averaged in the last
row of Table 11 are normally derived from the more recent
data. Transition I is evident as a significant maximum
in the (1/n) vs. T graphs of 1973; for CTC samples of
molecular weight (80 x 103), (59.7 x 10 ) and (8.2 x 10 ),
the average median temperature is 1U.5°C. It is reasonable
to assume that when a sample has only been cooled to about
-40°C, the temperature differentials within the sample
chamber will not be identical to those that usually exist
c nQnor For the CTC (15.1 x 103) composite,after cooling to -190 C. tor m e
surveyed during a TBA run which began at about -40°C, the 
median temperature for transition I is approximately 10 degrees

lower than the average value in Table 11 • In a11 four
. . • t  m'cnlflvs an effective modulusthermograms, transition region P

. • k the temperature at its nadir beingminimum of varying breadth, the te p
approximately coincident with the median t.mp.r.ture for the 

concurrent high (1/n). The general differences between the 
1972 and 1973 CTC data within region I, are as described in the
. , of this effect. The displacement of the narrowerabove summary of this eixe^u

 ̂ impe is illustrated in Figure 7(1/n) maximum to lower temper
by the CTC (12.8 x 103) thermogram, the two (1/n) vs. T
traces resulting from the use of two sets of boundary

. * _ fvnoin the damped oscillations,amplitudes for evaluation of
Within region II, <!/"> is generally scattered

and inconsistent and therefore, with the lack of any obvious
+w0 , ( , 7 2 and 19 7 3 thermograms, the discrepancies between the 19

„ + of all eight thermograms have been summarized,
clearest features of all eign
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The (1/n) data illustrated in Figure 7 for CTC (59.7 x 103) 
and CTC (80 x 103), indicates the existence of transition II 
within the -60° to -30°C region; their average temperature 
for the indistinct transition can be found in Table H  . As 
a consequence of the insubstantiality of the CTC (80 x 103) 

evidence combined with the variations in visibility of 
transition II already described for carbanilates of differing 
backbone structures, the absence of transition II from the 
1972 thermograms for CTC (80 x 10 ) and CTC (410 x 10 ) is 

not too surprising. In addition, the illustrated 
thermograms for the higher molecular weight samples display 
a small maximum within region Ila, approximately equivalent 
to transition II in (1/n) amplitude. For CTC (80 x 103) and 
CTC (410 x 103), thermograms obtained in 1972 show one 
distinct transition within region II, approximately centred 
on -16°C, the average median temperature derived for 
transition Ila from the 1973 thermograms. As with the 
other early carbanilate data, these thermograms contain the 
suggestion of a small (1/n) change within -70° and -50°C; 
the identification of two transitions within region II in 
the scattered 1973 (1/n) vs. T graphs of CTC (80 x 103) and 
CTC (59.7 x 103) is therefore justified. Thermograms obtained 
for CTC samples of lower molecular weight differ visually from 
those described above. In the four thermograms obtained for CTC 

samples of greater molecular size, the only large (l/P2)  ̂
variation is associated with transition I: CTC (8.2 x 10 ),
CTC (12.8 x 103) and CTC (15.1 x 103) thermograms display

o . t TT the (l/P2) variationtwo (l/P2) minima within regions I and II, tne
being as large as the Tg-related decrease. The thermogram
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obtained in 1973 by warming the CTC (15.1 x 103) composite
from -190°C, shows a single (1/n) maximum within region II,

2r niiOpi +-V,ct ■? n a i (1/P ) minimum5with a median temperature of -24 C, the initial u/r
found within -50° and -10°C, is therefore clearly associated
with transition Ha. The additional (1/P2) minimum occurring
from .boot -60» to -25»C and -«» to 0°C in CTC (12.8 x l»b
and CTC (8.2 x 103) thermograms respectively, are their
clearest evidence of a transition within region II.
1973 (1/n) data for the latter sample is very scattered;
the existence of Ila is implied in the vicinity of -10°C,
but this median temperature is too unreliable to be averaged^
for Table 11 . As in most 1972 thermograms, CTC (12.8 x 10 )
(1/n, evidence for transition I is depressed in temperature and,
as shown in figure 7, the associated d / P 2> variation extends to

-20°C. (1/n) vs. T graphs have not provided sufficient
information to indicate which of transitions II and II. is to

be associated with the large additional (1/P2) »1-1—
CTC (3.1 x lob (1/P2) -  T tracing in Figure 7 contains a

• • f i t s  the general description of 1972single variation which fits &

<1/Pb data related to transition I; transition II. has been 
identified as a (l/»> shoulder centred on -26»C. The median 
temperature quoted in Table U  ha. been averaged fro. this 
value for CTC (3.1 x lob and from values derived from 1973

- ptp (5Q.7 x 10 ) andthermograms of CTC (15.1 x ’
CTC (80 x 10b. Transition II. occurs at lower temperatures 
for the lower molecular weight samples, but this trend, based 
on few thermograms, may be related to the varying visibility 
of transition II, itself a p P - t l ,  more distinct for higher
molecular weight samples.

■WzTL 'odutfiL .!i. it*



All eight thermograms show substantial (1/n) 
within region III, a shoulder being more frequently outlined 
for the lower molecular weight samples in particular. As 
there is no obvious correlation between median temperature 
and either the sample molecular weight or the date of the run, 
the average of all eight median temperatures has been quoted. 
Differences in the shape of transition III may be partially 
responsible for the divergence of these temperatures, which 
necessitated brackets in column a; the maximum difference in 
transition temperature, of 25 degrees, occurs between 
CTC (59.7 x 103> and CTC (80 x 103), the relevant thermograms 
being illustrated in Figure 7. With cooling to a minimum 
temperature of -125°C, a CTC (80 x 103> composite showed  ̂

greatest (1/n) within region HI, in the vicinity of -110°C. 
Although within the range of temperatures derived from 1973 
thermograms for samples of identical and similar molecular 
weight, this median temperature is lower than the average value, 
and therefore does not contradict the effect described above
for ATC data after limiting cooling. The constan

.. M / P 2) vs. T gradients within regionapproximately horizontal (1/
. evidence for the absence of this largeIV provide the clearest evidence

transition in the CTC thermograms.
I„ addition to the »ain transitions snsstanised

,, ...li (1/n) variations, whichin Table 11 , there are several small (1/n;
.K,_ pxistence of less obvious transitions, indicate the possible exis

„ evidence has been very reproducible None of the TBA transition evidence
-,-ipn the (1/n) shoulders or maxima the and inevitably the smaller

the temperature parameters of the impliedless reliable are
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All eight thermograms show substantial (1/n) 

within region III, a shoulder being more frequently outlined 
for the lower molecular weight samples in particular. As 
there is no obvious correlation between median temperature 
and either the sample molecular weight or the date of the run, / 
the average of all eight median temperatures has been quoted. 
Differences in the shape of transition III may be partially 
responsible for the divergence of these temperatures, which 
necessitated brackets in column a; the maximum difference in 

transition temperature, of 25 degrees, occurs between 
Ctc (59.7 x 103) and CTC (80 x 103), the relevant thermograms 
being illustrated in Figure 7. With cooling to a minimum 
temperature of -125°C, a CTC (80 x 103) composite showed  ̂
greatest (1/n) within region III, in the vicinity of -H0°C. 
Although within the range of temperatures derived from 1973 
thermograms for samples of identical and similar molecular 
weight, this median temperature is lower than the average value, 

and therefore does not contradict the effect described above

for ATC data after limiting cooling. The constan
, . M / p 2) vs. T gradients within regionapproximately horizontal (1/

for the absence of this large IV provide the clearest evidence for the a

transition in the CTC thermograms.
I„ addition to th. »ain transitions sontnarizad

in Table 11 , there are several « 1 1  W » >  variations, which
indicate the possible existence of less obvious transtttons.

„ evidence has been very reproducible None of the TBA transition evidence
and inevitably th. . « H e r  the <!/«> shoulders or .axis» the 
less reliable are the te.perature p.ra.et.rs of th. i.pUed



transitions. The transitions being of dubious significance, 
minimal details are given below. There is a varying temperature 
distribution along the braid; at temperatures above 0°C the 

top of the braid is, on average, cooler than the bottom. In 
addition, the programmed heating of the sample chamber above 
ambient temperatures is not uniform, cycling of the chamber 
temperature being obvious by 100°C. Within 50 degrees of Tg,
(1/n) fluctuations have therefore been ignored, as they may 

merely be due to the combined effect of uneven warming of 
the braid and the onset of high (1/n). Thermograms for the 
two esters which contain a trityl group and have the highest 
Tg's, show signs of a transition within the 110° to 170°C 
region. The analogous region for the carbanilates, about 110° 
to m ° C ,  may also contain a small transition which is most 
obvious in some of the thermograms for higher molecular weight 
CTC samples. Polysaccharide samples, with the exception of 
the propionate, butyrate and valerate esters of a-(l - 4 )-lmked 
glucans, have Tg's above 150°C and, in general, their thermograms 
display at least one small transition between transition I and 

about 110°C, the related (1/n) differing with initial 
oscillation direction, run and sample. Evidence for this

Ko+arvHal in 1972 thermograms, where a transition is more substantial
* ,-c-Hrallv broad (1/n) maximum is apparent, shallow, characteristically

J . ,1Qlv that differences in run conditions affectIt was noted previously thax
, nf (1/n) variations; the higherthe magnitude and shape of (

ç 4-yi=nsition I in 1973 data maytemperature and broader span
therefore be masking this less reproducible U/n> fsature.
» few thermograms indicate a smooth <!/»> increase from 
approximately 30°C to the «P«* of the Tg peak, -h.reas those 
of some .-(1 - «-linked) gluc.n c.rbanil.te derivatives and
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ATr(l.O), A(2.0) suggest a second process above 80°C.
Some 1972 thermograms obtained by heating the composite
from room temperature, show a (1/P2) minimum within 20°
and 6 5°C; this phenomenon was observed for one CTC compos
of molecular weight (95.2 x 103), one ATC composite and
several CTA composites. The random occurrence of this ^
effect in 1972 thermograms which only begin at about 20
suggest that it may be spurious, although, (1/n) evidence
for a transition in this region is also more obvious in early
data This (1/P2) minimum occurs at higher temperatures than
the minimum associated with transition 1. In general, many of
the thermograms for samples listed in Table 11 contain small
(1/n) fluctuations within the main secondary transition regions.

As mentioned above, in the vicinity of 10 C, some
thermograms display an irregularity in the (1/n) evidence
for tuition I. Within -190° a„b -»0°C another lately
significant «1/», variation is often apparent, the lach of

■ , „ „ „  (1/P2) confirming the absence of a mainan associated change in
m-F i-nansition IV in butyrate •e-a'mn The presence of transixi secondary transition. P

masks the (1/n) evidence of any smaller and valerate thermograms masks tne
• • Mot all thermograms reveal the small (1/n)transition. Not all xneim B

variation within region IV and hence nothing may be deduce

from its absence for a sample such as ATr(l.O), A(2.0)
Some thermograms show interesting (1/n) or (1/P

„ shove Te. With increase inpatterns at temperatures above ig
,oc the aTV composite experiences a 

temperature above 85 C, or>
the (1/n) amplitude at Tg (62 C)

concurrent (1/n) change un
• • mattered data in both GTV (B-L-D)is matched. In addition, scattered

„ . . of the ApTV thermograms indicates fairly highand only one of tne np



(1/n) above Tg. As illustrated in Figure 6, amylose and 
glycogen carbanilate composites, in general experience greater 

(1/n) at temperatures above 230°C approximately. CTC data 
does not exist at temperatures above 230°C, but thermograms 

for samples with lower Tg’s do not suggest further (1/n) 
increases. The ACC2.5) tracing also displays a large, rapid 
decrease in (1/P2> from 230°C, with a subsequent increase in 
the vicinity of 260°C. The thermogram for GTC(gr 100 x 10 ) 
contains the large, steep Cl/P2> reduction from approximately 
230°C, but it is not evident in the GTC (5 x 10*) thermogram. 
GTC (5 x 10*) U / P 2> data increases with heating above 260 C, 

as illustrated in the Figure 6 tracing of the only GTC 

thermogram to extend to these temperatures.
Evaluation of the oscillation frequency of 

poly(di-n-alkylitaconate) composites at transitions B and 
U) revealed an apparent correlation between frequency and
both composite concentration and transition temp

• (u) corresponds to region IV for theTransition region ( 4 ; cox <= r _
hllt the transition indicated withinpolysaccharide esters 9

.miorafp derivatives occurs 
this region by n-butyrate and n-val

* Tt is therefore impossible
below the run onset temperature. It

, +v,p difference in backbone structure 
to gauge the effect of

oscillation at the median on the frequency of composite oscii
te.per.ture of this high« O**»« transition. F r e s n o ,  
hat. for the ».st signifiant poly<di-n-alkyUt.oo„.te, 
transitions gelded no intonation in addition to - a t  pro 
by u/P»> behaviour and therefor. osciU.tion Fluencies

. . c havp not been evaluated,smaller transitions have
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The iterative procedure required to summarize 
>ese TEA results, necessitated identification of the features 
ld trends to be reported, before all the details could be 
ssembled from the raw thermogram data. In particular, effort 
as directed at optimizing the equivalence of the secondary 

ransition regions for all esters studied; the resulting 
orrelation between the regions defined in Tables 8 and 1 ,

• in their transition features arend any obvious similari y

escribed below.
• „ 1 vmpr structure can result inDifferences in polymer

. tinr, and therefore the transition :ransition temperature variation,
■ „ ni» Table » for the polyCdi-»-alkylit.c°n«t“ >■’eeions defined in iaoi

ond exactly to those of the polysaccharide esters, io not correspond exacxiy
. a units for polysaccharide Remembering that the temperature limits

^  Table H  are variable by as much as transition regions in iaDie _
. i valence of the main secondary

+ 10 degrees, the approxima e q
• indicated in this small Table, transition regions is indicated
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Temperature Limits of_ 
the Secondary Transition 

(°C)

Nomenclature in 
Table 8

Nomenclature of 
Equivalent Regions in 
Table 11

o < T < 40 (1) I

-30 < T < +5 (2)
1

lia
II (when lia occurs 

at T > -30°C)
-160 < T < -30 (3)

III

Run onset temperature (4) IV< T < -160

Region (3) of Table 8 effectively corresponds to the
combined span of regions H I ,  and of II below -30°C. In 
Table 11 , the lower temperature limit of region II and

t t t if: either -100°C or -75°C;the upper limit of region
• _ tt and H I  occurs at -100 C,when the division between region

• • hi cher temperatures in region (3)transition B and transitions at higher tamp
effectively occur within region II-

For all polysaccharide derivatives, except the
„-hut,rate and „-valerate esters, region I normally contains 
, broad <!/„> »axis», of « 1 1  »**>«“■“  relative to the
(1/n) amplitude at Ig. end with a frequ.ntly-.ssoci«ted
U / pL  minimum. For P»I and F ®  the shape of the <!/».
maximum or shoulder within region (1) is “

. „ uith (1/n) data within theconsistent and compans
• o n  for the polysaccharide esters merely corresponding region , 1nnV too dissimilar,reveal, that their transitions do not look
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For the polysaccharide derivatives, transition 

region II extends over a wide temperature range, necessitated 

by the difficulty experienced in identifying the (1/n) 
maxima or shoulders attributed to two transitions of varying 
visibility. The relative amplitude of (1/n) associated with 

the transition (II) at lower temperatures is extremely 
variable. Transition II is most pronounced in thermograms 

for the carboxylic acid esters of - d  - **> pdyglucans. 
relatively high (1/n) being most frequently displayed within 
the region by amylopectin and amylopectin B-L-D derivatives. 
Nevertheless, within region II oscillations are usually more 

highly damped above -30°C, transition H a  being domin 
many c.rb.hil.te thermograms and those of ATrU.O) .nd ATT.

Because of th. Logo differences in U/n) -idenc. for

transition II. it i. I * - * “ * *° - t 1**”  “ * '” enit“'J' 
the (1/n) change caused by transition II.. Th. - d l »  

temperatures for transition II., given in Table U  . are
similar to those of transition U> in Table » ■

. o transition (2) [and (1)] is not
indicated in Table >

a ’hie in (1/n) magnitude, shape or temperature very reproducible in n/"'
, • mbers PDMI to PDBI inclusive. Therefore, althoughfor series members rum

. +he (i/n) data does not 
absolute confirmation is not prov ,

., i identification of transition (2) with 
preclude the possible 1 _

2 • u hPPn attributed to this transition for(1/P2) minima have been atir
nf backbone structure. Between

samples with either type
. • 0.;nn T l  fo r some polysaccharide

-100° and +5°C, transition region
_ /. /_ i vs T graphs visually resemble 

esters, the PDMI and PDEI Q/»> T g P
. . .otPrs In particular, for PDMI 

those of the polysaccharide es •
. n (3), „ith median temperature -66 C,

the transition within reg
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shows large differences in form and magnitude, which are 
similar to those observed for transition II; for PDEI, the 
median temperature of -54°C approximates to many of the 
temperatures quoted for this transition in Table H  •

Transition region (3) of the poly(di-n-alkylitaconates)

spans region III, as well as much of region II, of the poly
saccharide esters. In thermograms for all polysaccharide 
esters except the n-butyrate and n-valerate derivatives, 
transition III was identified as the main secondary transition 
at the lowest temperature: comparison with (1/n) evidence in 
the thermograms of acetate and propionate esters reveals that 
this transition is rel.tiv.lv small for n-hutyrate and „-valerate 
esters of the .-<1 * *> p o l y g o n s ,  the only polysaccharide

. . . -r\j For* esters other than samples to demonstrate transition
the carboxylic acid derivatives of e-U * glinted glucans, 
substantial <!/„> sssociated with transition m  occurs at

.a the form and relative height of its higher temperatures and th
. ^ . The esters for which transitionoutline is less consistent. The ester

region III occurs between -130» and -».»Cf have median 
temperatures within 10 degrees of -10e°C, ,th. temperature 

„noted in Table 8 for the second (1/n) change apparent
• • • r in a few of the PDMI thermograms,within region (3) in a .

.., _n associated reduction 
A large (1/n) maximum with an

? • a- <=ition region (4) for all poly(di-n-in (1/P2) occurs m  transitio g n / P 2)
. opnt PDMI and PDEI; similar (1/n) and (1/ 

alkylitaconates) excep mharide
, n-butyrate and n-valerate polysaccharide

patterns for only the n y
, o1nu _i90°C, of the analogous 

esters indicate the existence, bel •
t (Hi-n-hexylitaconate) and higher series

transition. Por poly( . .
* 4„a the only secondary transition 

members, region (4) con a . peters-
lat.d with those of the polysaccharrd. esters,

that can be corre
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transitions A and B mask any smaller variations in the (1/n) vs. T 

graphs of these poly(di-n-alkylitaconates).
For higher poly(di-n-alkylitaconates), the maximum 

(1/n) region was complicated by both the possible existence of 
transition A and by high (1/n) that persisted to temperatures 
above the postdate, Tg. I» the remaining poly<di-n-alkylit.co„ate 

thermograms and In those of ,11 the polysaccharide esters, 
identification of Tg fro. the position of the largest (1/n) 
peak »as relatively straightforward, although, as desorrbed 

above, the detailed shape, magnitude and relative location 
of the associated (1/P2) decrease vary with sample structure

and even with thermogram.
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Section C: Differential Scanning Calorimeter Data

Because instrument time was limited, available 

Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC) thermograms are 
inadequate in quantity and quality. In general, thermograms 

were not obtained for two samples of the same polymer and 
therefore the reproducibility of apparent transitions is 

unknown. As it was not always possible to scan the same 
sample twice, or over both sub-ambient and above-ambient 
temperature regions, the data is also incomplete. Optimum 
run conditions with respect to sensitivity and stability 
of the baseline, were not achieved; samples, usually of 

mass 12 to 13 mg, were normally scanned over a wide 
temperature interval on one of the least sensitive of the

Smaller sample mass and greaterdifferential power ranges.
instrument sensitivity could have resulted in better temperature 

resolution, but with greater sensitivity, it is more difficu t
• „ to achieve a linear baseline, even over and time-consuming to acnieve

. . I=1. Baseline curvature, reported
narrow temperature intervals.

a the full sub-ambient temperature
to be frequently S-shaped

•a , the thermograms of reference samples, 
range, is evident in the tn s .

1 nan lids TO allow for this lack composed of aluminium sample pan lias
*  linearity, it was n.e.eaary to aeti.ate t„e —  —
ot t„e random gradient ranges »hied separate approbately

Aq these reference sample baselines
linear baseline portions.

, , _ 1  to the temperature axis, the angula 
are not usually parallel to tn

measured instead of their tangents. From displacements were measured i . . ,ov,
amle thermograms, obtained under

the data of three reference sample mnpratUre
j over the full sub-ambient temperature 

the usual run conditions and
_______ a fforpnt

a n  r r o  i’ +

r u n  ----
that the average angle between different
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gradiants varied approximately directly with the seneitivity
of the recorder range and approximately inversely with the

sample mass. With reference sample data as the basis, these
observations enabled evaluation of a critical angular
displacement for a given set of experimental conditions. It
„as assumed that the average angle between different gradients

would also vary directly with the instrument sensitivity.
However, there was considerable dubiety about the method of
extrapolation for differing sample masses; for samples of
low mass, arithmetic extrapolation yielded a - H e r  era,teal
value than the implied geometric extrapolation, but co.btn. ton

with the effect of the reguired increase in instrument
,.t in a large estimate for the sensitivity still resulted in a larg

critical angular change. One to the sparseness of reference^

sample data, this procedure for the evaluation of a s g
4- oc-t-isfactory; nevertheless, the angular displacement is not satisfact

• Tfipd the interpretation of these complex DSC criterion simplified the in y
rtf the small gradient changes

thermograms, by enabling some  ̂ thermograms

to be ignored, because n o n °  ^  the a m b i e n t
extend over the above-ambien P _

pven more arbitrarily applied t
significance criterion w

n „ at higher temperatures. Features at the
gradient changes ignored,
extremes of the scanned temperature

•=+inns could be due to slight
because these thermogram variatio beEinning

r the instrument at the beginning
differences in the operation

Reference sample data indicates that, 
and end of the run. Referen s

• r,o+ established until 20 degrees 
general, a linear baseline is

vtioh the instrument is in control
above the temperature at w



of temperature programmiug, and that, within this region, 
features such as gradient changes and endothermic peaks are 

not necessarily significant. For a given set of run 
conditions, adjustment of the "slope" control enables the 

constant baseline gradient to be aligned parallel to the 
temperature axis of the chart. As there was insufficient 

time to obtain either baseline gradient constancy or 
horizontality, interpretation of the thermograms was 
difficult. An iterative procedure was adopted, as for

•f +-h TRA data, to compensate for ignorance interpretation of the TBA data,
a thb effect on the thermogram

of both the actual baseline an identification
features of its finite and varying gradien .

. . • u-v,p thermograms of relatedof similar characteristics in the therm
. o-imilar run conditions, a new polymers scanned under simi

interpretation which improved their correlation often

*PPar'nt' The DSC temperature read-out is in degrees Kelvin,
the temperatures give» - 1 »  have been converted to degrees

• 573 degrees from the original
Celsius by subtraction fQr extrapoiated

Ail auoted temperatures atemperatures. Aliquot D1 3 illustrates
gradient changes, unless otherwise stated. gr

, to obtain the extrapolated onset, peak
the procedure us. to o shift „ d . typical

end temperatures fo ^  ^  Bhift p.ing characterised
peak involving a n ^  ^  end temperatures. The selection
by the median of ^  arbitrary due to the
of extrapolating ly inslg„ifioa„t, gradient
existence of many, interpretation may be

, 4-vio final thermogram interp changes. Although th
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erroneous, their analysis involved considerable effort, 
as it was hoped that the DSC thermograms would provide transition 
aata which confirms some of the TBA results. Correlation of the 
transitions revealed by the two technique, ma, prove impossible, 
b„, the form and temperature of DSC thermogram features may aid 
interpretation of the molecular processes responsible for the 

reported dynamic mechanical transitions. Therefore, many of 
the DSC thermograms have been traced and are presented in 
Figures 9 to 16; with the exception of Figure 12, their overall 
dimensions have been photographically reduced by a factor of two. 

Because the individual thermograms are vertically spaced along 

the ordinate in these Figures, only the direction of the 
endothermic heat flow rate is indicted. The actual thermograms 
were traced with continuous lines; baseline extrapolations are

t , , i -,ines to aid identification of theirshown, by dashed lines,
 ̂ cue Illustrated thermograms do not intersection temperatures.

• •-t-Vri n 20 degrees of the onset ofcontain the portion within 2 g
+Y>ol Main characteristics of both sub- and temperature control. Mai . . .hl_re described below, it is feasible above-ambient thermograms are descr

, nf -t-he gradient change
that, du. to the inadequate basis of g

• or their location at the run extremities, 
significance criterion or their

4-hnse rather arbitrarily foa+nres are among those rasome noteworthy featu . =olid,
ignoned. in TBA, the sample is not simply an encapsulated

as for the DSC, but intermingles with the glass br.i ,
oc inherent in the two sample forms

consequently the stress
a,- ffor As the former 

and their effects on the data may differ
., ,v first run data, DSC thermograms 

technique yields effective y _
first temperature scans are, in general,

resulting from
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illustrated in order to optimise any possible result 
correlation. Thermogram features caused by sample stress 
are removed by the initial scanning cycle and in the field 
of thermal analysis, temperature parameters from re-run 
thermograms are therefore considered to be more reliable. 
Samples were usually scanned twice in the DSC and principal 
features of the re-run thermograms are also described below. 
During sub-ambient runs, first and re-run thermograms were 
normally obtained with a heating rate of forty degrees per 
minute, after fast cooling from approximately 20°C or a^ 
maximum temperature of 150°C respectively to about -170 C. 
Similarly, for above-ambient runs samples were, in general,

• 4-_tw _qn°C before being scannedquickly cooled to approximately -30
• 4-^ Tinlpss otherwise stated inat forty degrees per minute.

Tables summarizing the main thermogram features, the 
inu.tr,ted thermograms «.re oht.ined -1th instrument 
and recorder ranges of 5 . i l l i - c . l . r i e .  per second (mcaf/sec 

and 10 mV fu ll- s c a le  deflection (fed, respectively
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cii Thermogram features of several poly(di-n-alkyl- 
ltaconates) and of polytmethyl methacrylate^
Temperatures quoted in Table 12 were derived from

the illustrated first run thermograms and those of their
re-runs; this Table also details the sample mass and any
divergence from the general run conditions described above.
Figure 9 shows the thermogram obtained by scanning a 13 mg
sample of PDMI 37/100 over the sub-ambient temperature range
for the first time. The magnitude of the net endothermic
shift was estimated by counting the number of sub-divisions
(equivalent to one hundredth of the ordinate fsd on the

original chart) between the intersection points of
.  ̂ onset and end temperatures,extrapolating lines at the shift onsex

« f neak height was similarly evaluatedA measure of the peak neignu
between the intersections at the peak and end temperatures.

On reheating, this sample only caused a simple, and slightly 
larger, endothermic baseline shift. Another PDMI 37/100 
sample, with twice the usual sample mass, was scanned with 
half the normal instrument sensitivity; for both samp 
the employed recorder range is unknown, bu, it is reasonable

in m\7 During the first run ofto assume that the fsd was
v. 3 1» a large endothermic peak was recorded atthe larger sample, a large
o v, •tr>vi- of 24 sub-divisions; the baseline87°C, with a peak height of 24

shift, of 11 sub-divisions, spans a slightly wider temperature 
region, but its median temperature is only 0.5 degree, higher

~ Table 12 . After fast cooling, the than that in row one of Table
_ crave thermograms which contain first and second re-runs, gave tnern s

. i r> and 14 sub-divisions
simple endothermic shifts of magni

s 79° and 79.5° respectively. Loss oand median temperature
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the endothermic peak with heating and quick cooling and 
enlargement of the persistent endothermic shift occurred for 
both samples, and their peak and median shift temperatures 
are effectively identical. After the second re-run the 
larger PDMI sample was slowly cooled, overnight at less 
than one degree per minute and before re-run 3 to about 
-170°C at five degrees per minute. The subsequent thermogram 
displays an endothermic shift with a shallow peak and resembles 
the PDPI thermogram shown in Figure 10, where the coincidence 
of shift and peak temperatures indicated in Table 12 , and typical
of PDMI thermograms, is not evident. The thermogram, obtained by 

scanning a PDMI 37/100 sample, of mass 13.5 mg, over the 
above-ambient range for the first time, is identical to that 
illustrated in Figure 9 and has therefore not been reproduced: 

a large endothermic peak occurs at 86°C and includes a net 
shift spanning 20 degrees and centred on 87°C. In general,
150°C was the maximum sample temperature attained during 
sub-ambient runs; on the only above-ambient runs for a^ 
poly(di-n-alkylitaconate), PDMI was heated to about 200°C.

With re-scanning under the usual run conditions, the enlarged 

endothermic shift for this sample was not depressed in 
temperature with the absence of the peak, as in sub-ambient

runs, the mid-point occurring at 87.5 C
Two small endothermic peaks are visible in the 

PDMI sub-ambient, first run thermogram illustrated in Figure 9.

The shallower peak at 16°C, is visible, although slightly 
diminished, in the re-run thermogram, but the analogous residue

. ,+• 17°C is barely preceptible. In additionof the narrower peak at 37 u is y

these small features differ with sampleto varying with re-run
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the endothermic peak with heating and quick cooling and 
enlargement of the persistent endothermic shift occurred for 

both samples, and their peak and median shift temperatures 
are effectively identical. After the second re-run the 
larger PDMI sample was slowly cooled, overnight at less 
than one degree per minute and before re-run 3 to about 
-170°C at five degrees per minute. The subsequent thermogram 
displays an endothermic shift with a shallow peak and resembles 
the PDPI thermogram shown in Figure 10, where the coincidence 
of shift and peak temperatures indicated in Table 12 , and typical
of PDMI thermograms, is not evident. The thermogram, obtained by 

scanning a PDMI 37/100 sample, of mass 13.5 mg, over the 
above-ambient range for the first time, is identical to that 
illustrated in Figure 9 and has therefore not been reproduced: 

a large endothermic peak occurs at 86°C and includes a net 
shift spanning 20 degrees and centred on 87°C. In general,
150°C was the maximum sample temperature attained during 
sub-ambient runs; on the only above-ambient runs for a 
poly(di-n-alkylitaconate) , PDMI was heated to about 200°C.
With re-scanning under the usual run conditions, the enlarged 

endothermic shift for this sample was not depressed m  
temperature with the absence of the peak, as in sub-ambient

runs, the mid-point occurring at 87.5 C.
Two small endothermic peaks are visible in the 

PDMI sub-ambient, first run thermogram illustrated in Figure 

The shallower peak at 16°C, is visible, although slightly 
diminished, in the re-run thermogram, but the analogous residue 
of the narrower peak at 37°C is barely preceptible. In addition 
to varying with re-run, these small features differ with sample
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mass. The first run thermogram for the larger PDMI sample 

shows a shallow, complex endothermic peak at about 39 C, 
slight shoulders being outlined from the peak to 49°C and 
between 29° and 36°C. This shallow endotherm extends from 
go tQ 63°c, but only the first re-run revealed a narrow 

endothermic peak within this region, at 46°C; m  the third 
re-run thermogram there is merely an additional endothermic 
gradient increase at 39°C. The above-ambient thermograms 
do not contain any endothermic peaks at temperatures lower 
than the large endothermic shift; an exothermic and subsequent 
endothermic gradient change was obvious during the second run at 

10° and 36°C.
Figure 10 illustrates the main endothermic features 

of thermograms obtained at sub-ambient temperatures for other 
poly(di-n-alkylitaconates). For both PDEI and PDPI the first 

sample scan was stopped at too low a temperature; for both 
series members, the (first and only) re-run temperature for 
the onset of the endotherm was identical with the first run 
value, and therefore the re-run thermogram has been interpreted 

as effectively that of a first run. As a result, Figure 10 
illustrates the re-run thermograms of PDEI and PDPI, Table 12

containing the relevant details.
Because PDHI 45/100 was the first sample to be 

scanned in the DSC, the experimental conditions were not 
those generally used in subsequent runs. As illustrated 
in the first run thermogram, the baseline has a less endothermic

. t which therefore resembles thegradient after the simple shif »
. anejt1*on as reported in the thermal manifestation of a glass trans

. . . . . .  +11„  The recorder range being unknown, theanalysis literature. J.ne lew*
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actual shift magnitude should not be compared with those 
of other samples; the values quoted in Table 12 indicate that 
both a slight increase in shift magnitude and median temperature 
occurred on reheating this sample. Subsequent re-runs showed 

that extrapolated temperatures for the baseline shift were 
apparently affected by differences in the scan speed, the 
ratio of scan to chart speed, and recorder and instrument 
sensitivity. On the second and fifth re-runs, the scan speed 
was double the chart speed, their ratio usually being 1.0; 
the second re-run, with a scan speed of twenty degrees per 
minute, resulted in a shift of width 32 degrees and median 
temperature -17°C, while on the fifth re-run, with a scan 
speed of forty degrees per minute, a narrower shift of width 
27 degrees spanned - 2 1 . 5 ° C .  During the fifth re-run, an increase 
in the recorder sensitivity, possibly by a factor of 5, increased 
the median shift temperature by approximately 2 degrees to about 
-19°C, temperature error being enlarged with compression of the

temperature scale on the abscissa.
As shown in Figure 10, there are several endothermic

features in the first (and only) thermogram obtained for PDNI; 
the extrapolated temperatures which characterize the largest

_ ,, in The large endothermic peak shift are quoted in Table 12 . The iarg
.. * in Figure 10 for PDDol, is repeatedand overall shift, traced in tigure

i . , .. the re-run thermogram. Differencesalmost identically in the re
• _ r +he shift and peak magnitudes, given in in the estimates of the shin f

. caused by differences in the gradientsTable 12 , may have been caused uy
of baselines bordering the peak: during the first run the 
initial baseline persisted fro. an endoth.r.ie gradient ob.ng. 
at -120°C and on the re-r„„ fro. an additional gradient inore.se
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at -87°C; in the illustrated thermogram the final baseline 
gradient is not constant, as in the re-run thermogram, but 
shows endothermic curvature resulting in an extrapolated 

gradient change at 37 C.
As shown in the traced PDNI thermogram, after the

largest shift at -74.5°C the baseline has a more endothermic 
gradient; a smaller endothermic feature subsequently occurs 
which, when interpreted as a shift from -32° to -10°C, leads 
to a less endothermic baseline gradient. This final baseline
defines a shallow endothermic peak at 61°C, which extends from 
about 41° to 84°C. The baseline is not very smooth above -60°C 
and it is therefore possible that the subsequent, slightly 
irregular shift could be interpreted as an endothermic peak

at -10°C.
The extrapolated endothermic gradient change 

at about -110°C, in the illustrated first run thermogram 
for PDHI, is a consequence of the general endothermic 
curvature which extends over this temperature region and 
ceases in the vicinity of -70°C, this change in baseline 
form being more clearly outlined during subsequent runs.
In the compressed thermogram of the fifth re-run, the 
beginning of a linear baseline portion is defined by a 
small endothermic shift between -82° and -7U°C: the more 
sensitive record of the fifth re-run, which similarly shows
initial endothermic baseline curvature, merely displays an

, „ _cc°r. This variation in theexothermic gradient change at
outline and temperature of a small thermogram feature „ith 
differences in recorder range, demonstrates the importance
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of achieving optimum run conditions for each sample.

It is believed that with more time, the DSC would have 
revealed a greater number of secondary transitions than 

the few tentatively described above.
Endothermic baseline curvature is a general 

feature of the sub-ambient poly(di-n-alkylitaconate) 
thermograms. The resulting extrapolated gradient change 
occurs at -125°C for PDNI and, as already mentioned, at 
-120°C and approximately -110°C in the first run thermograms 

of PDDol and PDHI respectively. For both PDPI and PDEI, 
the curvature is pronounced, extrapolating to an endothermic 
gradient change at -76° and -72°C respectively on their first 
runs. A similar extrapolation for the first run thermogram 
of the 13 mg PDMI sample, reveals a smaller, but significant,

overall gradient change at -65 C.
Poly(methyl methacrylate) was scanned under the

usual run conditions over both the sub- and above-ambient 
temperature ranges, the thermograms resulting from the initial 

runs being illustrated in Figure 9. A simple endothermic 
shift, indicative of the glass transition, occurs in the 
above-ambient re-run thermogram at the temperatures quoted 
in Table 13 . As shown in the tracing, during the first

. from 120° to 130°C was interruptedrun the portion of this shift tr
. iq7°c which spanned the 133° to 195°C by an exothermic peak at 137 o,
• _ another PMMA sample over sub-ambient region. On re-scanning anotner

temperatures, significant endothermic curvature was evident 
from 9 2°C, although the steepest shift occurred from 132°C 
to define , median shift temperature of 139°C. It is apparent
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from the illustrated thermogram that in this region the 
first run only revealed a very small endothermic peak at
14i*°C, of width 9 degrees.

The broad complex endothermic peak, evident

from -15° to 88°C in the sub-ambient tracing, does not
occur on sample re-heating. The subsequent exothermic
shift from 99° to 111°C is another feature that is only
visible in the first run thermogram. The extension of the
baseline at temperatures below the peak onset, intersects
the thermogram at about 100°C, confirming this thermogram
interpretation; alternatively the endothermic gradient
change at 1U°C could be taken a. the end of the broad peak.
The illustrated above-ambient thermogram shows a similar
endothermic peak at 80»C and subsequent increase in the final

,. t o+ nns°C both features being absent in the baseline gradient at 108 o,
re-run thermogram. The outline of this endotherm is similarly 
complicated, in the two initial thermograms, by the existence 
of an exothermic gradient change on either side of the peak at

temperatures given in row two of Table 13 .
As shown in Figure 9, the onset of the broad

endotherm in the above-ambient thermogram is complicated
v . „f , qmaii endothermic baseline shift andby the presence of a sman

• neither feature being reproduced insubsequent exothermic peak,
„ In the illustrated sub-ambient thermogram, 

the re-run thermogram. m  t
• ct on0 and 31°C on the lowtwo endothermic peaks are visib

temperature side of th. broad endctb.r, at unlike tbe
broader peak, they are reproduced in the re-run thermogram 
at 21» and 33»C, .her. they have coalesced slightly and th.
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height of the smaller peak, originally at 31°C, has 
decreased a little. Figure 9 reveals the visual similarity 
of the PMMa and PDMI sub-ambient thermograms within 0° and 
40°C; for both 13 mg samples, the smaller, higher-temperature 

feature is less reproducible after the first heating cycle. 
Resembling the sub-ambient poly(di-n-alkylitaconate) thermograms, 
the initial PMMA baseline becomes increasingly endothermic, 
the extrapolated gradient change being evident at about -80°C 
in the illustrated thermogram. With reference to the other 
temperature extreme in Figure 9, the above-ambient thermogram 
for PMMA shows a large endothermic movement from 160° to 190°C, 
the concurrent thermobalance trace indicating an increased rate 

of weight loss from about 170°C, and a total weight loss of 
about 2% by the end of the first run. It is therefore possible 
that a very small amount of sample degradation could have 

occurred and could have caused the depression in onset 
temperature of the reproducible endothermic shift from 120° 

to 114°C in the subsequent thermogram.
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(ii) Thermogram features of several polysaccharide 
derivatives
Significant thermogram features for these polymers 

have been rationalized into seven groups within which details 
are at first provided for the carboxylic acid esters, with 
those of the carbanilate derivatives being specified last.
For samples of small mass, some gradient changes, insignificant 
when the apparent criterion is extrapolated to small masses and 

high instrument sensitivity, have been included.
(a) Significant features occurring below 0 C, and 

therefore only visible in thermograms extending over the full 
sub-ambient temperature range, constitute the first group.
In general, sub-ambient thermograms show initial endothermic 
curvature of their baselines. Due to the existence of other 

thermogram features, the only first run thermograms of 
carboxylic acid esters to show a significant, isolated 
extrapolated gradient change are those of ATA, at -75°C, and 
ATB, at -9 5°C. ATrCl.O), A<2.0)S ATr(l.O) and ATT, collectively 

referred to as "the three amylose esters", display a large 
isolated endothermic gradient change by -**5°C on both first 
and re-run thermograms (see Figures 13 and 19). The ATr(l.O),
A(2.0) tracing in Figure 13 shows an extrapolated gradient 
change at -60°C, evident at -67°C in the re-run thermogram.
As shown in Figure 19, the extrapolated gradient change 
occurs at -98°C in the first run thermogram for ATr(l.O).

i . effectively continual endothermic Both ATT runs revealed etrecxiveiy
v - n o 0 and -50°C, the extrapolated curvature between about 11

+ -qi°c in the illustrated thermogram, gradient change being at 81
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Isolated endothermic gradient changes are clearly perceptible 

in DSC data for the lower molecular weight CTC samples, 
significant extrapolations for CTC (3.1 x 103) occurring 
at -82° and -9 3°C in the thermogram illustrated in Figure 15, 
and at -93° and -61°C during the re-run. The only significant 

isolated baseline extrapolations are visible in the 
CTC (15.1 x 103) first run thermogram at -127 and -91 C, 
and at -80°C in the CTC (59.7 x 103) re-run thermogram.

First run thermograms for ATP and GT iso-B show 

exothermic peaks in the region where the analogous ATA baseline 
displays endothermic curvature. The ATP peak occurs between 
-92° and -76°C and unlike the end of the peak, the onset, at 
-131°C, is clearly defined. For GT iso-B the initial exothermic 

movement also begins at about -130°C and outlines a maximum 
between -103° and -92°C, an exothermic gradient change at -53°C 

being interpreted as the end of this peak. The main 
characteristics of the ATA re-run thermogram are two gradient

, . + _oo°c and exothermic at +10°C, whichchanges, endothermic at 88
. . • e • hppause of the smallnessseparate linear baseline port >

of the ATA sample and the increased instrument sensitivity, 

these gradient changes are apparently insignificant.
a • the DSC ATP and GT iso-B gave re-run thermograms re-scanned in the Dbu,

 ̂ 4.v,=t ef ATA: the endothermic gradientvisually similar to that of
4- au°C for ATP, its exothermic movement change took place at -89 C

. . ,n+-. the GT iso-B re-runat 17°C being not quite significant, q
. ,nh exothermic gradient change at 20 C,revealed a significant exotnermi &

1 e « few degrees, and small endothermic which only persisted for a
• of the first run peak. The shapemovements in the vicinity



of these re-run thermograms suggests that the exothermic
gradient change at about 20°C may be a return to the original

baseline slope, possibly at the end of the endothermic
movement which began in the -90° to -80°C region, and not
the beginning of exothermic heat flow. The first CTC (3.1 x 10 )
run revealed a tiny exothermic shift at -129°C, near the onset
of the described exothermic peaks. The only other exothermic
feature in the sub-ambient thermograms is a small bump at -22 C

in the same CTC thermogram, illustrated in Figure 15.
This paragraph contains details of the remaining

features in the sub-zero region, which are all endothermic and
only visible in the first run thermograms. ATB revealed a large
baseline shift from -61°, the endothermic movement ceasing at
+21°C; as the baseline appears to be very endothermic, the
exothermic gradient change at 21°C could be interpreted as an
endothermic peak. The ATV thermogram shows a small shallow

. . t _6h°c which spans the -89° to -44°C range,endothermic peak, at b4 u, wnio f

the re-run thermogram for this smallish sample containing almost 
significant extrapolated gradient changes at -95°, -51° and -73 C,

• , -HVio r'pnroducible sn do "thermicall of which are endothermic, the r p
curvature of the baseline may be responsible for the resemblance

of thi, feature to » peak, alt.rn.tively int.rpr.t.d as
 ̂  ̂ __ oq° and -70°C with a subsequentendothermic shift between 8.

_llu°C Of the three amylose esters,endothermic increase at
a. a tritvl group in each monomeronly the two samples contain g

_ foatiifip in the sub-zero unit show an additional thermogram feature
n  the ATr(l.O), A(2.0) thermogram 

region. As shown in Figure , Q
contains a shallow endothermic peak between -127 and -74 C, 
the irregularity of ita shape preventing .xtrapoi.tion for the
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peak temperature. In the re-run thermogram, an endothermic
gradient change at -120°C correlates with the temperature of

the peak onset in the first run and very small endothermic
and exothermic peaks occur at -96° and -94°C respectively.
The mass of the ATr(l.O) sample was 7.7 mg compared with
the more usual 13 mg; its smaller mass may have been responsible
for the diminished magnitude of the endothermic peak at -96°C

compared with that of the analogous peak, with a median

temperature of -97°C, which has just been described.
The shallow ATr(l.O) endotherm occurs within -113 and -73
the re-run showing a corresponding gradient increase at -113°C,

•f + Two smaller gradient changes are subsequently also insignificant. Two smaller gxa
ATrfl 0) re-run baseline, which becomes visible in the irregular ATrU.u; re u

more exothermic at -98°C and more endethermic at -8S°C. Both 
trityl derivative re-runs displayed residues of the imtial, 
shallow peaks which slightly resemble the endctherm in the

w hut occur at lower temperatures. Thefirst ATV thermogram, but occui
3 . • Fieure 15 contains a small endothermicCTC (59.7 x lCT) tracing in Figure

c .+ -102°C; a very, very small re-run peak, of width 13 degrees, at iuz u,
residue is evident in the form of an apparent exothermic peak^at 
-9 3°C, with defining exothermic gradient changes at about -96
and -89°C. This endothermic first run feature, unique

. 1nu Ooc is much narrower than the peaks CTC thermograms below 0 C, i
xe similar with respect

shown by the trityl derivatives,
a the existence of some residue after the to its location and the

initial heating cycle.
Both suh- and ebove-.mbient thermograms tor »er«

obtained with high instrument sensitivity Because of the d.ftic
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in packing sufficient of the fibrous sample into a sample pan.
The criterion for significant gradient changes is therefore not
very relevant to CTA thermograms and the features now described
are all apparently insignificant. The first sub-ambient run
revealed an increase in the endothermic gradient at -1 2 1 °C and
also during an unsymmetrical endothermic peak at -8 6°C,
extending from -97° to -83°C, the subsequent baseline being
interrupted by an exothermic gradient change at -61 C. The
re-run thermogram merely shows two endothermic gradient changes
at -121° and -93°C and some small irregularities between -61°
and -52°C, possibly caused by two tiny endothermic shifts or peaks.

., . .-u pfoud of fccLfurcs* which(b) In describing the first gr p
occurred helo« 0 °C, . ral.tionship was suggested det-een initia!
endothermic gradient increases and suhsegu.nt decreases at ahout
20°c. Both first and re-run ahove-.mhient thermograms of all
four glycogen derivatives contain a simple, significant

.-o nj i7°C; a significant exothermic gradient change between 1

•ki isolated exothermic change is absent from this and reproducible isolated
in the above-ambient thermograms of all of temperature region in the

the other esters. . n- -i q the above-ambient thermogramAs shown in Figure 13, the aoo
nthermic gradient change at 14 C which for CTA contains an exothermic g

is reproduced hy the rough re-run record at approximately C.
These gradient changes are apparently insignificant, as are

in the sub-zero region. A subsequentthe described CTA features
. ..„ ie characterized by ansub-ambient thermogram variat

V, at 19°C, Which is more obviouslyexothermic gradient chang
+ of a small endotherm in the re-run thermogram,the peak temperature of

hi? those of PMMA and PDMI in the These CTA features resemble th
vicinity of 20°C.
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(c) A large broad endothermic peak occurs in all 
sub-ambient and above-ambient first run thermograms. This 
endotherm is characterized by its absence in the re-run 
thermograms which result from immediate re-scanning of the 
sample, and by the breadth of the temperature region spanned 
by its rounded peak, which occurs between 29° and 77°C in 
sub-ambient thermograms and between 60° and 110°C during 
above-ambient runs. Occasionally the peak is complex in 
shape, such complications being mentioned in the "Additional 
Details" columns of Table 19 and described below.
Alternative interpretations for baseline variations at 
these temperatures are also indicated in these columns.
The endotherm is visible in Figures 11 to 16 and the

* itc defining baseline extrapolations aretemperatures of its aeiining
given in Table 19 •

As shown in Figure 9 both FIM first run thermograms, 
with different run onset temperatures, show a similar broad 
endotherm. The temperature data for this peak, absent on re-run, 
has been inoluded in Table 1« in order to aid interpretation of 
its differing locations under sub- and above-ambient run 
condition,. The only polyCdi-n-alk,Utaoona,e, endotherm to

i molvsaccharide ester feature occurs resemble this general poly
o j Ruoc in the PDNI sub-ambient thermogram. Thebetween 41 and 84 c m . e viavp already been described thermograms for both these samples have air

in detail.
The onset temperatures given in Table 19 are not

th_ existence of.several gradient changes always reliable because the exisxen
. nf the peak frequently precludes on the low-temperature side o P
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knowledge of the true initial baseline. It is assumed 
that the only significant overall endothermic gradient 
change in the CTA thermogram is associated with the onset 
of the large endotherm. The only apparently significan 
endothermic gradient change in the ATA thermogram, also 
obtained with high instrument sensitivity, occurs below 
-70°C, which is very much lower than the generally observed 
onset temperature. The ATB and ATV baseline variations resemble 
endothermic shifts, the endothermicity of the baseline possibly 
being responsible. The end of the ATV peak is indicated by a
shallow endothermic minimum between 62 and 67 C. As shown in
Figures 12 and 13, GTA and CTA are the only simple polysaccharide 
esters to show the broad endothermic peak in their above-ambient 
thermograms. The GTP and GTB thermograms could be re-interpreted 
in terms of a peak at 60° and 58°C, ending at 83° and 63°C 
respectively. In the illustrated GTV thermogram the endothermic 
shift is interrupted by a gradient change in the opposite direction
to the endothermic decreases at 60° and 58°C, the exothermicity of

. fliqo being unusual and suggesting anthe final baseline at 61 C also Deing
. tomtioMture. The approximately constant endothermic peak at this temp

. • - .vift ac defined by significantlocation of the endothermic sh ,
gradient changes, is apparent in Table

for the three amylose esters The temperature data for tne
^f Tahip l*t to ensure anis given in the last three ro

- neak temperatures of the same sampleadjacent position for the peak p
from its sub- and above-ambient thermograms. The beginning of 
the endotherm is not clearly defined in the lllus 
sub-ambient thermogram for ATr(l.O), AC2.0); there is a very 
small axoshen.ic grahLnt change at ahont 0°C, hat the only
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significant endothermic gradient change occurs at -60 C and 
is reproduced with re-run, as reported earlier in the first 
feature group. This peak interpretation is justified by the 
course of the thermogram after 78°C, parallel to the very 
endothermic re-run baseline: interpretation of this feature
as a shift ending at 55°C defines a horizontal baseline 
between this temperature and a further endothermic movement 
from 78°C. As shown in Figure 14, the onset of the endothermic 
peak in the ATr(l.O) sub-ambient thermogram is clearly defined 
at 33°C, but the involved gradient change is not significant. 
This Figure also reveals the poor definition of the ATT 
sub-ambient peak: a non-significant endothermic change at
about 0°C could be due to the beginning of the process which 
is interrupted by the end of the first run at 100 C; 
the interpretation of this feature as a shallow peak was
suggested by the very endothermic gradient of the re-run

,, dearly outlined during thethermogram. The large peak was
of all three amylose esters. This endotherm above-ambient runs of all tnree

of the first run thermograms alone, appears to be a phenomenon of the firs
, . onset endothermic gradientand th.rafora the axistenoe of the ona.t
m fon ATr(l.O), A(2.0) is ahanga in the re-ru„ ther.ogn.m for

a , t h e  second thermogram for a h  surprising. In addition, the secon
9Uo ancj 70°C, with the end of contains a feature between 24 and

. shift or endothermic peak occurr gan irregular endothermic
• Of the interpretation of sub-ambient at 63°C. Confirmation of the P

e th two fully-substituted amylose esters, both
thermograms for the motrnarns.¡..t re-run thermograms, • a, dm their above-ambient rewith onset residues m  ,

-f- Vl «3
. „j„ ncak is provided by: ,__endothermic peaK is y



(i) the absence of the feature in re-run thermograms
(ii) the similarity of their peak temperatures with that of the well-defined sub-ambient ATr(l.O) peax
(iii) the peaks are clearly outlined for all three amylose ; esters in their above-ambient thermograms
(iv) the elevation of their above-ambient peak temperatures 
( is of the same order of magnitude as indicated

by CTA and ATr(l.O).

The Figure 16 tracings for both AC samples and 
GTC (gr 100 x 106) wer. obtained with siller sample — ■ 
and higher instrument sensitivity than usual, the resulting 
extrapolated gradient ohange criterion possibly being 
inapplicable. The illustrated above-ambient thermograms 
for ATC and AC<2.5> contain large endothermic peaks -htch
are almost identical. Both re-runs revealed an apparently

• -t-Vio vi rinitv of the firstinsignificant gradient change m
non ccubseauent endothermic gradient run peak onset and smaller <1

,-f+. Kotween the intersections increases. The net endothermic s i
of extrapolated baselines at the beginning and end of the peek
is slightly smaller for the smaller ..«pie* the overall
baseline shift between the same te.per.tur.s in the re-run

 ̂ c thp net peak shift forthermograms approximately match #
of the endothermic shift in the 

both samples. The magni u .i-ininAs of the corresponding shift
re-run baseline is only two-

6 i ,i-. extrapolation for the
during the GTC(gr 1 0 0  x 10 ) P ’

of this first run endotherm spans an onset temperature of th .
• Chift between its own extrapolated irregular endothermic s . .

O , c,oc „  insignificant andotharmrc gradient 
onset at 40 and 61 C, . re-run■ „ this shift at 48°C and in the re run increase occurring during _i 4-v.o first run peak is not , . nrOp Unusually» thethermogram at 5̂ u
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smoothly rounded and therefore the actual peak temperature 
is quoted in Table 1**' , where details of the two shoulders 
are given. The GTC (5 x 106) endothermic maximum visually 
resembles the ATC peak. The net endothermic shift between 
extrapolation intersections at the beginning and the end 
of the former endotherm is approximately half the peak height, 
similarly estimated between the peak and end temperatures.
Instead of being immediately re-scanned after the usual

,• th. rTC ( 5  x 1 0 6) sample was annealed at ambientrapid cooling, the biu (.a x r

temperature overnight. The thermogram »hich was obtained, under
identical run conditions, on the following day contains a

• ,+■ ciiehtly lower temperaturessimilar endothermic maximum at slignxiy
and with a ...Her area, both the net endothermic shift and
th. peak height being approximately half their magnitude on
th, first run. The above-ambi.nt re-run temperature data
for GTC <5 x X,», is given in th. sub-ambient portion of Table ».
enabling easy comparison with the adjacent first run peak
temperature. The broad endother. in the above-ambient

, „Tr n 5 i x 1 0 3) is not smoothly rounded, thermogram for CTC Clo*J-
, . , a the exothermic gradient change at 82 Cbeing complicated by the q

• ohift between 128° and 130 C. and the small exothermic shi
• beeline evident in the above-ambient Because of the sloping b3 illustrated in Figure 15, the firstCTC (59.7 x 103) thermogram i

ft its present interpretation being run feature resembles as >
confirmed by the equality of the net endothermic shift between
the peak onset and end temperatures in the first and re-run

The net endothermic baseline increase is tw.n y 
thermograms. The t „ ,„3, ,bov«-.»bi.nt
five percent greater in the ini l ,
thermogram. Sub-am bient thermograms for CTC <3.1 x 10 . and
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CTC (59-7 x 103) are illustrated in Figure 15; the analogous 
Ctc (15.1 x 1 0 3) thermogram is not included because its very 
exothermic baseline caused the recorder pen to move off-scale 
frequently. Thermograms for the two lower molecular weight 
samples both contain irregularly shaped peaks, as detailed in 
Table 19 , and subsequent exothermic gradient changes 12 and 19 
degrees above the end of the peak for CTC (15.1 x 103) and 
CTC (3.1 x 103) respectively. The first CTC (3.1 x 103) run 
ended at 100°C, but the initial CTC (15.1 x 103) thermogram 
shows further exothermic gradient increases at 92 and 137 
the former coinciding with the exothermic change of the sample 
with lowest molecular weight. The net endothermic shift between 
the peak onset and end temperatures for CTC (3.1 x 103) is 
about three times the re-run baseline shift between the same

PTC ( 59.7 x 103) the baseline shift temperatures, whereas for CIC t
of the re-run thermogram accounts for over two thirds 
net peak shift in the initial thermogram. The coal.sc.no« of 

endothermic shift with the peak could be responsible for 
the complexity of the CTC <3.1 x 103> endothermic maximum.

Several characteristics of the broad endotherm are
■a t from Table 1* snd the thermogram details given now evident from iaDie

na+„re is invariant with the degree of above. The peak temperature
, . - Ar and is also unaffected by the grafting ofsubstitution of AC ana is

ptp structure. Considered separately,ATC chains on to the GTC struc
. . _a. rTC thermograms reveal an inverse sub- and above-ambient C

n0flk temperature and sample molecular relationship between peak P
• in above-ambient peak temperaturesweight. A small variation
• .i-i-h deeree and type of backboneof carbanilate derivatives wit g
, „  Tahle 19 ; variation of the branching is evident from Tabl



substituent groups also affects the peak temperature.
Thermal history is another pertinent variable: after annealing 
GTC (5 x 106) at ambient temperature overnight, a repeat scan 
exceptionally revealed an endotherm visually similar, but 
smaller in area than the first run peak and depressed in peak 
temperature by 18 degrees. Differences in the minimum sample 
temperature also change the location of the endotherm: CTA 
and the three amylose esters experienced peak temperature 
elevations of 20 to 32 degrees, with increase in the run onset 
temperature, CTC (15.1 x 103) and CTC (59.7 x 103) temperature 
data revealing an analogous change in peak temperature of 65 
and 72 degrees. These CTC thermograms, obtained with similar

a iHpn+ical recorder and instrument sensitivity, sample masses and identical recoi u
indicate that an increased peak height .as recorded during 
above-ambient runs, confirming the impression visually derived 
from thermograms for the three .»ylose esters of differing
sample masses, bo. molecular .eight (M. <»0 x 10 ) CTC

seated by a gradient change on the low- endotherms are complicated oy s,
.. Qf the peak; similarly, the GTC(gr 100 x 10 ) temperature side ot tne p_â ,

on«,,liter below the peak, the grafted ATC thermogram displays a sh .
•i,. for the other shoulder which chains possibly being respons ...

. rTC (5 x 106) peak temperature to the vicinityextends from the GTC {b x v

of the temperature limit of the ATC peak. Within the span o 
the CTA above-ambient endothermic peak, GTV, GTB and GTP

• onHothermic shifts with approximately thermograms contain endo
their onset temperature isconstant temperature limit ,

rTA Deak, which extends over 80 degrees, similar to that for the P
• + 90 decrees. A subsequentthe shifts merely spanning up . .

• • ppp in the GTP thermogram and insignificantexothermic increase in tn



gradient changes during the GTB and GTV shifts complicate 
the unusual form of these endothermic features.

(d) This paragraph describes small features which 
are visible near the beginning of the large first run endotherm, 
defined in Table 14 . A small, but distinct endothermic shift
occurs within the 29° to 37°C region in three of the glycogen 
ester thermograms traced in Figure 12; it spans 30° to 36 C 
for GTA, 32° to 37°C for GTB, and 29° to 33°C for GTV, the 
width of the temperature range decreasing in this order.
There is no evidence of a shift in this vicinity in either 
of the above-ambient GTP thermograms or in the above-ambient 
re-run thermograms of the other glycogen esters. The first 
sub-ambient runs for ATB and ATV revealed nothing of interest 
near the beginning of the large endotherm. Extrapolation for 
the onset temperature of this peak in the ATP tracing spanŝ  
a very small endothermic shift, absent on re-run, the baseline

.  ̂ vink and the exothermic peak atbeing irregular between this ki
lower temperatures. In addition, the ATA thermogram in Figure 11
reveals apparently insignificant gradient changes between «  and 
the significant gradient change, already mentioned, at -7S°C-, 
the record of the first ST iso-B run shows a sig-cg »«Cline 
between ,h. end of the exothermic pe.h, at -53°C, and the 
beginning of the broad endotherm, at »2°C, the above text 
containing details of both features. The small endothermic
hump visible at 3,°C in the CTA sub-ambient tracing was not

in the illustrated above-ambientoutlined during the re-run; m  the
thermogram, extrapolation for the onset temperature of the large 
pe.X spans an irregular endothermic movement of the baseline.
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The small CTA features described here and at the end of
group b resemble those evident at similar temperatures in
the PMMA and PDMI thermograms, the concurrent sub-ambient
first and re-run thermograms of CTA and the 13 mg PDMI sample
being strikingly similar. All the sub-ambient and two of the
above-ambient first run thermograms of the three amylose esters
contain nothing of note at temperatures below the peak of the
broad endotherm. The ATT tracing in Figure 14 reveals an
endothermic baseline shift between -1° and 11°C (temperature
control for this above-ambient run being achieved at
the onset temperature could be erroneous) and the re-run
thermogram shows a smaller shift between 5° and 12°C. The
ATC thermogram illustrated in Figure 16 shows a tiny endothermic
kink at 7°C and the re-run thermogram shows an exothermic bump

. „ ■ „ tko AT(2.5) re-run only, at 7 C.at 1°C, also occurring during th
6 . Fi crure 16 also reveals a minuteThe GTCCgr 100 x 10 ) tracing g

._ . qOp the re-run thermogram containing aendothermic shift at 9 » ^
s l ig h t ly  larger exothermic shift centred on 12°C. The

• „ un° to 61°C in the first run endothermic shift spanning
thermogram for OTCtgr 100 x 10*. !• “  * *
and from all other o.rhanil.te thermograms. Thermogram, fo

,n „neral, characterized trivcoeen are, in geneiax, the acyl derivatives of glyooge
. qhift Mith a maximum span of 6 degrees, by a small endothermic ,n oq° and 37°C on the first run only, which were outlined betwee re-run. at lower temperatures and in the re run the ATT shift occurring at l
. wider temperature range and the thermogram, covers aw hieher6 ■, tit* is even broader, extending to higher GTCCgr 100 x 10 ) shift is

temperatures.
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(e) Table 15 contains extrapolated temperature limits 
of endothermic baseline shifts which are evident in the 
thermograms of polysaccharide derivatives and which may be the 
manifestations of the glass transition. The glass transition, 
being associated with amorphous regions, is known to be enhanced 
by rapid cooling as effected prior to a re-run; sample stresses 
are frequently released at Tg as demonstrated by the occurrence 
of peaks in the vicinity of the simple shift which is therefore 
only visible in the re-run thermogram. The peaks which characterize 
the first run thermograms near Tg are described in the next 
feature category. When experimental conditions differed from 
those generally used and described at the beginning of this 
section, the relevant information is included in the Additional 
Details column, Table 1* containing details of the sample masses.

The beginning of the simple endothermic shift was 
indicated in the first ATB runs, but it was only completely 
defined by the second re-run; although the extrapolated onset
temperature increased from 84° on the first run to 88°C on

0 d+eeDest endothermic movement actually the first re-run, the steepes
began at about B2°C in all three runs. Tbs exother.io peaks
obvious in th. AT. and GT iso-B tracings, in Figure 11, conceal

. . cV,df+ which was revealed with re-heating, the endothermic baseline sh
f ATP ATA and CTA, whose upper The sub-ambient thermograms of ATP, aia

• ..at, in Table 15 , contain no cleartemperature limits are giv . lifter the broad endothermevidence of a simple endothermic shift after
Ficrure 11 tracing for ATP, a of Table 14 . As shown in the g

v. • neak is evident at 139°C, extending from distinct endothermic peak is
125° to 1,3°C. and is followed by exothermic mov.rn.nt of the

.„,1 . after a gradient increasebaseline, which quickly goes of
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a-t i47°c, the re-run baseline merely displaying slight 
irregularity in this region. The illustrated ATA thermogram 
only contains an endothermic gradient increase at 115 C, the 
analogous extrapolation in the re-run thermogram, at 105°C, 
spanning a tiny endothermic bump. At the end of the endothermic 
peak in the CTA sub-ambient tracing a considerable increase in the 
baseline endothermicity is evident, which is not as pronounced 
in the subsequent thermogram, where four small coalescent 

endothermic peaks are apparent between 68° and 82 C.
Figure 13 also contains the above-ambient CTA tracing, 

an exothermic peak, to be described shortly, being the only 
thermogram characteristic at temperatures higher than the upper 

limit of the broad endotherm: the concurrent region of the  ̂
re-run thermogram contains differing features. From about 15, C, 
the irregular baseline departs endothermically from its previous 
linear course, a steep linear movement occurring between 201° and

20,°C, with an extrapolated onset temperature of
• i ann/irentlv outlined betweenirregular endothermic peak is apparent y

20U0 „ 0  209°C, followed by , large and fairly narrow exotber.io 
peak at 220«C, with an extrapolated end temperature of 223 C.
The steep trace between the two peaks contains a kink at about 
212°C, possibly their boundary temperature, and a shoulder on

a- The temperature limits of the initialthe exotherm at 216 C. m e  temp
t nossibly interrupted by the subsequent endothermic movement, poss y

. t Table 15 . Above-ambientexotherm, are tentatively included in Tab
for the glycogen esters display a distinct re-run thermograms for the g y

• 1 - shift which resembles the classic form oendothermic baseline shif
in thermal analysis literature, 

the glass transition as repor _
m hping therefore reproduced in Figure 12. the GTA re-run thermogram being

•ZZ't:.
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In the vicinity of Tg, the illustrated first run thermograms 

display complex peaks, which will be described in the next 

feature category.
It is probable that several of the endothermic baseline 

shifts described below for the three amylose esters are not 
related to the glass transition; there is considerable doubt 
about the validity of identifying the sub-ambient median shift 
temperature for ATr(l.O), A(2.0) with Tg, brackets therefore 
surrounding the temperatures given in Table 15 . The upper 
temperature limit of both ATr(l.O), A(2.0) sub-ambient runs 
was 150°C and the re-run thermogram is uneventful after the 
gradient change at -67°C, merely consisting of a constant 
endothermic gradient. As shown in Figure 13, the sub-ambient 
baseline resembles an endothermic shift between 78° and 123°C: 
further examination of the DSC chart revealed that the re-run 
baseline is parallel to this apparent shift and that 78°C defines

. l. e T^hle 14 , and therefore the returnthe end of the broad peak of Table
• mntpxt the only noteworthyto the original baseline; m  this context y

. . € .,_h„ illustrated thermogram is an exothermiccharacteristic of the lllusxraLeu
gradient change at 123°C. At temperatures above 100°C, the 
second sub-ambient thermogram for ATT, partially reproduced

ffmmtivplv a first run thermogram; the in Figure 14, is effectively a
a onQ+rates an endothermic shift, detailed irregular baseline demonstrates

in Table IS , which apparently ends in an endothermic peat at
1M°C, with a shoulder extending to about 1.7°C. The only

w in either of the sub-ambient
noteworthy feature above 1 Q

an endothermic increase at 119 C in ATr(l.O) thermograms is an ena
the baseline gradient of the first run.
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In the vicinity of the broad endothermic peak and 

subsequent gradient increase at 122°C, evident in the above
ambient ATr(l.O), A(2.0) tracing, the re-run thermogram displays 

a large endothermic baseline shift, defined in Table 15 ,
followed by a small shift between 145° and 150°C and persistent 
endothermic baseline movement with an extrapolated onset 
temperature of 157°C. As shown in Figure 14, the above-ambient 
ATT tracing contains an endothermic peak at 139°C and subsequent 
endothermic shift, detailed in Table 15 , -hich apparently ends
in a shallow endothermic peak. The concurrent re-run thermogram 
is uneventful and the irregular baseline subsequently outlines 

only two small, rounded exothermic peaks at 197° and 209 C, 
which coalesce to span the approximate region of 186» to 212»C.

The upper temperature limit of both ATT runs was 2S0»C; the 
presence of a black residue over the DSC head implies that 
sample degradation had occurred by this temperature. It is 
feasible that, in the absence of the adjacent first run peaks, 
the endothermic shift may have occurred at slightly different 
temperatures. Degradation had obviously occurred by the end, 
at 3S0°C, of the first abov.-arrisient run for ATr(l.O), as 
confirmed by the distribution of a black residue in the DSC 
sample chamber. The partially reproduced thermogram in Figure 16 
displays an endothermic baseline shift fro. an exothermic peak at

o . , of a re-run thermogram, the temperature225°C; in the absence of a re
. a j Table 15 . Alternatively,limits of this shift are included in Tab

. „ +n +he shift can be interpreted 
the baseline immediately prio

, extrapolated onset and peakas an endothermic peak, wi
tamparaturas of 202» and 220°C, this andoth.rmic p.ak occurs
16.5 dagraas b.low tha mid-point of th. subs.quant shift, a 

analogous ATT fs.turas baing 16 dagraas apart.

jft Jb 'm V L -J« . It. t--» i-
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The second CTC (15.1 x 103) sub-ambient thermogram 

contains no evidence of an endothermic shift; as already 
described for the first run thermogram, the baseline is 
very exothermic and at temperatures above approximately 110°C 
increasing exothermic curvature results in an extrapolated 

gradient change at 147°C. The CTC (3.1 x 103) re-run 
thermogram, partially reproduced in Figure 15, shows a simple 
endothermic baseline shift which spans the upper temperature 
limit of the first run. As already mentioned, a net endothermic 
shift occurred during the broad endothermic peak of the first 
run and the baseline gradient became more exothermic 14 degrees 
above the extrapolated end temperature of this peak; ^the re-run 

thermogram, effectively that of a first run above 100°C, 
similarly displays an exothermic gradient change at 133°C,
24 degrees after the end of the baseline shift. As shown in 
the CTC (59.7 x 103) sub-ambient tracing an endothermic 
shift occurs 16 degrees above the upper temperature limit of 
the broad endothermic peak; the defining temperatures of 
this shift are included in Table 15 due to the complete absence 
of a shift in the re-run thermogram, which also extends to^l50 C. 

Two minute endothermic kinks in the baseline, at about 111
130°C were reproduced during the second run, the only other

. OT, rTC ( 59.7 x 103) thermogram atnoteworthy feature of either C
being an exothermic baseline above-ambient temperatures, Demg

. to a gradient change at 132°C in themovement extrapolating to g
illustrated sub-ambient thermogram

A V  in Figure 15, the large complex endotherm As shown in nguie
. . . pmc (15.1 x 103) thermogram is followed byin the above-ambient CTO H

• .b, to be detailed below; in thetwo smaller endothermic peaks, to b
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vicinity of these three peaks, the re-run thermogram merely 
shows a very small endothermic shift, at about 132 C, and 
an endothermic increase in the baseline gradient, with an 
extrapolated temperature of about 157°C which is included 
in Table 15 , although the resulting shift is not very steep.
A similar baseline gradient increase occurred at 189°C, just 
before the end of the first above-ambient CTC (59.7 x 10 ) run.
The re-run thermogram for this sample, effectively that of a 
first run above 197°C and therefore partially reproduced in 
Figure 15, contains a succession of endothermic gradient increases; 

the final one at 187°C involves the only significant gradient 
change and defines the beginning of an endothermic shift which 
ends in an apparent peak at 216°C. It is interesting to note 
that, in the initial thermogram, the spacing between the onset 

of this shift and the end of the broad peak is 15 degrees, an 
analogous temperature difference of 16 degrees being revealed 
b, the first sub-ambient run for this sample. The first above-

, aTr ,nd AC(2.5) both revealed an increase in ambient runs for ATC ana
,h, baseline gradient at 1.1°C, 16 and 17 ^ e e s  respectively 
above the end of the broad endoth.rm, also absent on the re-run. 
Both re-run thermograms show endothermic curvature, an almost 
significant gradient change occurring at 165 C during the 
second ATC run. Multiple peaks are visible towards the end
of the ATC and AC(2.5) tracings in Figure 16; the re-run

, this results in complete
thermograms are similarly complex and

. haseline gradient and difficulty in ignorance of the true bas  ̂ ^
a the class transition. The 

identifying the shift caus _
+ p Qf the endothermic shift that is visible median temperature of the
.. -t nf the illustrated ATC thermogram has bee at the upper limit of the
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vicinity of these three peaks, the re-run thermogram merely 

shows a very small endothermic shift, at about 132°C, and 
an endothermic increase in the baseline gradient, with an 
extrapolated temperature of about 157°C which is included 
in Table 15 , although the resulting shift is not very steep.
A similar baseline gradient increase occurred at 189°C, just 
before the end of the first above-ambient CTC (59.7 x 103) run.
The re-run thermogram for this sample, effectively that of a 
first run above 197°C and therefore partially reproduced in 
Figure 15, contains a succession of endothermic gradient increases; 

the final one at 187°C involves the only significant gradient 
change and defines the beginning of an endothermic shift which 
ends in an apparent peak at 216°C. It is interesting to note 
that, in the initial thermogram, the spacing between the onset 
of this shift and the end of the broad peak is 15 degrees, an 
analogous temperature difference of 16 degrees being revealed 
by the first sub-ambient run for this sample. The first above
ambient runs for ATC and ACC 2.5) both revealed an increase in 
the baseline gradient at »1°C, 16 and 17 degrees respectively 
above the end of the broad endotherm, also absent on the re-run. 
Both re-run thermograms show endothermic curvature, an almost 

significant gradient change occurring at 165°C during the 
second ATC run. Multiple peaks are visible towards the end 
of the ATC and AC(2.5) tracings in Figure 16; the re-run 
thermograms are similarly complex and this results in complete 
ignorance of the true baseline gradient and difficulty in 
identifying the shift caused by the glass transition. The 
median temperature of the endothermic shift that is visible 
at the upper limit of the illustrated ATC thermogram has been
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interpreted as Tg; the defining temperatures are to be found 

in Table 15 . The beginning of the shift is identified with 
the shoulder at 209°C, although a steeper shift occurs from 
209°C; the analogous re-run shift has the steepest gradient 
of a succession of shifts and resembles the characteristic 
thermal evidence for the glass transition more closely than 
that of the first run. A large simple endothermic shift is 
clearly perceptible in the AC(2.5) tracing between the 
temperatures given in Table 15 . The concurrent re-run 
shift is interrupted by small consecutive exothermic and 
endothermic gradient changes near the median shift temperature. 

Due to the evident difficulty in deriving extrapolated 
temperatures from amylose carbanilate and GTCCgr 100 x 10 ) 
thermograms, the quoted temperatures approximately define the  ̂
actual extent of the steepest gradients. Both GTC(gr 100 x 106) 
endothermic shifts are irregular, being complicated by^apparently 

insignificant exothermic gradient changes at about 210°C and 
with the steepest gradient therefore occurring below this 
temperature; the appearance of the re-run shift, with an 
additional endothermic gradient change at about 212 C, suggests 
that an end temperature of 210°C would be more appropriate. 
Between the broad endotherm and the upper limit of 197°C, the 
first GTC (5 x 106> run revealed only three exothermic features,

• • ¡kio -in the tracing at 179° and 199 C,discrete peaks being visible in
, Taci0r The second thermogramwith a shoulder on the former at 185 C. ihe

_ , . • after overnight annealing, is alsofor this sample, obtained alter ovenug
,c a short linear portion is visibleillustrated in Figure 16. A snort n n  h

• . scanned by the extrapolating linesin this thermogram and is spanneu y

0f the broad endotherm;for the quoted upper temperatur
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as indicated in the similar AC tracings, an alternative 
extrapolation is feasible, resulting in an end temperature 
18 degrees below a further endothermic baseline gradient change 

at 1UU°C. The only other noteworthy feature, apart from a 
similar gradient change at 181°C and a small exothermic peak 

at 203°C, is a fairly steep endothermic slope which actually 
extends from 213°to the end of the thermogram at 220°C, an 
alternative onset temperature for this effectively first run

feature being 207°C.
DSC runs for the acylated glycogen derivatives 

demonstrated a depression in median temperature for the simple 

re-run endothermic shifts with increase in the length of the 
ester group. Median temperatures for GT iso-B and GTP are 
almost identical, despite different run onset temperatures; 
comparison of other sub- and above-ambient data reveals the

elevation in temperature of ATB and ATV endothermic shifts
, . , the above-ambient thermogramscompared with their location

of the analogous glycogen esters. Data for the three amylose
esters is unsatisfactory, the only reliable indication of the
glass transition being provided by the second above-ambient
thermogram for ATr(l.O), A(2.0>. The absence of the reported
CTC (59.7 x 103) shift during the repeat of the sub-ambient run

k + +hP validity of associating the median raises doubts about the vai y
•rh T. There is else dubiety about the interpretation temperature with Tg. mei

of the above-ambient carbanilate thermograms for Tg, the CTC re-run

shifts more closely resembling the partially defined GTC
•t-i f-atnres of the complex AC and GTC shift, than the reproducible fe

e nevertheless their median(gr 100 x 106) thermograms, neve
that Te varies with the

temperatures in Table 15 sugge
, £ the decree of substitution*type of (1 - «O linkage and with the degre
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(f) Peaks which occur in first run thermograms in the 

vicinity of Tg-associated endothermic shifts, described in the 

last feature category, are detailed below. The GT iso-B 
tracing displays an exothermic peak at 130°C, which spans the 
127° to 138°C region. Identifying the shallow curved endothermic 
minimum, at 67°C, in the illustrated ATV thermogram with the end 

of the broad endotherm, implies that the baseline is outlined 
between 67° and 71°C, although the thermogram apparently displays 

a small endothermic peak at 71°C. A subsequent increase in the 
exothermic gradient at 75°C leads to a narrow exothermic peak 
at 77°C, and as with GT iso-B, this exothermic peak coincides 
with the end temperature for the re-run shift associated with 
Tg. As with ATV, the first ATB thermogram contains an increase 
in the endothermic gradient in the vicinity of the re-run shift 

onset; the cessation of the first ATB run at least 6 degrees 
below the end temperature of the re-run shift is an explanation 
for the absence of an exothermic peak. Temperature data for the 

multiple peaks evident in the illustrated GTP, GTB and GTV
, -p concurrent re-run endothermic shiftsthermograms and for the concurren

are given in Table 16 . No gradient changes are evident in 

the lines which connect these consecutive multiple P«"*s. 
temperature spacing being indicated in brackets. The constancy 
of the lateral spacing between (i and ii) and (ii and iii) for

, . . , t. ;t is also noteworthy that for eacheach ester is evident, 1°
+omnocatnres for adjacent esters are peak differences between temp

, i =nd less than the analogous variation inapproximately equal, and íes
in Fieure 12, obtained under similar Tg. First run thermograms in tigure i ,

experimental conditions such as sa.pl. - a  i"stru»ent
sensitivities, indicate that the multiple peaks decrease in
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height with increase in size of the ester group; in addition, 
the temperature interval between the shift defined in Table 14 
and the endothermic gradient change at the beginning of the 
peaks decreases concurrently. These two effects may explain 
the divergence of the GTV characteristics from those of GTP 
and GTB: iii is absent and the largest peak does not coincide 
with the end of the Tg-related shift, the latter feature 
corresponding to the temperature at which i is barely perceptible. 
Inspection of Figure 12 also reveals that ii is broadest in the 
GTV thermogram; although iii is broader for GTB, ii is of equal 
width for GTP and GTB. The temperature of peak ii, approximately 
coincident with the end of the concurrent Tg-related shift 
during GTP above-ambient and GT iso-B sub-ambient runs, differs 
by 7 degrees in contrast to the 1 degree discrepancy of their 
Tg's. Tg's for the two valerate samples differ by 19 degrees, 
although temperatures for i and ii deviate by only about 3 
degrees: the sub-ambient ATV thermogram does not resemble
the above-ambient GTV tracing; a change in gradient at 75°C 
distinguishes between i and ii for ATV, their relative size 
also differing, and the re-run endothermic shift ceases at 
the first run temperature of ii for ATV and i for GTV.

The only analogous features in GTA and CTA above-ambient 

tracings are exothermic and differ visually from those described 
above for the glycogen esters whose thermograms do not display a 
broad endothermic peak at lower temperatures. The sub-ambient 
PMMA thermogram, illustrated in Figure 9, displays an exothermic 
shift 11 degrees above the quoted end temperature for the broad 
endotherm, the GTA tracing in Figure 12 also implying that 
alternatively the limit of the large peak could be identified
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with the end of the exothermic shift between 133° and 137°C.
The apex of the complex GTA exotherm occurs at 150°C, with 
shoulders extending from 141° to 145°C and 156° to 159 C; 
the final baseline is achieved via an endothermic shift 
between 161° and 171°C, slightly larger than the analogous 
re-run feature with a median temperature of 156°C. A simple, 
broad exothermic peak is displayed by the CTA thermogram 
between 188° and 208°C, with an extrapolated temperature of 
195°C. The median temperature, of 197.5°C, of the only visible 
endothermic shift in the re-run thermogram has been tentatively 
identified with Tg, although the shift is initially irregular 
and apparently interrupted by an exotherm at 220°C, narrower 
and sharper than the illustrated first run peak. Although the 
illustrated exothermic peak does not coincide with the end of 
the Tg-related shift for either acetate, its proximity to Tg 
implies a connection between the two features; the GTA exotherm 
occurs 45 degrees lower than the analogous CTA first run peak, 
a similar temperature difference between Tg's providing indirect 

confirmation of the tentative CTA value. The only sample of the 
three amylose esters to display a Tg-associated shift in a re-run 
thermogram is ATr(l.O), A(2.0), the concurrent first run tracing 
merely revealing the broad endothermic peak defined in Table 14 

CTC (15.1 x 103) is the only carbanilate sample to show a 
possibly Tg-related shift solely in its re-run thermogram; in 
its illustrated above-ambient thermogram, the baseline defines 
the extrapolated onset of two endothermic peaks 18 degrees after 
a similarly derived temperature at the end of the broad complex 

endotherm, the peak temperatures being 173 and

'Jt iiX tdl. ifc.'i.'il'lil 3 ......... . .



(g) The final feature category includes all 

the remaining noteworthy characteristics of the above-ambient 

thermograms. Figure 12 displays a pattern of multiple 
peaks above 165°C, and therefore Tg, in the first run 
thermograms of the glycogen esters; the low-temperature 
sides of these rapid maxima are particularly steep, suggesting 
that phase transitions may be responsible. The GTA peaks are 
the smallest in height, the most dominant peak being exothermic 
and occurring at 206°C in the GTB thermogram. The peaks are only 

prominent in the first run thermograms, re-run residues being 
similar in magnitude to the illustrated GTA bumps. The 
temperature interval between these glycogen ester characteristics 
and the previous first run features increases with the ester group 
size; the small GTV peaks have the lowest temperatures, of about 
170° and 179°C, and are not reproduced in the re-run thermogram. 
The GTB re-run displays residues that are effectively coincident 
with the first run exothermic peak at 212°C and endothermic bump

at 2 32°C, the exothermic residue being diminished and the 
endothermic bump identical in magnitude: the only possible 
residue for the dominant feature at 206°C is inverted, being 
an endothermic bump at about 207°C. Similarly, the only re-run 
feature to remain in the concurrent region of the illustrated 
GTP neaks. is an endothermic bump at 205°C, 2 degrees higher
in temperature than the fourth exothermic peak visible^in the 
initial thermogram. The final exothermic bump, at 206°C, of 
the GTA tracing was reproduced identically during the re ru 
exceptionally, the only other re-run feature, at about 200°C, is 
greater in height than the concurrent endothermic and exothermic

baseline deviations of the first run.
As already mentioned, it is feasible that the
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ATr(1.0) and ATT samples had degraded by the upper temperature 
limit of their first above-ambient runs. It is therefore possible 
that the exothermic baseline movement, prior and subsequent to 
the exothermic peak at 222°C in the illustrated ATT thermogram, 
should more correctly be described as a decrease in thermal 
capacity of the sample. Above 270°C, the ATr(l.O) baseline 
oscillates with increasing amplitude of the subsequent endothermic 

and exothermic peaks, finally moving off-scale endothermically 
by 3 34°C and returning to a thermal capacity level equivalent to 

fifty per cent fsd just before the end of the run. At
temperatures above Tg, the re-run thermogram for ATr(l.O),
A(2.0) is not as complex as the first run tracing, two distinct, 
narrow exothermic peaks at 240° and 248°C being predominant, with 

the latter being the slightly greater in height and visually 
similar to the coincident exothermic peak of the illustrated 
thermogram. At temperatures above the broad first run endotherm, 
amylose and glycogen carbanilate thermograms do not resemble 
those of other esters: the endothermic shift attributed to the 
glass transition is reproducible on re-run, as are some of the 
adjacent multiple peaks. The narrow exothermic peak, evident 
10 degrees below the quoted ATC temperature for the end of the 
consecutive Tg-related shift, is the main first run characteristic 
to be absent in the re-run thermogram; similarly, the multiple

1Q7° to 199°C in the illustrated exotherm whose apex spans 197
AC(2.5) thermogram was not outlined during the re run.
AC(2.5) tracing also displays a large narrow exothermic peak at 
231°C, a similar exotherm occurring about 9 degrees higher in the

- Y-n 1 n t h p r m n p r a m «  a f t e r
shift betwee

* . tbilK
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224° and 230°C.

The complex, multiple peaks, that are evident 

towards the end of the illustrated amylose and glycogen 
carbanilate thermograms, were originally attributed to 
sample degradation: the apparent persistence of several 

peaks and the presumably Tg-related shifts during repeat 

DSC scans of these samples implies, however, that 
substantial degradation had not occurred. Unfortunately, 
the absence of thermobalance data for carbanilate samples 
precludes confirmation of the latter supposition. Table 17 
summarizes details of the weight loss records that were 
obtained simultaneously to first run DSC thermograms for 
several other samples and gives particulars of features 

concurrently revealed by the initial DSC runs. Unless 
otherwise stated in the summary Table, it is assumed that 
increases in the weight loss gradient occur at the specified 
temperatures. For all samples except ATT, the thermobalance 

run began at 2 5°C; it was necessary to ignore the record 
during the subsequent 30 degree interval because apparent 
increases in sample weight were recorded at temperatures up 
to 55°C. As indicated weight losses are initially equally 
unreliable, it was assumed that the weight loss was zero at 
S5°C, the critical temperature being 80°C for ATT. For all 
samples except ATA, samples varied in mass between 1.5 and 2.3 mg 
and percentage weight losses were estimated to about 0.1%; for 
ATA, greater instrument sensitivity resulted in a fsd equivalent 
to less than the usual 200 yg. The temperature estimates are
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also only approximate due to:
(i) imperfect synchronization of the thermobalance 

record with the DSC chart at 25°C
(ii) irregularity of the records, resulting in rather 

arbitrary identification of overall changes in 
their gradients.

In Table 17 , the total loss in sample weight is given
in the Additional Details column and "D" denotes that the 
associated slope alteration involves a substantial increase 
in the rate of weight loss, therefore implying that the sample 
could have started to degrade at that temperature. Analysis 
of the CTA thermobalance record is futile; large oscillations 
in apparent sample weight were recorded due to contact of 

protruberant fibres with other parts of the balance.
Comparison of weight losses that have occurred 

prior to possible degradation or by the upper temperature limit 

in the absence of a D indicates a rough correlation with 
molecular polarity: thermobalance data for the four glycogen 

esters reveals an increase in weight loss with decrease in 
length of the n-alkyl group and, by about 244°C, ATr(l.O) 
had shown a relative mass decrease 2.5 times that of fully 
substituted ATT. By 250°C, the relative loss in weight for 
ATA was 3.0 times that for GTA, a possible explanation being 
the considerable difference in sample age. The ATr(l.O) 
thermobalance record has been included in Figure 1«* because 
it displays pronounced gradient changes, which appear to 
correlate with features of the concurrent DSC thermogram; 
these complementary techniques suggested and enabled a 
calculation involving sample weight loss and the energy or 
the broad endothermic peak, the defining baseline 
ATr(l.O) endotherm therefore being included in Figure 14.
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The results of this calculation for ATr(l.O), GTA and ATT, 

being relevant to interpretation of the molecular processes 
responsible for the broad endotherm, are given in the following 

chapter.

The main endothermic and exothermic features 

in the thermograms of all the first and second DSC runs 
have been systematized and described, and obvious trends 
have also been reported in order to aid identification of 
any correlation between DSC and TEA data, despite the 
possibility of a temperature differential between apparent 
temperatures for the transitions revealed by the two techniques. 
Details relevant to the correspondence of DSC and TEA temperature 

data were provided at the end of the previous chapter. 
Inexplicable discrepancies exist between overlapping regions 
of sub- and above-ambient thermograms: for example, with 
variation in run onset temperature, the broad peak detailed 
in Table 19 apparently changes its position by a temperature 
increment which differs for each sample; it therefore seems 
reasonable to compare results of sub-ambient DSC runs^with 

those of TBA thermograms which extend from about 
is thought that the use of more sensitive recorder and/or 
instrument ranges would provide more details of smaller
transitions at temperatures below Tg; in assessing

fpptures revealed with increased significance of thermogram f
• ini variation in form and temperature sensitivity, the surprising variation
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of PDHI secondary transition evidence with merely a change 

in recorder range should be remembered. The inadequate DSC 
data reported above does imply that the time required to optimize 
this technique for secondary transition identification would be 

justified; it is anticipated that further study of these 
samples may produce data which conflicts with the trends 

gleaned from these few thermograms.

£ mIl ¿J4& 1i ■•it+m. '| -i u 4.-» i • ’5? -«*.«
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In the absence of further data, it is impossible 

to answer many of the questions that arise from these results, 
and in particular those from DSC thermograms. This Chapter 
therefore outlines the main conclusions that may be tentatively 
deduced both from main Tg trends and about the molecular motions 

associated with apparent sub-Tg's.
(i) The glass transition temperatures of 

polysaccharide derivatives
In agreement with the summary, of observed variations 

in Tg with sample structure, that was given in Chapter 1, Table 9 
data for carboxylic acid derivatives of a-(l - ^-linked poly- 

glucans indicate:
1. a decrease in average Tg for each ester type with 

increase in the length of the n-alkyl portion of the

ester group.
2. GT-iso B has a higher Tg than the analogous n-butyl 

derivative, the glass transition of GT-iso B and GTP

occurring at similar temperatures.
Comparison of TBA results for samples of the same 

ester type indicates that, in general, those containing a 
greater proportion of «-d - 6) branch points in their 
backbone structures have lower Tg's; however impro 
temperature resolution is required to enable satisfactory 
definition of the small temperature increments involved.
In the absence of density gradient and therefore expansion 
coefficient data, the free volume at Tg, as defined by Simha 
and Boyer (6), cannot at present be evaluated for these 
samples. It is therefore not known whether the existence
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of a- (1 -*• 6 )-linked multiple branch points effectively 
increases the free volume at a given temperature, as suggested 

by Gillham for samples whose molecules are thought to be 
geometrically interlocked (14), enabling this Tg trend to be 

explained in terms of the iso-free volume theory which is 
applicable to "high molecular weight, non-cross linked polymers 

free from prominent subgroup transitions" (6), specific 
deviations possibly being associated with samples whose 
characteristics fail to satisfy these conditions. The Tg's 

of ATA and ATP, evaluated by TBA, are exceptions to the 
general trend indicated by these two ester types; this 
deviation may be related to the difference in their source,^ 
esterification temperature and their resulting characteristics 
such as molecular-weight. The length of the ester group seems 

to affect the variation in Tg with backbone branching: on 
increasing the ester group size from the propionate to the 
„-butyrate, there is • change in the apparent trends that 
is possibly associated with the increasing proximity of the 
adjacent secondary transition which complicate, the GTV and 

GTV(B-L-D) thermograms.
Comparison of the median temperatures for large 

damping of tri-acetate derivatives of cellulose and a.ylo.e 
given in Tables 10 and 9 respectively, reveals that the glass

v. +■ no dperees higher for CTA; from transition occurs about 30 degr
steric considerations of the <1 * h)-linh.g.s in the cellulose
and amylose chain portions represented in Diagram 2, it is
evident that intramolecular rotation is energetically more

.. .»„iocs nolvmer ATtlM
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A(2.0) has a considerably higher Tg than ATA, an effect that 
could have been predicted, with reference to Chapter 1, by 
recognising that ATA could be converted to the former sample 
by the replacement, in each monomer unit, of an acetate group 
with a bulky inflexible trityl group. Table 10 indicates that 
the lack of substituent groups at C2 and C3 in ATr(l.O) results 
in a Tg-elevation, with respect to that of ATr(l.O), A(2.0), 
that is of the same order of magnitude as the difference in 
Tg of analogous acetylated and ubsubstituted xylodextrins that 
was observed by Brown et al (53); this increase in the Tg is 
associated with the increase in the number of sites that are 
available for hydrogen bonding. The large, Tg-associated (1/n) 
values of ATA (D.S. = 3.0) and ATT (D.S. < 3.0) have effectively
identical median temperatures, although the median temperature 
of the related (1/P2) change is relatively low for ATT, which
is apparently susceptible to degradation, possibly beginning

• linking. Carbanilate thermogramsnear Tg and resulting in cross linKing
display variable high damping in the vicinity of 180 C that 
could be associated with rupture of "hydrogen bonds for.ed 
between 0=0 and NH groups of neighbouring substituents" (2 D  
and which precludes identification of any Tg differences 
between the various carb.nilate samples, Figure 8 fllustr.tes 
the variation in Tg with .ol.cul.r weight,of CTO fractions with 
H5  < U0 a i0 3, that was ejected fro. the su-»ry of observed
trends given in the first Chapter.

. ne a rHqcussion of the Tg s This paragraph contains a discussi
or,,+nr„o of DSC endothermic shifts evaluated as median temperature

Table 15. Despite the generally poorand summarised in
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correlation of sub-ambient DSC data with Tg's given in
Tables 9 and 10, the results of some above-ambient DSC
analyses are of interest. The greater discrepancy between
the data in Tables 9 and 15 for 6TB and GTV, of 9 and 13.5
degrees respectively, as compared to the effective coincidence
of both Tg's of GTA and GTP may be additional evidence that
mechanical damping values at the glass transition of buty
and valerate samples are being affected by another molecular
process. Because of sample degradation by the upper temperature
of the first above-ambient DSC runs of both ATT and ATr(l.O),
as confirmed by thermobalance data summarised in Table 17,
Table 15 contains their run 1 median shift temperatures
which coincide exactly with the median temperatures for
large (1/n) given in Table 10; the complete absence of a
temperature differential between Tg data from the first TBA

. . DSC scans is therefore implied. In runs and above-ambient DSC scan
TRA results of Table 9, the second DSC agreement with the TBA

th„„og™,s obtained over diff.r.nt t.„P=r.tur. ranges for ^
GT-iso B and GTP reveal approximate coincidence o

_ that Tg is actually invariant with runThese results imply that ig
, that the approximately 20 degree Tg onset temperature and that rn ff

difference. ev id .Pt id  Tabie IS ,  betne.n “

vai.rate derivatives of «srl«. » “ S « “ 8"  iS m"'’lngfU ’ .
on firms the general trend of decreasing the latter observation con

• • inB backbone branching that was revealed byTg with increasing bacxDoi
.. , of the order of 1 0 degrees between despite a Tg-differential of t _

Thie* pffective coincidenceTBA and DSC data for th.s. sa.ples. Th.
shifts outlined during both DSC

of Tg-associated endotherm
, :iates and of GTC(gr 100 x 10 )scans of the amylose carbanil
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suggests that the postulated secondary high (1 /n) process of 
carbanilate samples does not affect these Tg values; further 
DSC data may therefore be able to provide reliable evidence 
of variation in carbanilate Tg with type of (1 -*■ 4)-linkage, 
degree of backbone branching and D.S. that is hinted at in 
Table 15 and in the description of the corresponding TBA 
results.

In general, the contents of the final sub-section 
in Chapter 2 should, at least partially, account for temperature 
differentials between the results of various Tg-evaluations: 
however there are irregular discrepancies between the Tg's for 
the amylose acetate to valerate triesters reported by Cowie 
et al (20) and those of this work. DSC scans of ATB and ATV (20) 
at one quarter or one eighth of the scan speed used in this DSC 
work yielded Tg's which are respectively 3 and 15.5 degrees 
lower than those reported in Table 15; the DSC values given 
in Table 2 for the amylose acetate to valerate triesters (20) 
also differ by 11, 15.5, 12 and -5 degrees respectively from 
the median temperatures for large (1/n) summarised in Table 9.
The CTA Tg evaluated by TBA and given in Table 10 occurs 
approximately half-way between the two highest values (28,29) 
given for CTA in Table 2, but is 30 degrees higher than the Tg 
indicated by the specific volume-temperature data of Russel and 
Van Kerpel (30). The Tg value tentatively given in Table 15 for 
CTA, being 13.5 degrees higher than the analogous Table 10 result 
exceeds all three literature values given in Table 2 and differs 
by 18.5 degrees from the DTA result (28) obtained at half the 
scan speed used in this work#



(ii) The glass and sub-glass transition temperaturesof poly(di-n-alkylitaconates) and of polymethyl
methacrylate) .
PMMA is the only one of these samples whose 

transition temperatures have been reported by other workers: 
the Tg value given in Table 2 differs slightly less from the 
DSC data summarised in Table 13, where the lower of the two 
alternative sub-ambient median shift temperatures correlates 
most closely with the analogous above-ambient re-run transition 
temperature and with the literature value. Being more than 
30 degrees lower than these DSC Tg's the median temperature 
of maximum (1/n) quoted in Table 4 is also 20 degrees lower 
than the generally accepted Tg value for PMMA of 105 C.

As shown in Figure 1, high (1/n) values for PDMI 
and PMMA extend over a similar temperature region; further 
correlation of the Tg's for these structurally similar polymers 
is precluded by the existence of more dominant factors than the 
chemical structure of the repeating unit. Gillham (14) 
suggests that geometrical interlocking of the syndiotactic 
molecules contributes to the Tg-variation of PMMA samples 
with their stereoregularity, disruption of such interlocking 
by the glass braids inherent in the TEA samples possibly being 
responsible for the low Tg value indicated by this technique; 
whereas this geometrical interaction is not expected to occur 
between PDMI molecules, it has already been concluded from the 
TBA results in Chapter 3 that "on the molecular level, the 
effective glass transition for PDMI is not a simple amorphous 
glass to rubber transition." It is interesting to note from
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Table 4 that the median temperature of maximum (1/n) for PDMI 
80/25 occurs at about 105° + 10°C which is the Tg evaluated 
by volume-temperature measurements on conventional PMMA and 
given in Table 2, whereas the analogous TBA temperature for 
PMMA, of 86°C, is effectively coincident with the temperature 
of the PDMI 37/100 endothermic peak as quoted in Table 12.
As for PMMA, median shift temperatures for second PDMI 37/100 
DSC runs differed with the temperature limits of the scans: 
in the first thermogram obtained over the above-ambient 
temperature range the endothermic peak occurred at the same 
temperature, within experimental error, of 87°C as in 
analogous sub-ambient thermograms and was also approximately 
1 degree lower than the median temperature of the net 
endothermic shift, but exceptionally the simple endothermic 
shift of the re-run thermogram was centred on 87.5°C, whereas 
sub-ambient data revealed depression of the median shift 
temperature by about 8 degrees with the absence of the 
endothermic peak. The peak was only absent and the persistent, 
enlarged endothermic shift only depressed in temperature, m  
records of sub-ambient runs which followed rapid cooling of the 
PDMI 37/100 sample; the thermogram obtained after slow cooling 
contained a shallow endothermic peak at 87°C, the median 
temperature of the overall shift also being coincident with the 
first run value. An explanation of these PDMI results and of 
observations made by Velickovic was suggested in the letter (34) 
accompanying the polyCdi-n-alkylitaconate) samples: «... because
of its (i.e. PDMI) high density, brittleness, very slow

It ~ jt*
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dissolution, and solubility in a much smaller number of 
solvents than the first next and higher members of the 
series, ... I suppose that some kind of internal crystallization 
occurs in this polymer, probably rendered possible by either 
internal hydrogen bonding or dipole-dipole interaction, not 
being hindered by the small methyl substituents of the ester 
groups (at least critically smaller than the two ethyl groups
on the next member of the series) .

It is evident from the PDEI, PDPI and PDBI data
in Table 5 that their median temperatures for maximum damping 
decrease with increase in ester group size, as was apparent 
in Table 9 for the analogous aoylated polysaccharides.
However, for interpretation and discussion of Tg's for higher 
poly(di-n-alkylitaconates), it was necessary to consider their

entire thermograms.
The median temperatures for the <l/n> peak occurring 

in region (»> of Table 8 have been corrected for the temperature
n thp Torsional Braid Analyser sample chamber differential across the lorsiona _ _

and are given in Table 18, it is -ggest.d that this transition
is due to the onset of rotational motion of the alkyl group

. . this motion being independent of thewithin the side-chain, this
• „Vic'n (92). Reference 32 

oxycarbony 1 group and of the main chain
, += obtained at about 10 Hz, which contains mechanical loss dat ,• * -l70°C for poly(n-propylmetha-indicate peaks at approximately -170

orylate,, at about -!..<* « »  poly.n-hutylmethacrylate, and 
a, about -120° for polyCn-ste.rylmath.cryl.te), an alkyl

for noly(ethylmethacrylate) at -232 uloss peak was reported for p y
a -b was inferred that "in PMMA the hindered and about 9 Hz and it was inrer
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rotation of the ester methyl group should lead to a mechanical 
relaxation below -268.8°C at about 10 Hz." The authors of 
reference 32 also considered that motion of the n-propyl group 
is initiated at similar temperatures in both poly(n-propyl 
acrylate) and poly(n-propyl methacrylate). In this work, 
dynamic mechanical evidence of a sub-Tg was not observed 
within region (4) for poly(di-n-alkylitaconates) or 
polysaccharide esters (see Table 11) with side groups 
containing n-alkyl moities smaller than the n-propyl group; 
allowing for the difference in measuring frequency, it is 
evident that the transition temperatures for n-alkyl group 
motion given in Table 18 are in general agreement with those
reported in reference 32.

It has been observed by Boyer (6 ) that the 
sub-Tg associated with side group motion of poly(n-alkyl 
methacrylates) (ahd of polyolefins and polyvinyl alkyl ether.) 
increases concomitantly with the number of side-chain carbon 
atoms and levels out around -1 1 0 » to -125»C for samples 
containing more than about si* carbon atoms within the .id« 
group. The unusually large increment between the transition 
temperatures within region «) of PDPI and of PDBI 
(containing on average 5.5 carbon atom, per side group) 
and the gradual increase in this transition temperature

. , nhat’n leneth, which becomes significant with increasing side-chain ieng
for higher series members, suggest the existence of some 
constrain, on the associated molecular motion. Assuming 
that si* covalently-bonded methylene units are required before 
the alkyl side-chain in polyCdi-n-alkylit.conat.s> will
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crystallize and using the general relationship for 
symmetrical polymers in °K: Tm = 2Tg (6 ), it is seen from 
Table 18 that the transition within region (4) and transition B 
may be identified respectively with Tg and the melting 
temperature, Tm, of the n-alkyl side-chain. Jordan et al (54) 
showed that for poly(n-alkylacrylates), which are assumed to 
be atactic, the side-chain length required to maintain a stable 
side-chain crystal nucleus, composed of the outer methylene 
groups, was in excess of nine paraffinic methylene groups for 
the bulk polymer and in excess of eight methylene groups for 
samples "in the presence of methanol, when main-chain restraints 
are freed, thus permitting more methylene groups to enter the 
crystal lattice." With respect to the geometrical interlocking 
mechanism (14), a poly(di-n-alkylitaconate) structurally resembles 
the analogous isotactic poly(n-alkylmethacrylate) whose main 
chain is known to be considerably more mobile than that of the 
corresponding syndiotactic and atactic samples (32); with 
reference to the effect of methanol on the side-chain 
crystallinity (5 4 ), it is thought that the greater main-chain 
mobility of these samples, compared with atactic poly(n-alkyl 
acrylates), increases the number of side chain methylene groups 
that can crystallize, thereby decreasing the required side-chain 
length. An additional factor which may contribute towards the 
increased proportion of crystallizing methylene units in the 
poly(di-n-alkylitaconates) is the increased density of alkyl 
side-chains in these samples as compared with the corresponding 
poly(n-alkylacrylates).

. .. n+here is generally a secondaryBoyer (8 ) states that there is g
. • as the B process, lying justtransition, commonly designated
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below Tg such that Tg = 0.75 Tg, in °K and that this 
relationship is most applicable to carbon-carbon backbone 
polymers, such as the poly(di-n-alkylitaconates). The 8 

transition is thought to be "a precursor for the glass transition, 
involving the same kinds of motion" (8 ) and in PMMA this 
transition is generally assigned to motion of the ester 
side-group; Gillham (55) reports that "recent dielectric 
studies on copolymers of methacrylates indicate that the 
moving unit in the side-chain relaxation involves, in addition 
to the side chain, a segment of the backbone chain" and that 
"this could be achieved by local relaxations of the main chain." 
Results for alkyl methacrylate polymers, reported in reference 
32, indicate that the glass-rubber and 8 transitions merge for 
samples with long n-alkyl groups and that if these two 
transitions are resolved, as for lower methacrylates at about 
1 Hz, the 8 loss peak is observed in the 10° to 25°C region 
with the activation energy apparently independent of the side- 
chain alkyl group. It is suggested that fewer side chains can 
begin to move at the 8 transition for isotactic methacrylates, 
which occurs at lower temperatures than for analogous atactic 
and conventional (i.e. highly syndiotactic) polymers (32).
It is considered that steric hindrance to rotation of the 
ester side group in poly(methylmethacrylate), PMMA, is largely 
provided by the main-chain methyl substituents of adjacent 
repeat units; the main-chain methyl group is absent in

, a -t-v.0 ft transition for this polymer poly(methylacrylate) and the 8

.. _nd occurs at much lower temperatureshas a smaller magnitude and occurs
i than the 8 transition for PMMA, a more (at a given frequency) than the 8

c a-v. oo-t-er' side group possibly being limited movement of the ester g
involved in the former sample (32).
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With reference to the literature extracts given 
above, it is suggested that for poly(di-n-hexylitaconate) 
and subsequent series members transition B may also be 
interpreted as the 8 transition, motion of the pendant side 
groups and localised motion of the backbone being possible on 
melting of the ordered side-chain phases in the vicinity of 
the oxycarbonyl groups. The general increase in temperature 
of transition B with enlargement of the side groups that is 
evident in Table 8 can be explained by reference to the 
analogous Tm increase of homologous paraffins. A similar 
increase in the magnitude of transition B from PDHI to PDUI 
inclusive reflects the increasing proportion of each molecule 
that becomes mobile at Tg: a reason for the exceptional 
dynamic mechanical behaviour of PDDol was suggested by its 
DSC thermogram, shown in Figure 10, the reproducible endothermic 
peak providing evidence of both a melting and a glass-rubber 
transition; it is thought that melting of the more perfect 
crystalline phase of the second critical six-methylene length 
at the ends of the side groups may only occur with the onset
of large-scale backbone motion at Tg.

The large endothermic peak (illustrated in Figure 9) 
that characteristically occurs at identical temperatures during 
first PDMI DSC scans and the re-run following slow cooling 
(see Table 12) has been tentatively attributed to internal 
crystallisation: however, the resemblance of this re-run
endothermic peak to the one outlined during the effective 
first run of PDPI (illustrated in Figure 10) raises some 
doubt about the interpretation of these peaks. Several 
thermograms illustrated in reference 56 display endothermic
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peaks in the glass transition region; Brennan states that 
"the observed endothermic effect may be due to bulk stress 
relaxation in the system ..., usually only observed on the 
first heating through the glass transition, ... or to a free 
volume effect on the molecular level" (56). More DSC data is 
required to ascertain whether the PDEI and PDPI peaks persist 
on re-runs following either fast or slow sample-cooling rates 
and to enable their significance to be assessed. The absence 
of such peaks in PDHI and PDNI first run thermograms provides 
additional confirmation for the supposition that the molecular 
cause of the PDEI and PDPI peaks differs from that of the
reproducible PDDol endotherm.

TBA data for PDHI and higher series members, 
together with the observation made by Velickovic of "permanent 
tack and flow at room temperature" for these poly(di-n-alkyl- 
itaconates) (34), imply that Tg is located between the onset 
of transition A and room temperature; reference to their 
(1/P2) results, as illustrated in Figures 2 and 3, which show 
little change with temperature increase above ambient 
temperatures confirms the choice of this upper limit to Tg.
It is thought that subsequent high (1/n), which frequently 
extends over a considerable temperature region, is associated
with the second mechanism by which molecular mobility is

* v.'ohpct (1 /n); with unravelling enhanced in the region of highest n/n,,
• , „  links formed by entanglements of theof the physical cross-links rormeu y

• riy»,, «an nrcur. Tbs decrease inlong side-groups, viscous flow can occur
the relative magnitude of transition B for PDDI with increase 
in sample Hw, and therefore in the restriction imposed on 
molecular motions by these physical cross-links, provides

»«u'tSL *3i ilaHt fc .JtM i  . u . '
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support for this interpretation.
Reference to Figures 10, 3 and 2 and to Tables 12 

and 8 reveals an approximate correspondence between the median 
temperatures of the largest endothermic shift and the beginning 
of high (1/n) that is spanned by the steepest (1/P2) decrease 
for PDHI, PDNI and PDDol, the minimum value for the relevant 
temperature being indicated by PDNI. It is evident that these 
changes in heat capacity and relative shear modulus identify 
the temperature region of the largest increase in molecular 
mobility: however, because of the above interpretation of the
causes for transition B, it is doubted whether the defined 
temperature regions are actually the glass transition regions 
of these samples. By analogy, the interpretation of cellulose 
triester transition data by Klarman, Galanti and Sperling (16) 
is also questioned: in reference 16 "Tg" is identified with 
the temperature of the large modulus change and another 
transition occurring above "Tg" for triesters with large 
substituent groups is attributed to secondary side-chain 
motion in a crystalline phase. When the transitions which 
occur at the higher, varying temperatures are attributed to 
Tg, for triesters with four or more methylene groups in each 
side chain, a decrease in Tg with increase in alkyl-group 
length is apparent in Figure U of reference 16, a Tg minimum 
being absent in agreement with the poly(alkyImethacrylate) 
data reported by Nielsen, who considers that each methylene 
unit in a polymer makes a fairly constant contribution
lowering the glass transition" (9).

Tg estimates for PDHI and higher poly<di-n-alkyl-
» i 4 - ^ = 0  i q 3 t in °K (8 ), are given initaconates), evaluated as 1.33 iji m  ’

cfci Jl, ft -
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column 5 of Table 18. In general these extrapolated Tg's 
occur within the high (1/n) region which begins at transition A; 
it is thought that failure of the relationship, particularly 
evident in PDUI and PDDol data, may be related to merging of 
the glass and 8 transitions or to side-chain crystallinity.
It is interesting to note that, in general, the values given 
in column 5 undergo a minimum in going from PDMI to PDDol, 
reflecting the effect of side-chain crystallinity on Tg via 
Tg; a reasonable explanation for the exhibition of a Tg 
minimum by similar polymer systems was provided by Klarman, 
Galanti and Sperling: "the onset of crystallization will act 
to restrain the movement of the polymer chain segments via 
interchain forces ... such a change in structure should 
effectively raise the Tg, in that higher temperatures are 
required to overcome these forces and induce chain mobility" 
(16). For PDMI to PDBI inclusive, column 4 of Table 18 contains 
an estimate of the temperature of transition B, obtained with 
the relationship between Tg and Tg in °K; there is no obvious 
correlation between these temperatures and the transition 
temperatures given in Table 8. A relative decreas 
magnitude of the 8 loss peak, .1.» occurring at lower 
temperatures, for isot.ctic methacrylates was thought 
due to the onset of motion of fewer ester side group, than 
in the analogous conventional or atactic samplesi the 
increased density o, ester side groups in PDM! compared with 
PUMA may therefor, cause the 8 transition to he less obvious 
for the lower poly(di-n-.lkylit.oon.t.s) than for PMMA. For 
PMHA, application of this correlation between Tg and T8 to
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the median temperature of maximum (1/n) given in Table 4 
indicates that Tg occurs at -4°C, the median temperature, 
for the (1/n) shoulder that occurs within transition region (2) 
of Table 8. It was suggested above that disruption of 
geometrical interlocking of the largely syndiotactic PMMA 
sample may have contributed to the 20 degree difference 
between PMMA Tg's in Tables 2 and 4, this explanation possibly
being applicable to the implied discrepancy between the above 
Tg for PMMA and the location of the B transition between 10° 
and 25°C reported in reference 32. Referring to the 
interpretation of PMMA sub-Tg’s derived from the literature 
(32) and given in Chapter 1, it is possible that the small 
(1/n) shoulder at about -157°C in the PMMA thermogram traced 
in Figure 1 is due to rotation of the a-methyl groups and 
that the maximum at -109°C (corrected temperature being about 
-102°C) is due to absorbed water. Gillham (14) observed a  ̂
small (1/n) peak and concurrent <1/P2> minimum, at .Pout -10°C 
in the TBA thermogram of xylan, which he attributed 
plasticization of the polymer by atmospheric water. From 
the description of the PMMA thermogram given in Section Adi) 
of Chapter 3 it is evident that regions (1) and (2) of Table 8 
contain the B transition of PMMA and damping due to the 
plasticizing effect of water condensation below 0°C, and
a ) ,  .+■ i  1 / n l

__„cri >w pster croup

motion.
(iii) Th* sub-glass transit!^  temperatures of polysaccharide derivatives

The broad endothermic peak, whose defining
temperatures are given in Table 14, was outlined during the
first DSC scans of polysaccharide derivatives (and of PMMA)
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and is absent from re-run thermograms obtained by immediately 
re-scanning the samples. The endotherm was outlined during 
the re-run which followed overnight annealing of the GTC 
sample at ambient temperatures, the re-run peak being smaller 
in area an! with a lower peak temperature, as illustrated in 
Figure 16. The area of the peak occurring between 48° and 137 C 
in the ATr(l.O) thermogram (see Figure 14) was estimated and 
hence the energy absorbed by the sample over this temperature 
range. The percentage weight lost by ATr(l.O), before the 
possible onset of degradation at 330°C, is given in Table 17 and 
hence, assuming that the same relative weight loss occurred in 
the DSC as in the thermobalance, the equivalent weight lost by 
the DSC sample was calculated; assuming also that the  ̂
vapourization of water alone is responsible for this weight 
loss, as suggested by the reported correlation of weight loss 
with molecular polarity and age, this weight was divided by
18 in order to evaluate the weight loss in terms of the

r- fQV1 Thp ratio of the energy equivalent number of moles of wate .
, r,f Tshle 14 to the number ofabsorbed during the broad peak of Tab

. ,on0r> ?44°C and 250°C respectively moles of water lost by 330 C, 244 u ai
, + „  , 2 kcal per mole for ATr(l.O), 5.8 kcal perwas evaluated as 5.2 kcal p

mole for ATT and 3.3 kcal per mole for GTA. It is known that 
the dissociation energy for hydrogen bonds is nsuaily about

, The results of this c a l c u l a t i o n  therefore 
5 kcal per mole (18;. me resuti
»ply that on average one hydrogen bond is broken for each 
molecule of water lost and that the disruption of hydrogen 
bond, is responsible for the broad endothermic peak of » 1 .  »• 
The peak of this endotherm occurs between 29° and 77 in

, the peak being recorded at thesub-ambient thermograms
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temperature of maximum absorption by the sample. It is 
reasonable to expect that the rupture of hydrogen bonds will 
affect the molecular mobility within TBA samples, resulting 
in (1/n) variation in the general region of the endothermic
peak.

Stratton concludes his study of the effect of
water on the viscoelastic properties of cellulose (57) with
the statement: "a loss peak in the -20° to -60°C range for
cellulose at about 1 Hz has been attributed to molecular motion
in the amorphous regions directly involving water molecules
hydrogen-bonded to the cellulose chains.” The peaks manifest
at about -20°C and -90°C for the sample with effectively zero
water content are both depressed in temperature with increase

. n-t- of the cellulose samples. It is suggested in the water content of the cenu
that the loss peak at lower temperatures is caused by shorty 
range „otion in the e.orphous region. of the sa.ple, «■>«=» »  
plasticized hy »ter molecules. The »olecular „tion intoIvzng 
hydrogen-bonded water molecules may have been responsib 
the (1/n) and (1/P2) variations observed by Gillham (1.) at 
about -10°C in the TBA thermogram for a derivative of a
similar polysaccharide called xylan. GiUham et al (S3) report

at ii„incp "peaks of mechanicalthat in the TBA thermogram for cellu P
• at 110°C -50°C and 1 0 0 °C may be attnbutdamping occurring at 110 C,. will be of the same typesto some modes of local motions which wi

,s those of amylose ,nd »flopectin» > • - >
occurred et -30°C for cellulose .lone, uhile e.yicse

, +. n°r The 100 C (1/n)amylopectin revealed . s.ell peek '
pee* for c.liulose .,y «11 involve . . i - «  “
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observed at 112° to 120°C in the specific volume-temperature 
data for CTA (that was reported in Chapter 1) and attributed 
by Klarman, Galanti and Sperling (16) to side-chain motion, 
these workers detecting this secondary transition at 95° and 
85°C for CTP and CTB respectively (i.e. with sub-Tg < Tg).
The dynamic mechanical data obtained for CTA by Russel and 
Van Kerpel (30) indicate a small (1/n) shoulder at about 100°C 
in addition to the small peak at -98°C which they attributed
to mobility of the acetate group.

It was stated in Chapter 1 that the conformations 

of cyclic glucose structures are similar to those of cyclohexane,
the two chair conformations illustrated in Diagram 1 being
energetically more favourable. The worh of Heijbo.r on polymers
containing the cyclohexyl unit is reported in Chapter 1 of

, a "the temperature and frequencyreference 32. It was observed that the temp
of the cyclohexyl loss peak” which occurs at about -90 C a,
0 9 Hz "is largely independent of the structure of the polymer
containing the group", this transition was identified with the
constant interchange between the two chair forms of the eye o-
hexyl group. It is reasonable to expect that the analogous
transition in polysaccharide derivatives will be affec
the size of the substituent groups which -ill *»er„at. between

■a-- this transition may havethe equatorial and axial positions,
been observed at -90°C <S„ and -U0°C ('•> in 
and at -115°C in amylose and amylopectin (58). Klarm 
Galanti and Sperling (16) suggested that the composition- 
invariant transition occurring between 35° and 95 C for 
cellulose tri.st.r. "might involve a boat-ohair conformation 
change in the gluco.id. ring", which may result in rupture of 
hydrogen bonds.



Correlation of the transition temperatures already 
discussed in this sub-section with those summarised in Table 11 
suggests these interpretations of the molecular motions which are 
initiated at the latter sub-Tg's. The transition defined within 
region I is tentatively associated with the breaking of hydrogen 
bonds, the bonding largely taking place between water and polymer 
molecules. Transition Ila may be caused by the increase in 
mobility of water molecules hydrogen-bonded to adjacent 
polysaccharides, possibly involving local motion of the 
bonded polymer segments. Transition II, occurring at similar 
temperatures as the small loss peak associated with -obxlity

• p t a  rifinite large variations in the of the acetate group in CTA despite iaxg
substituent groups, is attributed to motion of the ester group, 
predominantly involving the oxyc.rbonyl group and/or the C6 
oxymethylene group. Within region III, the transiti 
apparently ooourring between -90» and -190°C is loo,ted at 
temperatures erroneously low by about 5 to 8 degrees 
respectively; the apparent variation of these transition 
temperatures with the type of linage, between pyr.nos. rings 
and to a greater extent with their substituent groups supports 
the association of thi . transition with the onset o, the 
chair-chair conformational interchange of main-chain glucose 
rings. A. With the polyCdi-n-.lhylit.conat..), the transition 
evident at the low temperature limit of TBA for samples 
containing the n-propyl group is attributed to motion of the
n-alkyl side group.

m  the absence of the improved correlation of transition 
data enabled by vari.ble-fr.guency and hence activation energy 
data, this association of molecular motions with the observed 

onlv be speculative.transitions can
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